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ABSTRACT
An experimental investigation of the polarization properties of an intense 
laser beam propagating through a nonlinear sodium vapor at a wavelength 
close to the D1 absorption line has been made. It was observed that an 
initially Gaussian laser beam with uniform polarization propagating 
through the nonlinear sodium vapor separated into a central core of pure 
circular polarization surrounded by an orthogonally polarized annular 
beam. This system was then self-guiding: The separated beams continue to 
propagate through the medium without major spatial changes. These 
observations are in good agreement with the numerical simulations by 
Ballagh [BPC90], confirming the propagation model developed by McCord 
and Ballagh [MB90]. Physical pathlengths, input ellipticities, frequencies 
and input powers of the laser beam were varied separately to investigate the 
other polarization properties. The behaviour is interpreted and explained 
using absorptive self focussing models.
In view of the obvious deficiencies of interpreting the sodium D1 line as a 
J=l/2-J=l/2 system agreement with the theory is remarkable.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
A cw (continuous wave) on-resonance axis enhancem ent i.e. absorptive 
self focussing (ASF) of a laser beam  is perhaps the m ost fundam ental of the 
nonlinear optical phenom ena, because i t  changes in tensity  profiles. This 
kind of "self focussing" is quite different from the well-known focussing 
of a G aussian in tensity  profile due to self-lensing, which occurs when the 
laser is detuned to the high frequency side of the atomic resonance. In this 
situation the dependence of the refractive index on the intensity, results in a 
positive lens effect th a t focuses the  en tire  beam. On resonance however, 
there  is no nonlinear refractive index, which depends on the in tensity , 
therefore  self-lensing can not happen. The purely  absorptive cw self­
focussing phenom ena were in terpreted  as the combined effects of nonlinear 
absorption changing the  transverse  profiles of the beam  and diffraction 
acting on the distorted G aussian profiles. W hen an  in tense cw laser beam 
passes through a strongly absorbing medium, the core p a rt of the beam (later 
so called the core tran sp a ren t regim e) m ay be propagating tran sparen tly  
for a distance due to sa turation  of the medium, while the outer parts (later so 
called the  nonlinear wing regim e) are  absorbed nonlinearly. As a resu lt 
the wings of the laser beam  are “stripped off’. The progressive stripping of 
the wings of the laser beam  distorts the in tensity  profile of the laser beam. 
After a certa in  distance, the  diffraction caused by the  severe distortion 
would dom inate the absorption effects, causing the energy of the beam  to 
flow tow ards the axis, forming a peak on axis.
Recently, McCord and B allagh predicted an  new absorption effect: spatial 
polarization seperation of the circular polarization components of a laser 
beam  passing a nonlinear medium.
2In a J= l/2 -J= l/2  atomic system  two circular com ponents of an  in tense  
G aussian  beam  w ith uniform  ellip ticity  would compete w ith  each other 
locally through altering the absorption of the medium to the opposite circular 
com ponent [MB85]. N orm ally c ircular component w ith h igher in ten sity  
will suffer less absorption, while circular component w ith lower in tensity  
suffers stronger absorption: the  stronger the  in ten sity  of the  c ircu lar 
component, the less absorption i t  will suffer. Thus, an  in itia lly  w eaker 
circular component will in itially  suffer com paratively stronger absorption 
at the  wings of its  in ten sity  profile th a n  the  in itia lly  stronger circular 
component. If  the in itia l in tensities of both components are  com parable, 
through ASF processes, the  in itia lly  w eaker circular component m ay form 
an in tensity  peak in  the core of the laser beam, which is stronger th an  the 
in tensity  of the in itially  stronger component. If  th is happens, in  the core of 
the laser beam  the in itially  stronger circular component suffers more and 
more severe absorption while the  in itia lly  w eaker component suffers less 
and less absorption, as the laser beam  is propagating through the  sodium 
vapour. This would lead to the spatia l polarization separation: in itia lly  
w eaker circular component forming a central core in  the  core of the laser 
beam  and in itia lly  stronger circular component forming an  an n u la r beam 
su rround ing  the  cen tra l core. The sp a tia l separa tion  of two c ircu lar 
components m ay be m ain tained  for a distance, i.e, self-guiding. In  th is  
case the  energy of the an n u la r beam  flowing inw ards to the axis due to 
diffraction would be continuously absorbed through in te rac tion  w ith  the 
stronger in tensity  of the in itially  w eaker circular component in the core of 
the la se r beam . The energy of the  in itia lly  w eaker c ircular com ponent 
flowing outw ards due to d iffraction would continuously  suffer strong 
absorption a t the  outer region through being enveloped in the  stronger 
an n u la r beam , and ASF processing would refocus the  in itia lly  w eaker 
circular component towards the axis.
3This thesis describes an  experim ental investigation  of the  polarization  
p roperties of an in tense  la se r beam  p ropagating  th rough  a non linear 
sodium vapour a t a wavelength close to the D1 absorption line. I t  has been 
observed experim en tally  th a t  u n d er su itab le  conditions an  in itia lly  
G aussian  laser beam  w ith  uniform  polarization propagating through the 
nonlinear sodium vapour m ay separate  into a central core of pure circular 
polarization  surrounded by an  orthogonally polarized an n u la r beam , the 
system  then  being self-guiding. The experim ental observations are shown 
to be in  good agreem ent w ith  the  num erical model by B allagh  et al 
[WBMB89] [BPC90], In  our experim ents, the spatial polarization separation 
and the self-guiding phenom ena were m easured as a function of physical 
pa th leng ths in the N a cell. The inpu t ellipticities, frequencies and  inpu t 
powers of the laser were varied separately  as well to investigate the other 
polarization properties of the in itia lly  G aussian laser beam  w ith uniform  
polarization propagating through the nonlinear sodium vapour. There are 
two m ain  in n o v a tio n s  of th e  e x p e rim e n ta l m e a su re m e n ts : two
d im en sio n a l m e a su re m e n ts  u s in g  a video c am era  sy s tem  and  
sim u ltaneous recording  of both  c ircu lar com ponents. The re su lts  of 
m easurem ents are then digitized by a computer.
1.1 P revious Work
1.1.1 S e lf  len sin g
The phenom enon of dispersive self focussing (self lensing) has been well 
studied experim entally [S75] and theoretically [M75] since its  prediction by 
Javan  and Kelly [JK66] in 1966.
The self lensing is caused by an optical dielectric constant change when an 
in tense  electric field is applied. This can be described by the  rela tive
4dielectric constant
e total = E + e 2 <  E * E > ( 1 - 1 )
— > — »
where < E* E > is taken as the time average of the square of the optical 
—» —»
field. This type of dielectric constant results from a relationship between 
the polarization and the electric field
P = e0XE+£0Xi < E* E > E (1.2)
where £q is the permittivity of free space, % is the electric susceptibility, 
£2 = Xi > and the dielectric constant is related to the electric susceptibility:
e = 1 + X (1.3)
From the above formulas, we have an intensity dependent refractive index
n total — total — a < E * E >
— » — >
(1.4)
with
n 2
= l£2
2 n ’
(1.5)
where n = Ve is the normal optical refractive index.
For an intense Gaussian beam (with laser detuned to the high frequency 
side of the atomic resonance) the total refractive index is larger at the beam 
center than in the wings (e2>0). This causes the edges of a laser beam of 
Gaussian intensity profiles to propagate with a faster phase velocity than the
5more in tense central core, leading to an energy flow towards the axis. As a 
resu lt the  beam  can overcome the usua l diffraction spreading  and focus 
like passing through a lens. M any types of media, including solids, liquid 
c rysta ls, p lasm as, liquids and vapours, have exhibited such behaviour 
[S75]. W hen the laser is detuned to the  low frequency side of the  atomic 
resonance, the opposite process (self defocussing) occurs due to (e2<0) [T79]. 
Self trapping  [T79], in which the tendency to self focus is ju s t balanced by 
diffraction spreading, may occur. The laser beam  m ay then  propagate with 
a constan t transverse profile over distances much g rea ter than  a free space 
Rayleigh length, which is defined as
where W Q is the w aist of the laser beam, and X  is the wavelength of the laser 
beam .
The form ation of rings due to self-lensing w ith in  the  sam ple have been 
reported both experimentally [G70] [T79] and theoretically [M75] [WHM68] 
[H66] [ZSS71] [DM69]. The sim pler situation  of self-lensing rings w ithout 
change of the rad iation  wavelength has been num erically investigated in a 
se lf-trap p in g  s itu a tio n . H aus [H66] num erica lly  s im u la ted  th e  self­
trapp ing  regime in  a cubic m edium  and showed that, except for the lowest- 
o rder eigenm ode as p red ic ted  by Chiao e t al. [CGH64], th e  h igher 
eigenmodes exhibit rings, the num ber of which increases w ith energy. The 
cubic self-trapped eigenmodes were shown to be unstable [ZSS71].
The conical em ission of red-shifted  rad ia tion  first observed by Skinner 
and Kleiber [SK80] is the m ost strik ing  phenomenon in  self-trapping of the 
beam and even self-filim entation of the beam  [SK80] [M80] [BCD80] [HB84] 
[BL82] [VKGGJ90]. W ith an intense near-resonant laser, the atomic energy
6level will be shifted and sp lit by the generalized Rabi flopping frequency 
due to the ac S ta rk  effect. Both sidebands detuned sym m etrically by the 
generalized Rabi frequency from the frequency of the in tense pum p field 
could experience gain through a strong resonance in the four wave mixing 
[FWM] in  stable self-trapped filam ents. Then the red-shifted rad ia tion  in 
the stable self-trapped filam ents will be refracted out due to Snell’s law, in 
the form of a cone su rrounding  the laser beam , because inside the  self- 
trapped  filam ents the refractive index can be assum ed to be un ity  due to 
sa tu ration . The differences betw een the conical emission and the c ircular 
component spatial separation will be discussed in  more detail in C hapter 7.
1.1.2 ASF Theory and Aperture Models
More recently  Boshier and Sandle [BS82] predicted from  a num erica l 
sim ulation, th a t a m edium  possessing an in tensity  dependent absorption 
can also self focus (ASF). In  th e ir num erical model, the  processes of the 
focussing were shown to be sim ilar to the Fresnel diffraction p a tte rn  from a 
circular aperture. J u s t  before each-focused peak is formed, the  m axim um  
in  in tensity  occurs off-axis and  the on axis in tensity  exhibits a series of 
m axim a and  m in im a as th e  d istance  from  the  a p e rtu re  increases. 
M.Le Berre et al [BRT84] p resen ted  an 'apertu re ' model to analy tically  
describe the ASF. I t  was assum ed in th is model th a t the  laser propagates 
w ithout diffraction up to a stripping distance Z s> because the laser beam  is 
strong and most of the laser beam  would propagate transparen tly , and only 
the wings of the  in tensity  profile would be stripped off by the  nonlinear 
absorption. Beyond Zs the in tensity  profiles are so seriously distorted due to 
the stripping of the wings of the  laser beam  th a t diffraction is assum ed to 
dom inate over the absorption processes, focussing the  beam  to the  axis 
(ASF). The cum ulative effect of the absorption up to Z s was m odeled by
7trea tin g  the beam  as if it  passes through a simple sharp-edged square (for 
simplicity) placed a t the stripping distance Zs . In a lim ited regime of strong 
saturation , bu t not too strong absorption, viz
6 I o o > F » ^ » l ,  (1.7)
a q u a lita tiv e  ag reem ent w ith  the  solution of the  full M axwell-Bloch 
equation is obtained. Here I00 is the in itial in tensity  of the laser beam , and 
F (Fresnel num ber) is
F=aZcj (on resonance), (1 .8)
where a  is the  w eak beam  absorp tion  coefficient. The m odel gives a 
valuab le  in sigh t into the  propagation. However, certa in  fea tu res of the 
model appear to be ra th e r  unphysical. The square apertu re  reduces the 
cylindrical sym m etry of the beam , the sharp  edges of the apertu re  would 
in troduce diffraction fringes not p resen t in  the original beam , and the 
specification of the aperture needs to be improved.
L ater M cClelland et al [MBS85] refined and  generalized  the  ap ertu re  
model, principally  by invoking a smooth tran sition  from transparency  to 
opacity. Instead  of using the sharp  square apertu re  (M.Le Berre et al), the 
in itially  stripped beam  a t a penetra tion  distance Zs was rep resen ted  by a 
cylindrically sym m etric G aussian  truncation . The th ree  param eters of the 
model a re  chosen according to a com parison of the nonlinear absorption 
term  w ith  the transverse  curvature term  for the solution of the  Maxwell- 
Bloch equations w ithout diffraction, approxim ating the  in itia l propagation 
of the beam. In the regime sim ilar to th a t of the above, the model can produce 
fields th a t approxim ate quite well the full propagation calculated from the 
Maxwell-Bloch equation.
81.1.3 Spatial Polarization Separation and Self-Guiding Theory
W hen McCord and Ballagh solved the Maxwell-Bloch equations in a J= l/2 - 
J= l/2  atomic system  w ith a monochromatic radiation  field (the eqns. could 
no t be a n a ly tic a lly  solved), th ey  used  an  an a ly tic a l so lu tion  for 
susceptibility  [MB85] [MB90] for each circular component w ith a coupling 
term  containing the in tensities of both components in it. In  some in tensity  
regim es and in tensity  ratios of both circu lar components, such as both 
com ponents being strong or one component being strong b u t ano ther one 
being weak, asym ptotic forms for the susceptibility can be obtained. These 
uncoupled asym ptotic analy tical solutions for each c ircu lar com ponent 
could be em ployed to analyse  sep ara te ly  the  role of absorp tion  and 
diffraction of each circular component to understand the m echanism  of the 
sp a tia l po lariza tion  sep a ra tio n  and  the  self-guid ing  c h a rac te r. The 
in ten sity  absorption  of a + a n d  a .  c o m p o n e n ts  (left and  r ig h t c ircu lar 
components, respectively) is described by
a i ±
az - K ± > (1 .9)
where k± = 4Ftj±I± , 1 ^  are  the  in tensitie s norm alized by the  sa tu ra tio n  
in ten sity , a n d r j ^ i s  the  coupling term . According to the  uncoupled 
asym ptotic forms of r|± , the in itially  w eaker circular component will suffer 
absorption a t a rate up to twice th a t of a norm al weak beam  in its  nonlinear 
absorption wing regim e (the regim e is described in  Fig.2.1), while the  
in itially  stronger one could propagate through the medium, suffering from 
a large absorption to no absorption in  the regime of the  in itia lly  w eaker 
component (one component being weak and the other being strong). B ut in 
the core of the laser beam (later it is called the core tran sparen t regime) both
9com ponents would suffer less absorption a t a ra te  being proportional to 
(1 /I+) (both com ponents being strong). The in itia lly  w eaker component 
would experience continuous stripp ing  a t its  wings and ASF, while the 
in itia lly  stronger component would experience an in itia l ASF and then  
diffraction processes dom inate. If the inpu t power of the laser beam  is high 
enough and if  the in itial in tensities of both components are comparable, a t a 
ce rta in  d istance the  peak  in te n s ity  of th e  in itia lly  w e ak e r c irc u la r  
component could dom inate over the in tensity  of the other component in the 
core of the  laser beam  due to continuous ASF processes of the in itia lly  
w eaker circular component and the dom inant diffraction processes of the 
in itia lly  stronger component after its  peak. Hence the spatial polarization 
separation  and the self-guiding character would be observed due to strong 
absorption to the in itially  stronger component in the core of the laser beam 
(being now w eaker th an  the other component). On the  other hand, if the 
in itia l in tensities of both circular components are too close, the coupling 
between the two components would become unim portant, and the two beams 
would propagate essentially  independently  (m edium  responds to linearly  
polarized light as if  2 state). More details of the theory will be given in 
Chapter 2.
1.1.4 ASF Experiments
Several experim en ts on exac t resonance  e n h an cem en t have been 
perform ed using  sodium  vapour. Tai e t al [TGR84] rep o rted  on-axis 
enhancem ent of up to 69% (80%) relative to the input (output w ith no sodium) 
in tensity . In  their experim ent the laser power was fixed to 340mW w ith a 
G aussian beam  w aist of 77p.m, providing a Rabi frequency of 3GHz, much 
g rea te r th a n  1.77GHz g ro u n d -sta te  hyperfine s tru c tu re . Such power 
broadening in  the regime of m ost of the in tensity  profile, (where the power
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broadening is g reater th an  1.77GHz) effectively reduces the D2 transition  of 
sodium to a two state atomic system. The two state  atomic system is required 
by the  theory  and ap ertu re  model. The 1 cm cell was sealed a t room 
tem p era tu re  w ith lO torr of Ar. The on axis enhancem ent, recorded as a 
function of cell tem pera tu re , was in  good agreem ent w ith a sim ula tion  
based on a 1.41 cm cell w ith the  Doppler broadening included. The effect of 
Doppler broadening is to soften the  sa tu ra tion , resu lting  in  less-ab rup t 
stripping  and reduced on axis enhancem ent.
More directly, a t a fixed tem perature  of 260° C the in tensity  profiles a t the 
cell exit face were recorded as a function of penetration length by Satchell et 
al [TGR84],[S86]. Hom ogeneously b roadened two s ta te  behav iour was 
approxim ated by using the Na D1 with a buffer gas of 130 torr of Ar. The 310 
pm w aist of the beam resulted  in be tter spatial resolution, be tte r n ear field 
diffraction fringes b u t less on axis enhancem ent. S im ulations failed to 
account quantita tively  for the observed profiles, possibly because radiation 
trapp ing  has not been tak en  in to  account. Satchell also stud ied  self­
focussing using  c ircu lar polarized ligh t in  the presence of a transverse  
m agnetic field, for which radiation  trapping  had  been greatly  reduced. The 
self-focussing was surprisingly large, bu t the results could not explained by 
the s tan d a rd  theory  [BS82], in which a two sta te  atom ic system  was 
assum ed. The analysis of the resu lts  for circular polarized excitation is 
ham pered by the lack of an accurate theoretical description of the behaviour 
of sodium D1 line for circularly polarized light.
M.Le Berre et al [BRTTGRP84] also observed a sim ilar series of in tensity  
profiles as a function of tem perature  a t a fixed length of 1.5 cm. A flowing 
gas cell was used to reduce the Doppler broadening.
Recently R .Sohrab Afzal and  N .M .Lawandy [AL89] observed ASF in  a 
pink ruby rod using Ar-ion and dye laser beam s. In th e ir experim ent the 
rod (7.1cm) was optically thick a t 514.5nm (absorption-length product of 8).
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The input laser beams were carefully adjusted to ensure that a linear 
Gaussian mode existed for all powers. The waist of the laser beam was 
80 pm at the rod face. The far-field patterns of the emerging laser beams 
were measured at a distance of 2m for different input laser powers (200mW, 
1.0W and 2.0W). At 200mW a very small dip in the centre of the emerging 
beam was observed (weak peak intensity). At 1.0W a pattern with a peak in 
the centre (stronger peak intensity) and a surrounding weaker ring (about 
one third intensity of the centre) was observed, and finally a true ring with 
dark centre (the strongest peak intensity) was found.
Prior to the experimental study reported here the polarization behaviour of 
an intense laser beam passing on resonance through a J=l/2-J=l/2 atomic 
system has not been reported. Also the spatial polarization separation has 
not been reported.
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
The general theoretical treatment of both the on-resonance axis 
enhancement of a Gaussian laser beam in a two state atomic system and the 
polarization properties of an intense Gaussian laser beam with uniform 
polarization in a J=l/2-J=l/2 atomic system is presented in Chapter 2. The 
on-resonance axis enhancement is described analytically through the 
aperture model by M.Le Berre et al [BRT84] in the two state atomic system. 
The asymptotic uncoupled absorption forms for each circular component 
are obtained in the J=l/2-J=l/2 atomic system, depending on the intensity 
regimes of the two circular components and the intensity ratio of the two 
circular components. Both the processes of ASF for each circular component 
and the asymptotic uncoupled absorption forms for each circular component 
are used to discuss the mechanism of spatial polarization separation 
through the numerical simulation [MB85].
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Theoretical and experim ental problems concerning the observation of the 
spa tia l polarization  separa tion  in  rea l sodium vapour are  discussed in 
C hapter 3. Because of the complexity of the D1 line of sodium, the D1 line 
could only be regarded as a simple J= l/2 -J= l/2  system  approxim ately. And 
because of the m any substa tes of the D1 line, the local optical pum ping 
effects are discussed.
The description of the experim ental arrangem ents is presented  in  Chapter 
4. T h is C h a p te r describes th e  p rog ressive  im p ro v em en ts  in  the  
e x p e r im e n ta l a r ra n g e m e n ts  c u lm in a tin g  in  s im u lta n e o u s  two- 
dim ensional m easurem ents of the two circular polarization components.
All experim ental resu lts and the ir descriptions are presented in C hapter 5. 
In  C hapter 6 the experim ental results, nam ely the form ation of spatia l 
po lariza tion  separa tion  in  the  h igher in ten sity  regim e and  the  weak 
a n n u la r beam  formed by the in itia lly  w eaker circular com ponent in the 
lower in tensity  regim e, are  com pared w ith  the  num erical sim ula tions 
[WBMB89] [BPC90]. T hese re su lts  a re  physically  explained using  the 
asym ptotic uncoupled absorption forms and  processes of ASF for each 
circular component. O ther experim ental resu lts concerning the in p u t power 
change and in p u t e llip ticity  change of the  la se r beam  are  physically  
explained as well. The use of com puter models of the absorption profiles to 
m easure the weak beam  absorption coefficient and collisional broadening 
are also described in this chapter.
The differences betw een conical em ission and the a n n u la r beam  in  the 
spatial polarization separation are discussed in C hapter 7.
In C hapter 8 the im portan t aspects of the  work are sum m arized and the 
directions for fu rther experim ental research are suggested.
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Chapter 2
Theory Introduction
The propagation of a la se r beam  through a nonlinear m edium  is usually  
described  sem i-classically  in  te rm s of th e  so called  M axwell-Bloch 
equations, derived directly from M axwell’s equations of electrom agnetism  
and the constitutive relation between the optical field and the  macroscopic 
p o lariza tion  i t  produces in  th e  a tom s. G enera lly  th e  co n stitu tiv e  
relationship between the polarization produced in atom s by the optical field 
is calculated by analy tically  solving the density m atrix  equations for the 
steady sta te  optical dipole coherences. The laser beam  passing through the 
atom s is directly affected by its  in teraction  w ith the medium. The theory 
starts with the steady sta te  Maxwell-Bloch equations. Then two Maxwell- 
Bloch equations will be given. One for a hom ogeneously broadened two 
sta te  atomic system  and lin early  polarized light, from which apertu re  
models are obtained to analy tically  describe the processes of ASF. The 
second one for a hom ogeneously broadened J= l/2 -J= l/2  atom ic system , 
from which asym ptotic uncoupled absorp tion  form s for each c ircu la r 
component are obtained. The asym ptotic uncoupled absorption forms and 
the processes of ASF for each com ponent are then  used to explain the 
processes of spatial polarization separation [MB85]. It is seen th a t the J= l/2- 
J= l/2  atomic system  would actually  be reduced to a two level atomic system 
when a linearly  polarized laser beam  is applied on resonance to the J= l/2 - 
J= l/2  atomic system.
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2.1 M axwell-Bloch Equations
The propagation of a classical field E(r,t) is given by M axwell's wave
— > -
equations:
V2 E(r,t) 
—» -
i az l
- ö—ö(E(r,t)+— P(r,t)) 
cz oi -» -  e0-> -
( 2 . 1 )
where P(r,t) is the macroscopic polarization in  the medium, induced by the
— > -
classical field E (r,t). We choose the propagation direction to be the Z axis 
—> -
and remove dom inant tim e and spatial frequencies of the monochromatic 
field by w riting
E(r,t) = E(r,t)exp(ico(—-  t)) + c.c (2.2)
-> -  —  c
Z
P(r,t) = P(r,t)exp(ico(----t)) + c.c
—) — — — c . (2 .3)
Then under the  slowly varying envelope approxim ation, w here the  time 
dependance of E (r,t) is slow compared w ith an optical cycle, and the  spatial 
variations are small over a wavelength, we have the steady sta te  equations 
for the positive frequency components
a2 a2 2iw a
[ -T + T -2 + — T-]E(r )= — 2p(r >- dx dy c d z --------- ~
cy
e0cr- -
(2.4)
The relation between the optical field and the  macroscopic polarization is 
generally  calculated by solving a se t of density  m atrix  equations. The 
Maxwell-Bloch equations will describe the propagation of a la se r  beam  
through a nonlinear medium.
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2.2 Two State System
For homogeneously broadened two sta te  atom s, and for linearly  polarized 
light, we have
P(r) = £°%(r)E(r)
(2.5)
where the complex dielectric susceptibility is
X(r)
occ i -  A 
co l + A2+IE(r)l2 '
( 2 . 6 )
E ( x )  is a dimensionless field norm alized by the satu ration  field :
I
Es = (^-XYri(lu))2 (2.7)
F-l (lu) is the optical dipole dephasing rate, \x is the reduced dipole m atrix  
elem ent, and y is the spontaneous emission ra te  from the excited level.
A is an  atomic detuning param eter defined by
A = (co-coa)
ri(iu) ( 2 . 8 )
where coa is the atomic resonan t frequency, and a=a(coa ) is the weak beam 
resonan t absorption coefficient:
1 47tN|!2 CDa
47T£o ^vr1(iu)c
(2.9)
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where N/V is the atomic num ber density.
A beam  of G aussian in tensity  profile and plane phase front can be w ritten  
as
Io(p,Z = 0) = Iooe-2p2 
with
(2 .10 )
(2 .11 )
where Wq is the w aist of the am plitude profile, £ is the radial coordinate in 
the cylindrical system  and I oo=Io(p=0,Z=0)=E(r)^ is the  in itia l in tensity  of 
the G aussian  beam. Using (2.10) in (2.1) and rearranging:
aE(p-Z ) = iV ?E (p .Z )-2F(1 + iA)E(p’Z ) , 
3Z l-HE(p,Z)lz
(2 .12 )
here the  axial coordinate Z is scaled in  u n its  of 4Z^. Z^ is the  Rayleigh 
length, defined in eqn.(1.6),
II
to
(2 .13)
F, the effective Fresnel num ber for an  absorption length  [WN73], is given 
by
F = a Z %-  
1 + A2
(2 .14)
is defined as
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2 a2 a2
' 3x2 3y2, (2 .15)
which, in axial symmetry, can be w ritten  as
Y72 1 dV = ------ 1-------- .
' dp2 p d p
and E(p,Z) is norm alized by
EsVl + A2 . (2 .16 )
In eqn.(2.11) we could consider V^E(p,Z) as the diffraction term  and
2F(l + iA)E(p,Z) 
l+IE(p,Z)l2
as the nonlinear absorption term .
W hen we discuss ASF on resonance, loo a n d F are the two im portan t 
param eters for characterizing eqn.(2.12).
2.3 C w On-resonance Enhancement of Axis Intensity and Aperture Models
2.3.1 Cw On-resonance Axis Enhancement
Cw on-resonance enhancem ent of the  on axis in tensity  of a la se r beam  
propagating  th rough  a non linear two sta te  m edium  w as p red icted  by 
Boshier and Sandle [BS82] who num erically  solved eqn.(2.12). In  a case 
where F=500 and  I0 0 =225, the  solution w as sim ila r to th e  F resnel 
diffraction p a tte rn  from a c ircu lar ap ertu re . T h at is, before each self- 
focused peak is formed, the m axim um  in the in tensity  occurs off-axis, the
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axis intensity has decreased almost to zero and the axial intensity exhibits 
a series of maxima and minima of intensity as the beam travels along. 
Consequently, M.Le Berre et al [BRT84] presented an analytical 
description of on-resonance enhancement using an "aperture model". In a 
limited regime of strong saturation but not too strong absorption viz
qualitative agreements with the numerical results were obtained. 
According to the model, the maximum enhancement occurs when
and could reach up to 4*I00 (the enhancement increases as I00 increases). 
Eqns.(2.17) and (2.18) are assumed when we present the aperture model in 
the following section.
2.3.2 Aperture Model
At the beginning of the propagation (Z«Z^) diffraction may be neglected. 
The implicit solution of eqn.(2.12), first given by Icsevgi and Lamb [IL69] 
(without the diffraction term V1 2E(p,Z)) is
(2.17)
(2.18)
1
eenc(^P) — e0(p)exp(-- (oZ- I0(p)+ W & P)) (2.19)
with e0(p) = e0(p,z = 0) = (I0(p))2 = (Io(p»z = 0))2 and
^enc(^P) — eenc (^ >P).
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T h e  Icsevg i a n d  L am b  so lu tio n  (2.19) d isp lay s  a n o n u n ifo rm  ab so rp tio n . 
T he p d e riv a tiv e  of th e  n o n lin e a r  a b so rp tio n  te rm  is eas ily  ca lcu la ted  as
d e,enc
dp 1 + 1
■) = -2p
"enc
enc e^nc)
2 (l+ Io )(l-Ienc)
( 2 . 20 )
h ere  we h ave  w ritte n  e enc fo r e enc(p,z), lenc fo r lenc(p,z) a n d  l0 f o r  l0 (p) 
th e  in i t ia l  b e am  in te n s ity .
lenc(Z,p )=1 co rresponds to a n  ex tre m u m  of th e  n o n lin e a r  a b so rp tio n  on th e  
tra n s v e rs e  profile . T h is  id e n ti ty  defines se ts  of pst a n d  Zst re la te d  v ia
1
P s t=  (^;l n 0
Too
ocZst
))5
( 2 . 2 1 )
for w h ich  I en c= l.
A t a given aZ , and with I0o>> aZ, the profile may be generally distorted in 
th re e  different regimes depending on:
(1) t r a n s p a r e n c y  fo r p «  (— ln(—  ))2,
2 aZ
( 2 . 22 )
(2) nonlinear
l
a b so rp tio n  fo r  p = (— ln(—  ))2 a n d
2 aZ
(2 .2 3 )
(3) l in e a r  ab so rp tio n  for p »  (— ln(—  ))2
2 aZ
(2 .2 4 )
T h e  th re e  d if fe re n t re g im e s  a re  sc h e m a tic a lly  d e sc rib e d  by  F ig .2 .1 . In  
F ig .2.1 th e  G a u ss ia n  in te n s i ty  p ro file  of th e  in i t ia l  la s e r  b e a m  is d iv id ed  
in to  th ree  reg im es. I 0= l  lev e l ( th e  in te n s i ty  in  u n its  of E g) is  lif te d  u p  in
I 0
■ Io=l
Fig.2.1: In itia lly  G aussian  la se r beam . It is schem atically divided into 
th ree  regim es:
(1) . core tran sp a ren t regim e (I0» l ) ,
(2) . non linear absorption w ing regim e (I0~ l),
(3) . lin e a r absorption wing end regime ( I o « l ) .
I0 =1 level is lifted up in order to see I0~ l and I0« l  regimes clearly.
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order to see the wing regimes clearly. In the intensity regime I0» l  (termed 
as a core transparent regime), the beam will almost transparently 
propagate through the medium without absorption. In the intensity regime 
I0<<1 (termed as a linear absorption wing end regime), the beam will 
suffer a linear absorption. In the intensity regime I 0~l (termed as a 
nonlinear absorption wing regime), the beam will suffer a nonlinear 
absorption.
Initially the nonlinear absorption is responsible for stripping away the 
edges of the beam(the linear absorption is comparatively much smaller). 
According to the nonlinear absorption formula (2.23), the stripping region 
becomes closer and closer to the axis (p becomes smaller and smaller) as 
the beam travels along the Z direction. Consequently the beam distortion 
becomes more and more severe, and finally, the diffraction term will 
increase sharply and overwhelm the nonlinear absorption term at a 
distance (say, Z_st ) and after Z_st the beam propagates as in a free space. 
Physically, only cumulative stripping of the wings due to the nonlinear 
absorption of medium occurs up to Z_st (under the condition 
a- l <<z_st<<^d) and only the diffraction effect needs to be taken into 
account after Z_st. This could be modeled by putting a circular aperture with 
radius p_S{ at Z_st. The p_Sf is related to Z_st by eqn.(2.21).
In the following, through discussions referring to the diffraction term 
Vt eenc, we can see that only diffraction being taken into account after Z_st 
is justified in a regime, where
aZ_st« Im and a{Z_st + ZM) « I QQ) (2.25)
where Z [^ is the abscissa of on axis maximum measured from Z_st.
The effect of the diffraction can be roughly estimated with the help of Vt eenc
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v f eene = ^ f £- [ - ( l-p 2)(l+I0)+P2(I° - Ienc)(1+10+ 2 1 Y cnc)]. (2 .26 )
i+ ienc i+ ienc *+ *enc
9Now le t us consider the varia tion  Vt eencw ith respect to Z on the  ring  of 
radius of p . Before Zst there is alm ost transparency ; a t Zst
Vfe z.=  -2I0(1 -  2 p% ',z ~  I0(p!t>Z„). (2 .27 )
After Z,
2 2 
eenc'pst,Zst+AZst-  Pst^ O^ Pst)»
w ith a sm all increm ent AZst = [Io(pst)J- l
(2 .28)
(2 .29)
T herefo re  ju s t  a f te r  n o n lin e a r  ab so rp tio n  reach es i ts  m ax im u m , 
diffraction effects suddenly increase as Io^(Pst)-
Diffraction will prevail on stripp ing  w hen the  diffraction term  — V^e,enc
grows to the  sam e order of m agnitude as the nonlinear absorption term , 
which is the same as w riting
V 2^ I > ^ e enc I
V t e enc'p_„,Z. ~  11 + /. P - S t ' Z - S t
(2 .30)
By using eqns. (2.27), p_s t and Z_st can be determ ined through
l l - 2 p _ „ V '2' ' - >
- 2L (2 .31)
The effect of the near axis nonlinear absorption can actually  be neglected 
after Z_st in  the regime satisfying eqn.(2.25).
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A s q u a r e  a p e r tu r e ,  in s te a d  o f a  c i rc u la r  one, w a s  u s e d  by  M .L e B e r re  e t  a l 
[B 84] to  p ro d u c e  A S F , s im p ly  b e c a u s e  th e  a p p l ic a t io n  o f th e  d if f r a c tio n  
o p e r a to r  is  m o re  e a s ily  h a n d le d  w ith o u t  a f fe c tin g  th e  m a in  f e a tu r e s  o f th e  
A S F .
2.3.3 Refined Aperture
A l a t e r  m o d e l [M B S 8 5 ] r e f in e d  a n d  g e n e r a l iz e d  th e  a p e r t u r e  c o n c e p t, 
y ie ld in g  p h y s ic a l ly  m o re  r e a l i s t ic  d if f ra c tio n - f re e  a m p li tu d e  e n c o d in g  a t  
Zs (h e re  u se  Z s for Z_st to  fo llow  th e  l i te r a tu r e ) .  T h e  in i t ia l  s t r ip p e d  b e a m  a t  
Zg w a s  m o d e le d  b y  a  c y l in d r ic a lly  s y m m e tr ic  G a u s s ia n  t r u n c a t io n  (G T )
e Gt(P>z s) = j eenc(p = °>z s)e~P - ET e x p [ - H ( p - p 0) f j u ( b - p ) .  ( 2 .3 2 )
H e re  E^p is  th e  a m p l i tu d e  o f  th e  in v e r t e d  G a u s s ia n - s h a p e d  t r u n c a t io n ,  
c e n te r e d  a t  r a d ia l  d is ta n c e  p 0 w ith  w id th  ( r e la t iv e  to  th e  in p u t  b e a m )  of 
r - 1/2 T h e  s te p  fu n c t io n  U ( b - p )  e n s u r e s  z e ro  f ie ld  b e y o n d  p = b , a n d  
r e q u ir e m e n t  o f a  sm o o th  t r a n s i t io n  to  ze ro  fie ld  a t  b  p la c e s  tw o  c o n s t r a in ts  
on  th e  five  m o d e l p a r a m e te r s  in  th e  ab ove  e q u a tio n , viz:
b
H
H — 1
Po a n d (2.33)
ET = Eo(z s)exF
—H pp2 
H - l
( 2 .3 4 )
W e h a v e  w r i t t e n  e enc(p = 0 ,Z g) a s  E 0 (Z g). T h e r e  a r e  t h u s  t h r e e  f re e  
p a r a m e te r s ,  Z g , p 0 a n d  H  r e m a in in g  to  b e  d e te rm in e d . T h e s e  c a n  b e  c h o se n  
in d e p e n d e n tly  o f th e  fu ll n u m e r ic a l  so lu tio n , b u t  b a s e d  o n  a  c o m p a r iso n  o f 
th e  n o n l in e a r  a b s o rp t io n  t e r m  w ith  th e  c u r v a tu r e  t e r m  fo r  th e  s o lu tio n
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e enc(p,Z) (Icsevgi and Lamb solution [IL69]), approxim ating the  in itia l 
propagation w ithout diffraction. The soft apertu re  model yields a physically 
realistic  diffraction-free encoding for the laser beam  and thereby reduces 
unphysical fringes in  subsequent evolution due to the  sh a rp  square  
aperture.
2.4 J=172-J=l/2 Four State System
2.4.1 Maxwell-Bloch Equations
In a J= l/2 -J= l/2  model (Fig.2.2), the vector field E(r) propagating in the Z 
direction can be w ritten  as
E(r) = Esat(x+(r) e_+ x_(r) e )
(2 .35)
e± * are  th e  s ta n d a rd  spherical basis vectors, an d  j(+ a n d  %_ a r  e 
dim ensionless complex a+ polarized component am plitudes (left and  righ t 
handed circu lar com ponents of the electric field) in  un its  of E s a ^, the 
saturation  field defined [M86] as
c _ fi[6Yr,(lu)]2
(2 .36)
The saturation  field E sat defined here is different to the sa tu ration  field E s 
in  eqn.(2.7). Two sa tu ra tio n  fields are  re la ted  as E sa^ .= 2 (6 )^E g. This 
would make it easy to consult the references, for the different definitions of 
sa tu ration  field are used in  the spatia l polarization separa tion  and  ASF 
theories respectively.
The corresponding steady sta te  Maxwell-Bloch equations, in  a cylindrical
M j = — 1 /  2
F ig . 2 .2 : S c h e m a tic  e n e rg y  le v e ls  o f a  J = l /2 - J = l /2  a to m ic  s y s te m  in  
th e  a b s e n c e  o f a n  a p p lie d  m a g n e t ic  fie ld . T h e  s y s te m  is  p u m p e d  
by  CH- a n d  c -  ( r ig h t  a n d  le f t  c i rc u la r  p o la riz e d  c o m p o n e n ts ) , 
w h ic h  is  in d ic a te d  b y  h e a v y  a r ro w s . S p o n ta n e o u s  d e c a y  p a th s  a r e  
in d ic a te d  b y  l ig h t  a r ro w s , a n d  c o llis io n a l t r a n s f e r  b e tw e e n  th e  
su b le v e ls  a r e  in d ic a te d  b y  .
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s y m m e try  a n d  th e  u s u a l  p a r a x ia l  a p p ro x im a tio n  [W H M 68], a re
dx±(r)
cfZ
+ ~ ] W ) ~ 2 F l lix t (r), 
P dp ~
( 2 .3 7 )
h e re  Z is  in  u n i t  o f 4Z T h e  e q u a t io n s  coup le  th e  b e a m  c o m p o n e n ts  th ro u g h  
th e  c irc u la r  a to m ic  re s p o n s e  te rm  r\±
h± -  \ 1 + 81+ +
(2ß — 4 )(I± — 1+) 
(l +  4ß l? )
r1(1  + iA+ "1J + A±2 > ( 2 .3 8 )
w h e re  w e h a v e  w r i t te n
I± = I± (r) =
lit±(r)l2 
(1 +  A±)2 ’
( 2 .3 9 )
a n d  A+ is  d e f in e d  a s
ri(lu) ’ ( 2 .4 0 )
w h ic h  m a y  d if f e r ,  i n  a  l o n g i tu d in a l  m a g n e t ic  f ie ld  d u e  to  d i f f e r e n t  
r e s o n a n t  f re q u e n c ie s  coa+ o f th e  t r a n s i t i o n s .
A n  im p o r ta n t  p a r a m e te r  in  th e  c i rc u la r  a to m ic  re s p o n s e  te rm  r |±  is
y0 i(1)+ r ! ( u ) - |)  
r o^r^u) ( 2 .4 1 )
in  w h ic h  T-| (u) (d u e  to  c o llis io n s  b e tw e e n  tw o  s ta te s  o f th e  u p p e r  le v e l a n d  
s p o n ta n e o u s  d e c a y ) a n d  T 1 (1) (d u e  to  c o llis io n s  b e tw e e n  tw o  s ta t e s  o f  th e
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lower level) are the orientation decay ra tes of the upper and lower levels 
respectively.
In the following, we shall assum e A+ = A_ = 0, consistent with the near zero 
m agnetic field and close to resonant conditions in  our experim ents. This is 
also the assum ption  in  the  theory  of spatia l polarization  separa tion  by 
McCord and Ballagh [MB85].
2.4.2 Strong Dependance o f Absorption on ß
Physical insight into the propagation behaviour is obtained by considering 
separately  the role of absorption  and diffraction. The behaviour of the 
absorption can be explained physically in term s of ra te  processes occurring 
betw een the atom  sta tes (Fig.2.2). From  Fig.2.2 we can see th a t  tran sfe r 
from the g- tran sitio n  to the  g + tran s itio n  occurs by collisional tran sfe r 
from the lower level s ta te  M j=+l/2 to the lower level s ta te  M j=-l/2 a t ra te  
ri(l)/2 , by collisional transfer from the upper level sta te  M j=-l/2 to the upper 
level state  Mj=+l/2 a t ra te  (T1 (u)-y )/2, or by spontaneous decay from the 
upper level sta te  Mj=-l/2 to the  lower level sta te  Mj=-l/2 a t ra te  y /3 . These 
processes are also true  for tran sfe r from the g+ transition  to the G-. T h is  
absorptive coupling betw een two circular components is described solely by
ß.
In tensity  absorption of g+ or g_ beam can be described by
(2 .42)
where k± = 4Fp±I±.
The circular atomic response term  rj^  has a strong dependence on ß, a s  
well as depending on F, I + and I .
In the following we shall discuss the m echanism  of the coupling betw een
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two circular components in  a J= l/2 -J= l/2  atomic system  w ith  regard  to 
d ifferen t ß reg im es.
(1) ß « 2
W hen ß<<2, which requires both r i(u )  and  r i(l)> > y , rap id  collisional 
m ixing w ith in  the upper and  lower levels tigh tly  couples the  rad ia tion  
modes and resu lts in  effectively “two sta te” atomic behaviour. W ith ß=0, the 
coupling function is
1
11±_1+4(I++ IJ '
(2 .43)
Both r |+ an d  depend only on the to ta l effective in ten sity  (I++I \. An 
increase in  the  in tensity  of e ither component transfers population to the 
upper level, where it  is imm ediately shared between both states.
(2) ß=2
In case ß=2, from eqn. (2.38) we can see th a t  the two circular components 
can be decoupled and thus each propagates independently of the presence of 
the other. The decoupling m echanism  for ß=2 is described as follows. At 
first we neglect upper level collisional m ixing (i.e ri(u)=y) for simplicity. 
In tha t case ri(l)/2=y/3. This m eans th a t the population distribution between 
the upper state Mj=-l/2 and the lower level state  Mj=+l/2 of the o- tran s itio n  
may change due to a change in I . , the ra te  of transfer into (or out of) the a+ 
transition  does not change (same is true  for the c -  transitionX see  F ig .2.2. 
When the  upper collisional m ixing is included, the effect of ß=2 is exactly 
the same, although its  physical description is more complicated due to the
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increased  num ber of tra n s fe r  channels. The coupling function rj +_ i s 
w ritten  as
n±
l
1+81+’
(2.44)
(3) ß » 2
The in te res ting  regim e for the p resen t work is ß » 2 .  For sim plicity, the 
upper level collisional m ixing is neglected, which is well justified  in  the 
sodium D1 line (see next chapter). Then ß » 2  m eans th a t y /3 > > ri(l)/2 . An 
increase in  I_ moves population from the lower level sta te  M j=+l/2 into the 
upper level sta te  M j=-l/2. From  where the population can tran sfe r more 
rapidly to the lower level sta te  M j=-l/2 th an  it  transfer back to the lower 
level s ta te  M j=+l/2. Consequently the lower level sta te  M j=-l/2 population 
increases, which would resu lt in  increased absorption of G+ .  This m eans 
th a t  the  optical coupling betw een the two com ponents dom inates over 
collisional processes.
2.4.3 Asymptotic Forms o f r\±
We shall give the  following asym ptotic forms of r\± due to the  coupling 
between I + and I_ for the different in tensity  regimes and ratio of I + and I_. 
W hen I + and I .  are equal, (linear polarization), the J= l/2 -J= l/2  is reduced 
to a two level atomic system. And when one of the components is strong or 
w hen one com ponent is very strong  and the  o ther is w eak, r j+ .h a s  
particu larly  simple forms, which will illu s tra te  how the presence of one 
component affects the response of the other.
There is a basic sym m etry. The roles of o+ and  a- m ay be in terchanged.
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(1) L inear Polarized In p u t Beam
When both I + and I_ are equal to I, (linear polarization)
1
1+81
(2 .45 )
Th is equation is exactly the same as eqn.(2.44). The J = l/2 -J = l/2  is now 
reduced to a two state atomic system.
(2) One Component is Strong
We w ill re fer to a component a+ or a- being strong i f  its  in te n s ity  satisfies 
ß+2
I + »
8ß
(2 .46 )
For a strong g+ component, the general response for a- is
T -
2ß 'j 1
(ß + 2 J 16ß )
1+———1_ 
ß+2 J
(2 .47 )
(3) Both Components are Strong
I f  I  _ is also strong then both r\± are sim ply given by
1
(2 .48 )
which is s im ila r to the form ula in  the linea r po larization case (eqn.(2.45) i f
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I>> 1/8.
(4) One Com ponent is W eak and A nother is Strong, and ß>>2
For ß » 2  case a w eak com ponent w ill be strongly attenuated  in  the presence 
of a strong opposite com ponent, w here the m edium  is a lm ost transparent to 
the strong com ponent.
W hen ß » 2 ,  eqn (2.47) reduces to
T l-
1
2-------,
(1+16IJ
( 2 . 49 )
so th a t a w eak  a -  fie ld  su ffers absorption  at a rate  up to tw ice th a t  
experienced by a w eak c -  field  alone or a w eak lin early  polarized field.
On the other hand, we sh all consider the response of a com ponent w hen the 
other com ponent is w eak. W e w ould regard a com ponent being w eak if  its  
in ten sity  sa tisfie s
1
1+ « -------- .
4ß+ 8
If I . is w eak then  the response for a+ is
( 2 . 5 0 )
1
[l + (2ß + 4)I+] ’
( 2 . 5 1 )
w hich is exactly  th e  atom ic resp on se  for pure circular g + rad iation . It 
saturates w ith I + as
r \+  ~
1
(2ß + 4)I+ -
( 2 . 5 2 )
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F o r ß>>2, the  o+ sa tu ra te s  a t a m uch lower value of in ten sity  in  the 
presence of weak a- field, compared to strong o- fie ld .
W hen I_> — , the m edium  will absorb the a+ component more strongly and
1
1 1
-  + 77+81.
L2 ß
(2.53)
which has a sa tu ra tion  in tensity  I + =(l+2/ß)/16. B ut when I_< l/(4ß ), the 
m edium  becomes alm ost tran sp aren t to the o+ radiation, and
_______ 1
n + ~[l+ (2ß+4)I+]
(2.54)
w ith  a sa tu ra tio n  in te n s ity  I +=(2ß+4)"^- T his sen sitiv ity  of th e  o + 
absorption to relatively sm all o_ fields has im portan t consequences for the 
d iffractive  p ropagation  of the  G +  com ponent in  sp a tia l p o la riza tio n  
separa tion  w hen an  in itia lly  G aussian  beam  w ith uniform  ellip ticity  is 
applied.
2.5 Spatial Polarization Separation
2.5.1 Numerical Results
M ost recently , spatia l polarization  separa tion  of an  in itia lly  G aussian  
beam  of uniform  polarization, passing  through a J= l/2 -J= l/2  nonlinear 
m edium , h as been p red ic ted  num erica lly  in  th e  regim e ß » 2  and 
com parable in itia l powers (g rea ter th an  the sa turation) of o+ a n d  g- b y  
McCord and Ballagh [MB85] [MB90].
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According to the num erical resu lts, the  behaviour is not sensitive to ß 
provided th a t ß>_93.
A num erical resu lt [MB85] is shown in (Fig.2.3). The param eters used are: 
I+oo=36,
I-oo=25, 
ß=1000 and 
F=60.
I+oo=I+(p=0,z=0) (later xl is used instead of I +00) and I_oo=I_(p=0,z=0) (later 
xl is used in s tead  of I_00) are  the  in itia l in ten sitie s  of two c ircu lar 
com ponents of the  G aussian  beam . The in p u t in tensity  ratio  of the  two 
circular components is 1.44.
2.5.2 Physical Explanation
In the  following we shall assum e th a t the a . com ponent is the  in itia lly  
w eaker c ircu la r com ponent (of course, the  in itia lly  stronger c ircu lar 
com ponent is denoted by the  g + component) and show how the spatia l 
po lariza tion  sep ara tio n  and  self-guiding genera lly  develops. The o_ 
com ponent will suffer increasing  absorption  in  its  wing regim e as I. 
decreases from -1/16 to « 1 /1 6 , which would lead to continuous stripping  in 
the wings and ASF. On the other hand the o + com ponent will experience 
little or no absorption in the offaxis regime as I_ decreases from -1/16 to 
« 1 /1 6 , which ensures diffractive propagation of the g+ component after its 
in itial ASF. If both the a . component and the g+ component have in itia lly  
comparable and sufficient in tensities the stronger focused peak of the  c .  
component (ASF is stronger th an  th a t of the g + component) m ay dom inate 
over the in tensity  of the g+ component in  the core region of the laser beam. 
The a . component now becomes stronger th an  the g+ component in  the  core 
region. The g+ component th u s suffers larger and larger absorption in  the
(a) a
(b) a
Fig.2.3 : Spatial d istribu tion  of (a) I +(p,Z) and (b) I_(p,Z) for the  full 
propagation of an  in itia lly  G aussian  beam  w ith I+00=36, I_00=25, F=60
and ß=lC)3. The insets on these  show vertically expanded views. The 
vertical scales for n + and  <j_ plots are the same. This figure is tak e n  
from [M88].
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central core until it becomes an annular beam, while the g_ component 
keeps a central core. The spatial polarization separation is maintained for 
some distance in the nonlinear medium. In the following we shall explain 
the spatial polarization separation using the asymptotic forms of r\+.
The g_ component has sufficient initial intensity (I_00 =25), thus for most 
part of the intensity profile (the core transparent regime), due to both 
components satisfying eqn. (2.46)
I± »
ß + 2 , 1  
8ß 8 ’
then according to (2.48)
But in the nonlinear absorption wing regime of the g_ component (I, is from 
-1/16 to «1/16), where I+ is still strong satisfying eqn (2.46) (I+00=36 is 
larger than I_00=25)
1+ »
ß + 2 r l 
8ß 8 ’
and r\_ becomes (Eqn.2.49)
1
tj_ -  2------------.
(1+ 16I_)
T he g_ component would suffer absorption from at a rate experienced by a 
weak field a . alone (r|_-l (I.-1/16)) up to a rate, whih is twice that 
experienced by a weak field a. alone (rj_~2 corresponding to I .«1/16). So 
the wings of the g. component are continuously stripped off. As shown in
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ASF theory in a two state atomic system, the continuous stripping at the 
wings lead the g .  component to focus on the axis. After its peak the g . 
component continues to suffer significant stripping at its edges, because the 
edges remain totally enveloped in the strong field of the G+ component, 
resulting in inward energy flow. On the other hand, the wing parts of the o+ 
component, corresponding to the nonlinear absorption regime of the G. 
component experience from large absorption (eqn.2.53, I .-1/16) to no 
absorption (eqn.2.51, I. «1 /16). This leads to an initial focus of the g+ 
component. After its peak, the G+ component experiences predominantly 
outward diffraction flow, because the g + component develops an 
increasingly outer regime where it propagates transparently due to the 
continuous stripping of the wings of the g . component. Because the g _ 
component has sufficient initial intensity and both components have 
comparable initial intensities (I+00=36 and I .00=25), the dominance of the 
G- component over the g + component near the axis is produced and 
increased through the g + component diffracting outwards and the g . 
component experiencing continuous stripping of its wings and ASF. In the 
core of the laser beam, where the intensity of the g + component falls below 
1/16 it will soon suffer larger absorption, while the medium in the core will 
soon become transparent to the g . component (see eqns.(2.49), (2.51) and 
(2.53)). These processes continue until the circular components are 
separated spatially. Now the outward energy flow of the core centre of the g _ 
component is prevented from diffraction spreading by the surrounding 
annular beam of the G+ component which continues to strip the edges of the 
core centre of the g .  component and focus it back towards the axis. 
Similarly, the annular beam which on its own would spread into the axis is 
prevented from doing so by the large absorption that occurs at the boundary 
with the G- component. The spatial polarization separation is thus 
maintained for some distance.
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Chapter 3
Theory Applied to Sodium Vapour
We require  an atomic system , in  which theoretical predictions regarding 
mode separation  could be realised. A sufficiently collisionally broadened 
sodium  D1 line could only be regarded  as approxim ating a J= l/2 -J= l/2  
atomic system, on which the theoretical predictions were made.
The actual sodium D1 line is very complex. I t has 8 sta tes in each of the 
upper and lower levels. Collisional broadening is requ ired  for m ixing 8 
sta tes in  each level for using the D1 line as a J= l/2 -J= l/2  atomic system. 
The collisional broadening  is also required to dom inate over the  Doppler 
broadening for a spatia l localization of optically pum ped atom s, which is 
needed by the mode coupling. Because of 8 sta tes in each level, even in the 
dom inating  collisional b roaden ing  environm ents, th e  line centre  will 
depend on the  polarization and in tensity  of the laser beam. So in  general 
excitation, the residual dispersion could not be avoided. Also, the transition  
between 3 and 3^Pß/2 due to collisions w ith the buffer gas will increase 
the sa tu ration  intensity.
In th is chapter we will discuss the structure of the D1 line, the  differences 
betw een the  D1 line and  the  J= l/2 -J= l/2  system  and the  effects of the 
differences. The spin d rift problem s, which could destroy the  spatia l 
polarization separation, are  also discussed. At the end of th is Chapter, the 
in troduction  to theory  regard ing  the  absorption profile and  sa tu ra tio n  
absorption spectroscopy are  presented. This will be needed to obtain the 
atom ic num ber density  from the absorption profile and  to discuss the 
sa tu ra ted  absorption profile.
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3.1 Atomic System for Na Dl line
3.1.1 Two State System for Linear Polarized Light
The pressure broadened sodium D l transition  can give effective two sta te  
behaviour for linearly  polarized light [BCS81] [SG81]. This tran s itio n  is 
between the 3 i/2 ground level and 32Pf/2 upper level (the w avelength is
589.6nm and the lifetim e of the excited level is 16ns) (Fig.3.1). However, 
both levels w ith  J= l/2  are sp lit by hyperfine s tru c tu re  and form  two 
manifolds F=1 and F=2 (here F is not the Fresnel num ber bu t the  quantum  
num ber), because of the coupling of J  to nuclear spin 1=3/2. These manifolds 
consist of m any degenerate Mf substates, giving a total of 8 sta tes in each of 
the upper and lower levels. The sp litting  of the lower level (1772MHz) is 
m uch larger th an  th a t  of the upper level (189MHz). If  the hom ogeneous 
linew id th  is large enough to m ask the  hyperfine s tru c tu re  and  if  the 
excitation is linearly polarized, we can approxim ate the D1 transition  as an 
effective two sta te  system  and obtain a purely absorptive frequency a t the 
center of gravity of the line
3.1.2 Residual Dispersion
In general excitation we would not expect the J  = 1/2 - J  = 1/2 system  to apply 
q u an tita tiv e ly  to the  D1 tran s itio n . If  the  pum ping ligh t is G+ (say) 
polarized, and  if  the laser field is strong enough for optical pum ping to be 
complete, then  the F=1 sta te  will be depopulated and alm ost all the atom s 
will be in the M f =+2 state. This implies th a t pure absorption will be found at 
the frequency of the F=2 transition about 600 MHz below the centre of gravity 
of the line. On the other hand if  the beam  is weak, the  line cen ter will be 
unchanged  from the linearly  polarized ligh t case. Therefore, res idua l
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F ig .3.1: E nergy levels of sodium in  the  absence of an  applied m agnetic 
field.
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dispersive effects cannot be removed; 600 MHz below linear line centre 
could be used to avoid only the high power p a rt of the dispersion.
3.1.3 Collision Between 3^Pj/2 3^Pg/2
The sodium atom  fine structu re  (between the 3^P y2  an<  ^ 3 ^ 3/2) is sm all 
enough (0 .6nm) (Fig.3.1) to allow collisions w ith the buffer gas to supply the 
energy to cause tran s itio n s  betw een the  3^P levels. This gives rap id  
population equilibration between the 3 ^Pjy2 and  3 ^ 3/2 - It has been shown 
[SG81] th a t for linearly  polarized excitation this has the effect of increasing 
the saturation  in tensity  of the pressure broadened D1 line by 3/2, as transfer 
to the 3^ 3/2 level is followed by spontaneous decay from the 3^ 3/2 .
H apper [H72] has pointed out th a t spin relaxation as resu lt of collisions with 
an in ert buffer gas is very slow for the 3^ P j/2 level, b u t the relaxation is 
much faster for the 3^ 3/2 level. At buffer gas pressure of more th an  about 5 
torr, the  collisional tran sfe r betw een the 3%> levels leads to population 
equilibrium , and the effective spin decay ra te  of the 3 ^Pj/2 will be raised. 
This effect is not significant since in  any case th is  spontaneous decay 
relaxation  m echanism  dom inates in  Ar.
3.2 The ß Parameter
3.2.1 Lower Level Orientation Decay in Zero Magnetic Field
The oriented ground level atom s "live" for a very long tim e in  the  absence 
of transverse  m agnetic fields and in  these circum stances the  lower level 
orientation decay ra te  ri(l) is probably dom inated by the drift tim e in  the 
laser beam  [BPC87]. This decay ra te  scales inversely  w ith buffer gas 
pressure. If  the oriented atom s drift into the oppositely polarized region of
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the beam, they will spoil the spatial polarization separation.
If the m ean free pa th  of atom s is m uch sm aller than  the cell dimensions, the 
spatia l m ovem ent of the polarized atoms will be governed by the diffusion 
equation
^  = DV2pd, (3.1)
where is the density m atrix  of the atoms and D is the diffusion constant, 
which is classically re la ted  to the  “tran sp o rt” m ean free p a th  Aq a n d  the 
m ean atomic velocity v by
D=?^v/ 3 , (3.2)
, _ [8KT  ^ KT
where v = |------ , A,t = — — .
V ran V2rcazp
(3.3)
The diffusion constant D is then  proportional to T ^ ,  1/p and 1/V m . Here T 
is the absolute tem perature , p is the gas pressure, g is the  d iam eter of the 
atom  and m is the  m ass of the atom  (later m denotes m eter regarding weak 
beam  absorption coefficient).
H ow ever, in  p ra c tic e , th e  d iffu sion  c o n s ta n ts  a re  d e te rm in e d  
experim en ta lly . According to H apper [H72], the diffusion constant D 0 for 
alkali atom s in  760 to rr of Ar a t 0°C is about 0.4 e rn es’-*- (w ith uncertain ty  
about 70%). Thus, for lOOtorr of Ar a t 230 °C,
D _D o(760(torr)/100(torr))*[(503(K)/273(K))]3/2 
,^7.6 cm2 s-1* (3 -4 )
And the characteristic tim es to diffuse outside the laser w aists (141pm and
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89jam, respectively) are
t=Wo2/2D = 1.32*10'5S (141nm) and
t=5.2*1 0 '6 s (89nm).
Thus, the lower level orientation decay rates,
ri(l)= l/t=2D /W o2=7.5*104 s'1 (141nm) and 
ri(l)=1.9*105 s‘1 (89|xm).
3.2.2 Transverse M agnetic F ield
According to [M87], the effective orientation decay rate 
polarized excitation
ri'(i) = ri(i) +
ri(i)(i + 2ßx2)
where coe is the lower level larmor frequency, given by 
coe=1.76*107*B (Gauss) s" ,^
where B is the transverse magnetic field in Gauss, 
is defined as
(3.5)
(3.6)
under circularly
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
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In  the region of near zero laser field, satisfying 
2ßX^<<l (a ssu m in g  ß=200 thenX^<<( 1/200)),
a tran sv erse  m agnetic field could be used effectively to decrease the 
o rien tation  life tim e. From  eqn.(3.7), w hen the laser field is very sm all 
and a transverse m agnetic field is used, the effective orientation decay rate 
r i ’(l) is
r i ’(l)=coe 2/ri(l)=Wo2*we 2/2D. (3.10)
A ccording to eqns.(3.8) and  (3.10), for a 100 m illigauss tran sv e rse  
m agnetic field the effective orientation decay ra te  is
r l ’(l)=4.2*107 S'1 (141 nm ) and
n ’(l) = 1.64*107 S ' 1 (89|im). (3.11)
This should therefore effectively quench atomic orientation in a length
( 2 D / n ’(l))1/2=2D/(Wo*ü)e )=6.1nm (141nm) and
( 2 D / r i ’(l))1/2=9.9nm (89nm). (3.12)
This is expected to be sm aller th an  the estim ated fringe separation produced 
in the  laser beam  (order of 20pm), preventing the drift of oriented between 
regions of opposing polarization. The transverse  m agnetic field will also 
quench any spin cloud th a t m ay develop outside the beam.
It has also be shown theoretically  [BPC87] th a t if  there  is a sufficiently  
in tense region of lin ear polarized ligh t betw een the  two opposite circular 
components, the atom s will be disoriented.
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3.2.3 ß>50
According to the  num erica l re su lts  (MB85), the  sp a tia l po lariza tion  
separa tion  we are looking for occurs over a m oderately wide pa ram ete r 
range, having little  sensitivity  to ß provided ß>50.
In eqn. (2.41) when ß » 2
Under lOOtorr of Ar buffer gas and a t 230°C, and for Wo=141pm and 89pm  
respectively,
ß = 0 .6 7 * 0 .6 3 * 1 0 8/(1 .5 * 1 0 5 )= 5 .6 * 1 0 2 (141 um) » 5 0  and
W hen a tran sv erse  m agnetic field is used to increase  the  low er level 
o rien ta tion  decay ra te  in  a very  sm all la se r field, the  corresponding 
effective, defined as ß@ff, is reduced according to
U sing 100 m illigauss tran sv e rse  m agnetic  field, ßgff» in s te a d  of ß , 
becomes
2 (141pm) « 5 0  and
ß ~ ( 2 / 3 ) y / n  (I). (3 .13)
ß= 2.2*102 (89nm ) >50. (3 .14)
ß e f f = (2/3)  * y/r 1 (l) + 1 . (3.15)
4 (89|a.m) « 5 0 . (3.16)
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It should be stressed that this is valid only for pure circular polarization and 
X2<<l/(2ß),effectively killing optical pumping as required, i.e only at the 
wings of spatial beam. As soon as 2ß*x2~l, and taking ß~200 (assuming in 
our experiments ß~200),
2
n ,(/) = ri(/)+— —— T~ri(/) (3.17)ri(/)*io3
and ßeff->ß> provided B « 1  gauss.
3.3 Collision Broadening
In order to approximate a J=l/2-J=l/2 atomic system, Ar buffer gas 
broadening can be used to increase the homogeneous linewidth to exceed the 
hyperfine structure splitting (1.77GHz) and the Doppler linewidth. At 
200torr Ar and with the formula by Chatham, Gallagher and Lewis[S86],
r  1 (lu)=y/2 (1 +2P)~1.3*10 10 s '1 (half width)- (3 -18)
where p is the pressure of Ar in torr. The full width 2*r^(lu)=2.6*10® s'^ is 
wider than the Doppler full linewidth at 230 °C
2jc * 7.61 * 107VTs- 1 = 4.78 * 108V503s_1 = 1.07 * 1010s_1. (3.19)
According to eqn. (4.2) and the parameters used in the numerical 
simulation [MB85], at 200torr of Ar and for waist size 100 pm of laser beam, 
around 1200mW laser power would be required to see the spatial separation 
of the circular components of the laser. But in our experimental 
circumstances, only up to 150mW output power from the dye laser is
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availab le . As a compromise lOOtorr of Ar buffer gas was used in  our 
experiments. At lOOtorr of Ar
r-j (lu)=y/2 (1+2P)^0.63*1 0 1 0 s ' 1- (3 -20)
The full w idth 2*r^(lu )= 1 .3*10^  s'*  is a little  la rger th an  the hyperfine 
s truc tu re  splitting 1.12*10-^ s -  ^ (1.77GHz), and  the  Doppler broadening 
1.07*10-^ s '1 (full width).
U sing collisional broadening has an even more im portan t consequence. 
The mode coupling betw een two circular components requires a spatial 
localization of optically pum ped atom s (e.g. atom s in  the  lower level 
M =+l/2 state  in  the g+ region and in  the M =-l/2 sta te  in  the a .  region). A 
pure  sodium  vapour, w ith  Doppler d istribu tion  can not be effectively 
optically pum ped by a m onochrom atic laser. The laser in te rac ts  w ith a 
specific velocity class burn ing  a power broadened “hole” in the Doppler 
profile. This hole would vary in  w idth across the spatial profile of the laser 
beam, (as the in tensity  varies) bu t there  would be a region of transition  
between linear and sa tu ra ted  response, alm ost everywhere across the beam. 
T hat is for any p a rt of the laser beam  spatial profile there  will be atoms of 
appropriate detuning in  a sta te  of pa rtia l sa turation . B ut the effects, like 
ASF and the  spatial separation  of the two circular components of a laser 
beam  require  the tran sitio n  regim e to be clearly spatially  localised. Such 
will occur in  a homogeneously broadened gas; the transition  regime will be 
localised a t the edge of the laser spatial profile.
Collisional broadening is also helpful for the spin diffusion problems. The 
effective orientation decay ra te  is proportional to the buffer gas pressure as 
discussed above.
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3.4 Collisional Broadening Calculation
Two existing empirical formulas obtained from different experiments 
could be used to calculate the collisional broadening, but the results are 
quite different (more than 50% difference).
The first formula of FWHM pressure broadening rate is given by M.Le 
Berre et al [BTTGRP84], quoting FWHM pressure broadening rate from 
D.G. McCartan and J.M. Farr [MF76]. For a sealed cell, the homogeneous 
linewidth is given by
2rl (lu)=Y+AP(T/475)1/2’ (3 -21)
w here y is the spontaneous em ission ra te  from the  excited level, A is 
1.94*10^s'V torr and 1.65*10^s" Vtorr for the D1 and D2 lines, respectively, P 
is the  Ar gas p ressu re  m easu red  a t room tem p era tu re  in to rr, and  
(T /4 7 5 )^  is the correction factor for tem perature-dependent velocity. Using 
P=100torr and T=550K in the above formula we have
r l (lu) = 1.05*1010S'1 . (3.22)
But using the second formula, which has the equivalent value of 10MHz 
(HWHM)/ Torr, measured by Chatham, Gallagher and Lewis, we have
rl (lu)=0.63*1010s ‘ 1 . (3.23)
The difference between two r^Clufs is obvious.
In our experiment the collisional broadening was estimated by using a 
computer fitting of the absorption profile to be~u.63*10 -®s"^  at lOOtorr of Ar.
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T his is in  ag reem ent w ith  the  value calculated  from the  form ula by 
C hatham , G allagher and Lewis.
3.5 Saturation Absorption Spectroscopy
3.5.1 Theory Introduction
S a tu ra tio n  spectroscopy is based  on the  selective sa tu ra tio n  of an 
inhomogeneously Doppler broadened transition  by optical pum ping w ith a 
m onochromatic tunable laser [D81]. Assum ing th a t a monochromatic laser 
beam  is traveling in  +Z direction through a gaseous sample, the population 
density  n j(V z )dV z of molecules in  the absorbing sta te  (say ground sta te  Ej) 
is selectively depleted of molecules w ith velocity components
Vz+dVz^ooa-co+dcD)/k (3 .24)
in  the in terval dVz, because these atom s are Doppler shifted into resonance 
w ith the laser frequency co and are excited from the ground sta te  j to the 
h igher sta te  (say E ^). The m onochrom atic laser, therefore, burns a hole 
called a “B ennet hole” in to  the  population  d is trib u tio n  nj(V z ) of the 
absorbing sta te  and sim ultaneously produces a peak a t the same velocity 
component Vz in the upper sta te  distribution n^(V z ) .
Because of this population depletion, the absorption coefficient
a(co) = An(Vz)ajk(coa -  co -  Vz * k) (3 .25)
decreases from its unsa tu ra ted  value oc(co) to the sa tu ra ted  value
a s(co)
a (3.26)
V 1 +  so
where An = nj-(gj/gk)nk gives the population difference between the two 
states Ej and Efc, and S0=2S/yrc is the saturation parameter at the line center 
and S=Bjkpjk(co)/R is the ratio of the depleting absorption rate pj^(co) to the 
sum R of all relaxation processes which refill the depleted state E j.
At thermal equilibrium, the absorption cross section aj^ (co) of an atom in the 
Ej state that moving with velocity V is
°jk(«,Vz) Bj k g ( « a - w - k v z)> (3.27)
where
g(coa -  CO -  kVz) = ------------ Ü----------—  (3.28)
(coa -  co — kVz)2 +
4
represents the normalized homogeneous line profile of the molecular 
transition with E^-Ej = ftcoa. The homogeneous linewidth (spectral width)
Ys = YV1 + so with Y=Yn+7c (3.29)
is determined by the natural linewidth yn, the collisional broadening yc 
and saturation broadening (through the s 0 factor). At sufficiently lower 
laser intensity and 100 torr of Ar (our experimental conditions), ys i s 
determined by the collisional broadening.
From eqn. (3.24), we can see that for coa-co=kVz, the molecules with velocity 
components Vz=(coa-co)/k have the largest absorption probability. This 
implies that a hole centered at Vz = (coa-co)/k appears in the population
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distribution nj(Vz ) with a width ys and a depth depending on the saturation 
parameter at the line centre S0.
In order to detect the Bennet hole, which has been burned into the population 
distribution nj(Vz) by the so called pump wave, a second very weak wave 
called the probe wave is sent through the sample in the opposite direction to 
the pump beam to probe the population depletion in the hole. When co*coa, 
two different holes at Vz=±(coa-a>)/k are burned (one by pump beam, another 
by probe beam, which could be neglected) into the population distribution 
nj(Vz ). These holes merge together at the line center (Vz=0). Then the probe 
beam could pass the sample with minimum absorption.
The attenuation of the probe beam is measured as a function of the laser 
frequency, from which ys (in our case the collisional broadening) could be 
deduced.
3.5.2 “Cross Resonance” Effect
If two transitions co-j and 0&2 share a common state and if the Doppler 
broadening is larger than (co-|-C02) (assuming co-pci^), then at the laser 
frequency coc=(co-j +C02)/2, the probe beam would suffer a maximum 
absorption caused by the “Cross Resonance Effect”. For simplicity, we only 
consider one upper state and two lower states to see how the “crossing 
resonance” works. At the laser frequency coc=(co-j +co2 )/2, where co-| and 
CO2 are corresponding to two resonant frequencies from the upper state to the 
two lower states respectively, if the Doppler width is larger than (co-j-ci^) 
(assuming co-pcc )^, the pumping beam interacts with atoms with velocity 
Vz=+(co-|-coc)/k or Vz=-(co-j-o)c)/k (keeping Vz>0) in the interval dVz 
(determined by the homogeneous width), which are Doppler-shifted into the 
resonance (say co-|), while the same atoms are in resonance on transition 
at C02 with the counterpropagating probe beam. Because two lower states are
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connected through the upper sta te  the strong pum ping by the pump beam 
would cause the atoms to be transferred from the lower sta te  (corresponding 
to co -| t ra n s it io n )  to another lower sta te  (corresponding to « 2  transition), 
causing strong absorption to the probe beam. The a ttenuation  of the probe 
beam  a t coc th en  is maximum.
For the sodium D1 line, there are two level splitting: upper level splitting of 
189MHz and lower level sp litting  ~1.77GHz, which is close to the Doppler 
w idth. So when it  is excited by both a linearly polarized pum ping beam and 
probe beam , the  “Cross Resonance Effect” may happen. If we neglect the 
upper level sp litting  189MHz (being much sm aller th an  1.77GHz, the lower 
level splitting), a  m axim um  absorption of the probe beam  could appear a t the 
frequency in  the  middle of two frequencies (separation=1.77GHz), a t which 
the probe beam  suffer a m axim um  absorption.
3.6 Absorption Profile Measurement
3.6.1 Weak Beam  Absorption Coefficient a=a(coa )
W hen ligh t passes through an absorbing medium, the in tensity  absorbed in 
a d istance 5x is proportional to both 5x and  the inciden t in tensity , the 
proportionality  constant a v (called absorption coefficient) being in  general 
a function of frequency:
5lv(x) = a vIv(x)5x. (3.30)
For a homogenous medium, we have 
Iv(l) = Iv(0)e"“ vl, (3.31)
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thus
IvO) (3.32)
where 1 is the physical path length  of the light in the medium. 
For weak light and a two sta te  atomic system, we have
Javdv = ^ N 1B12 = N1^ y  
r c gi 87C
(3.33)
w here N;j=N/V is the  num ber density  of absorbing atom s, B i s  the 
E in ste in  coefficient for absorp tion  and y i s the  spontaneous em ission 
coefficient.
3.6.2 Voigt Absorption Profile
A collisionally broadened line can be rep resen ted  by a L orentzian  and 
Doppler broadening  produces a G aussian  profile. The L oren tzian  and 
Doppler b roadened lines a re  convolved to give a Voigt profile. Each 
velocity-shifted atom  can be thought to have a L orentzian profile. The net 
intensity  a t any point in the absorption profile then is the convolution of the 
contribution w ith the Doppler profile:
(3.34)
where
(3.35)
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where yc and yq are half-w idths of the collisional broadening and Doppler 
broadening. The in tegration  cannot be solved analytically, bu t it  has been 
computed and tabulated [K69].
3.6.3 Lorentzian Profile Dominating in the Wings
The Doppler profile has a fairly compact form, while the L oren trian  profile 
spreads a long way in the  wings. At two and a h a lf  full w idths from the 
center a pure Doppler profile has dropped to -0.2%  of the peak in tensity , 
where as a pure L oren trian  profile has dropped only to -6% . So in m any 
cases the L orentrian  profile dom inates a t the  wings of a Voigt absorption 
profile.
For a pure Lorentzian absorption profile,
(3.36)
and
J a(co)ldco = J*27ta(v)ldv = J+ — — —^-----3 -ldco = abcr^lu). (3.37)
Combining eqns. (3.33) and (3.37), we have
al = a(coa)l = Njl
gl4jtr1(iu )Y
(3.38)
and
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871 J a v(v)dv
4 m r 1(lu) g! _ 4 m r 1(lu)
x.2y §2 k2y
(3.39)
here gl=g2 is used for sodium D l.
3.6.4 Computing Fitting of the Absorption Profile
In some cases, the  above form ulas eqn.(3.36) and eqn.(3.39) for an  ideal 
Lorentzian absorption profile are also used for fitting a Voigt profile a t the 
wings of the Voigt profile to get a , because a t some distance from the line 
center (the wing of the Voigt profile), depending on the ratio of the w idths 8|_ 
and 5q the Lorentzian profile dominates.
But in  our case the full w idth of the collisional broadening is estim ated to be 
about 2GHz (full width), comparable to the hyperfine structu re  sp litting  of 
the lower level of 1.77 GHz and the Doppler broadening of 1.77GHz (full 
width a t 230 °C). So the absorption profile was fitted to a full Voigt profile 
including 4 hyperfine structu re  components to get N p  Then the weak beam 
absorption coefficient a  was obtained through eqn.(3.39), assum ing  the 
absorption profile as a whole has a Lorentzian profile.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Description
Experim ents were performed to observe the spatial polarization separation. 
In these experim ents a laser beam  was focused onto the  front face of a 
sodium cell, the transm itted  beam  in tensity  profile a t the exit face of the 
sodium cell was analysed into its two polarization components. These were 
m agnified and im aged onto a screen, and recorded by a video cam era 
system . Several groups of po lariza tion  separa tion  experim en ts were 
conducted. The experim ents can be grouped according to the size of the 
w aist of the  lase r beam  on the front face of the cell: th e  sm all w aist 
corresponding to a h igher in tensity  regime; the large w aist corresponding 
to a lower in tensity  regime. W hen the w aist was reduced step by step, the 
experim ental arrangem ents for each group were improved as well.
The c ircu la r sp a tia l po lariza tion  sep ara tio n  experim en ts w ere f irs t  
conducted w ith G aussian  laser beam  w ith w aist Wq=0. 141mm. In  th is 
lower in ten sity  regim e it  was found th a t  the  in itia lly  w eaker c ircular 
component formed a weak annu lar beam, which was buried in the  in itially  
stronger circular component rem aining approxim ately G aussian. The two 
circular components could not be separated  spatially. In order to see the 
c ircular component spatia l separation , a much h igher la se r in tensity  or 
even lower Ar gas pressure was required. Because lOOtorr of Ar gas was 
already low enough for approxim ating a J= l/2 -J= l/2  atom ic system , and 
because the laser power could not be raised further, the only way we could 
perform  th is was to reduce the waist of the laser beam  on the  front face of 
the cell. F inally the w aist of the laser beam on the front face of the  cell was 
reduced down to 0.089mm to enable us to observe the circular component 
separation predicted by McCord and Ballagh [MB85] [MB90].
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The rem ainder of this Chapter is structured into three sections:
Section 4.1 describes the general experim ental a rrangem en ts which were 
grouped  according to in p u t in te n s ity  regim es. Im provem ents to the 
experim ental arrangem ents are  noted. A video cam era recording system  
was used to display two circular components on a screen sim ultaneously. 
Section 4.2 describes some details of the experim ental arrangem ents. 
Section 4.3 describes two other experim ental arrangem ents. The first was 
of an  absorption experim ent to m easure sodium atom  num ber density and 
the second was of a sa tu rated  absorption experiment. Initially, the saturated  
ab so rp tio n  ex p erim en t w as designed  to m ea su re  th e  co llisional 
b ro ad en in g .
4.1 General Description o f Experim ental Arrangements
4.1.1 Circular Spatial Polarization Separation in  Lower Intensity Regime
The experim ental set up is shown in (Fig.4.1). A cw dye laser pumped by an 
Ar la se r is used  as a light source. The laser frequency was set for peak 
fluorescence of a sodium  lam p, giving an  accuracy of 1GHz. L en s l was 
used to focus the  inpu t beam  onto the front face of the cell. The in tensity  
profile a t the  exit face of the cell was m agnified and im aged by lens2 and 
lens3 onto a screen. L inear p o larise rl was used to change the input power 
while the  p lane  of polarization  of lin ear polariser2  was fixed. Various 
ellipticities of the  inpu t beam  were set by ro tating  quarte r wave plate 1. The 
beam  ex iting  from  the  cell passed  q u a rte r  wave p la te2  and  lin e a r 
polariser3. E ith e r a + o r a .  rad ia tion  could be analysed  by ro ta tin g  the 
lin e a r  po larise r. By tu rn in g  lin ea r polariser3  by 90° the output would 
change from a+ or a. to a . or a +. The image of a+ or a . w as recorded on a 
video tape  using  a video cam era. This allowed the full 2D structures to be
CW Dye Laser
Data
/ J \ ___Z __
/ M I \J / B.S
Digitisation
Helmholtz coils
L I. L2, L3: Lenses
Ml, M2. M3, M4, M5: Mirrors
L?1, LP2, LP3; Linear polarisers
5.S: Beam Split ter
V/.P: Wollaston Prism
Ql, Q2: Quarterwave Plates V.R: Video Recorder
P.S: Polarising Beam Split ter WM: Wavemeter
B.C: BaDinet Sol ei 1 compensator S: Screen 
V.C: Video Camera Bench Angle Tor MS
Fig.4.1: Experimental arrangement 
in lower intensity regime
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collected. The video signals of individual fram es were la te r digitised and 
analysed by a computer.
The rig h t angle trian g u la r cell w ith one angle equal to B rew ster angle 
9 = 570  w as Used. The triang le  shape was designed to enable various 
p en e tra tio n  lengths to be chosen when a laser beam  was shifted laterly. 
And the  B rew ster angle would reduce loss of reflection from the exit face of 
the cell.
Angled optical benches (perpendicular to each other) and two m irrors M l, 
M2 s ittin g  on the  benches (also perpendicular to each other) (see 4.2.3 
O ptical system ) allowed the physical pa th leng th  th rough  the  cell to be 
varied easily  w ithout tedious refocussing of the inpu t beam  onto the front 
surface of the cell. Angled optical benches after the cell a t <p =26^ and 0=570 
m ade the  optical pa th leng th  from the exit face of the cell to the  screen 
constant while the beam was shifted horizontally across the cell [S86].
The cell was supported w ithin an inner copper can a t the center of an outer 
a lum inum  jacket. Inside the A lum inium  jacket, a pa ir of m etal sleeves 
were introduced to shield the beam  from the turbulence of the heated  a ir to 
m ake the  im age more stable. B ifilar thermocouple wire was used as the 
heating  wire to minimise the m agnetic fields from the heating  current. The 
H elm holtz coils, in  which the oven was placed, ensured th a t the  m agnetic 
field over the  length  of the cell was no higher th an  10 m illigauss when zero 
m agnetic  field is required . The m agnetic field inside the  oven was 
contro lled  th ro u g h  changing the cu rren t of the Helm oholtz coils. The 
tem pera tu re  was monitored by two thermocouples: the junction of one was 
a ttached  to the  fingertip reservoir of the cell to detect the coldest p a rt of the 
cell; th e  junction  of the other was attached to the copper can. Through th is 
a relay feedback circuit was used to stabilise the tem perature  of the  copper 
can. An accuracy in determ ination of ±1°C was reached for 4 hours. As a 
re su lt, tem p era tu re  fluctuation  could be ignored during  one scan of 2
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m in u te s .
4.1.2 Circular Spatial Polarization Separation in Higher Intensity Regime
The experim ental set up is shown in (Fig.4.2). A new cell w ith the  same 
shape as the  first one was used. The quarter wave plate2 in  (Fig.4.1) was 
replaced by a B abinet compensator for precise adjustm ents. And instead  of 
the linear polariser3 in (Fig.4.1), a linearly polarising beam  sp litter allowed 
both  o + and  o_ rad ia tions to be shown on the screen sim ultaneously. A 
movable m etal plate w ith an optical bench on it was made. The whole unit, 
including lens2, the B abinet compensator and the polarising beam  splitter, 
were adjustab le  as one. This allowed the whole un it to slide parallel to the 
exit su rface of the  cell (keeping the  im age system  unchanged), while 
shifting the beam  horizontally across the cell.
Longer tim e is needed to adjust two plane m irrors M3 and M4, to make two 
beam s w ith  optical pa th leng ths, from the polarizer beam  sp litte r to the 
screen , of equal size. U nperfect ad ju stm en ts  for th e  equal optical 
pa th leng ths of two beams would affect the precise m easurem ents of relative 
sizes and  in ten sitie s  of two circular components im ages on the  screen. 
F u rth e rm o re  the  two p lane m irrors needed read ju stm en t w henever the  
beam  was shifted laterally  .
In  th e  final experim ental a rrangem en t (Fig.4.3) the  beam  sp litte r  was 
replaced by two W ollaston Prism s. This ensured sufficient separation of the 
circular components on the screen w ithout the need for additional m irrors, 
and  g u a ran teed  equal in ten sitie s  in  both im ages. The desired  c ircular 
com ponent separa tion  on the screen was made by ad justing  the  relative 
position betw een the W ollaston Prism s and the ir relative position to the 
B abinet compensator.
Heimnoltz coils
LI, L2. L3. Lenses 
.*11. M2, P13, M4, n5: Mirrors 
LP1. LP2. Linear oolansers 
5.3. 3eam Solltter
Q. Quarterwave Place 
P S: Polarising 3eam 5a 11Cter 
3.C. 2aomer. Soleil co.r.oensator- 
V.C: Video Camera
V.R. Video Recorder 
WM: Wavemeier 
S: Screen
d: Oocical Sencn Angle for M5
Fig.4 .2 . Experimental arrangement for the first group of experiments.
( 2 )
Helmholtz coils
LI, L2, L3: Lenses 
M 1, M2. M3, M4, M5: Mirrors 
LP 1, LP2: Linear colarisers 
c.S: Seam Splitter 
v/.P: Wollaston Prism
Q: Quarterwave Plate 
P.S: Polarising Seam Splitter 
S.C: SaPinet Soleil compensator 
v.C: Video Camera
v.R: Video Recorder 
WM: wavemeter 
S: Screen
Bench Angle forMS
Fig.4.3: Experimental arrangement for the second and final 
experim ents.
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4.2 Details of the Experimental Components 
4.2.1 Cell
The rig h t angle tr ian g u la r cell seated  in an  oven is shown in  (Fig.4.4). 
B oth the use of th ick  (5mm) Pyrex  windows and  diffusion bonding 
techniques allowed la rg e r p lanner sections of the  windows and thus a 
shorter m inim um  usable path length  to be obtained. U nfortunately, for the 
first cell, one surface light cracking occurred due to rapid  heating  while 
bonding. Furtherm ore, a th in  layer of sodium was deposited and reacted 
w ith the Pyrex glass on the same surface. This was caused by the incorrect 
o rien ta tion  of reservoir arm  of the  cell. This arm  pointed directly to the 
su rface, allow ing vapour of sodium  to be in troduced  in to  the  cell, 
bom barding the surface. This m ade m ost of the surface unusable for fine 
m easu rem en ts .
The second cell was designed to be the sam e as the first one bu t w ith a 
different angle of the reservoir arm . After using the second cell for a while, 
some sodium deposited on both windows of the  cell. I t  caused a strong 
scattering  of the laser beam  passing through the cell, resu lting  in severely 
degraded images. The reason for th is could be th a t the coldest p a rt of the 
cell, in trud ing  out of the copper can, was not cold enough (compared to the 
tem perature of the cell inside the copper can) to trap  all the sodium vapour 
there when the whole cell was cooling down. The reason could also be th a t 
the cooling of the cell was so fast th a t both windows of the cell were cooler 
th an  the finger of the  cell. Both of the above two processes could happen 
sim ultaneously w hen the  cell was cooling down. We removed m ost of the 
sodium deposit on both windows by heating the cell in  a special oven for 48 
hours, where the coldest finger of the cell was cooled using flowing water. 
The cells were evacuated to approxim ately 5*10'^ to rr  and filled w ith a
6 6
1: Aluminium sleeves 
2: Thermocouples 
3: Glasfibre tape 
4: Copper can 
5: Aluminium jacket 
6: Heating wire
7
8
9
10
7: Slot
8: Copper can
9: Aluminium jacket, split  in two halfs (upper and lower halts) 
10: Cell
Fig.4.4: Schematic diagram of the oven: the upper (view from the top) 
and the lower (view from the direction of the laser beam).
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buffer gas of Ar. The pressure of the buffer gas m easured through a liquid 
column m anom eter. Because the Ar pressure was of the order of lOOtorr, the 
accuracy of the in itial vacuum  sta te  was not so significant.
4.2.2 Oven
The oven is shown in  (Fig.4.4) The copper can was held firmly by two ring 
Sindanyo in su la ting  supporters in the  A lum inium  jacket. The cell was 
then  seated on some soft insulating  m aterial betw een another two sm aller 
ring  Sindanyo in su la ting  supporters inside the copper can. The finger of 
the cell in truded  out of the  copper can through a hole on it, forming the 
coldest p a rt of the cell. The heating  wire was wound on the copper can from 
each end p a rt so th a t in  the middle of the can, one piece of copper (10.5cm 
long) could be removed in order to pu t the cell in and also to insert a probe in 
to m easure the m agnetic field in  it. Glass Wool was used between the copper 
can and the Aluminium jacket to keep the tem perature inside the copper can 
stable and to reduce the h ea t loss. Two rectangular alum inum  sleeves were 
fitted  on both sides of the  A lum inium  jacket inside the  oven. The inpu t 
beam  would th en  e n te r one slot (5cm by 0.7cm) on one side of the 
A lum inium  jacket, pass a sleeve, propagate through the cell, pass through 
another sleeve and exit from the other slot on the other side of the jacket. In 
th is way the distortion of the  im age especially in the higher tem perature 
regime inside the copper due to the heat wave could be greatly  reduced. The 
outside diam eter of the jacket was 16.2cm, and the outer sleeve was 40.5cm. 
For the  copper can, the outside diam eter was 10.5cm, and the sleeve was 
30cm long. The larger sizes of the Alum inium  jacket and copper can could 
make the tem perature of the cell more uniform. The oven w ithout the cell 
was h ea ted  to over 300^C outside the  labo ra to ry  f irs t to brow n the 
therm ocouple heating  w ire's coating, so th a t  la te r  on the wire would not
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smoke when it was heated.
The sodium  vapour pressure is mostly determ ined by the tem pera tu re  of 
the fingertip of the cell. At first we tried to stabilize the tem perature  of the 
fingertip  of the cell directly by the feedback circuit, bu t found th a t  the 
tem pera tu re  of the fingertip of the cell was oscillating very slowly. We then  
stabilized the tem perature  of the copper can by the feedback circuit, and it 
was found th a t the tem perature of the copper can was oscillating very fast, 
b u t the  tem pera tu re  of the fingertip of the cell rem ained very stable. This 
w as because the  tem p era tu re  of the fingertip  responds slowly to the  
changes of the tem perature of the copper can.
4.2.3 Optical System
(1) Inpu t Beam W aist
L en sl in (Fig.4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4) was used to produce a beam  w aist on the 
front surface of the  cell. The w aist Wq was m easured  by the  Knifeedge 
m ethod [KG83]. The formula is
Wo=0.552*(xio_x90) (4.1)
w here xiq  and xgo are the two points a t which the beam  power passing 
through the  knife edge falls to 10% and 90% of the full value respectively. 
An average of 90% accuracy can be obtained with th is method.
The location of the laser beam  w aist is found by comparing both the  beam  
sizes of the  incoming laser beam  and the beam  reflected from a m irror 
movable around the calculated beam  w aist location. If  the m irror is a t the 
righ t w aist of the incoming laser beam, both beam  sizes of the  incoming 
laser beam  and the beam reflected from the m irror should have the  same
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sizes everywhere.
The actual location of the beam  w aist is then  determ ined by m easuring  the 
w aist around the above location using formula (4.1).
(2) M irrors M l And M2
The M l and M2 system  worked as shown in (Fig.4.5). W hen M l moved 
backw ards or forw ards a d istance d and correspondingly M2 m oved 
forw ards or backw ards the  sam e d istance d, the  beam  would sh ift 
horizontally across the cell by (2d/cos45^)~2.84d, leaving the w aist on the 
front surface of the cell unchanged.
(3) Lens2 and Lens3
Lens2 and lens3 were used to focus the output from the cell onto the screen. 
Lens2 m ust have a long focal length (135mm), due to the long sleeve of the 
jacket. The m agnification was required to be between 50 and 100 in  order to 
see the im age on the  screen clearly. Because the m agnification is so large 
we could not accurately  determ ine the image location of the  large w eak 
im age produced by a b righ t w hite lamp. As a solution two w hite lam ps 
were used to set up the optical system. The first lam p was placed a t the exit 
point of the cell. The filam ent of the first lamp was im aged and m agnified 
7-10 tim es by lens2 to a point, where the second lam p was placed. The 
second lam p was then  imaged and magnified 7-15 tim es by lens3 (50mm) 
onto the screen. The to tal m agnification is equal to the product of the first 
m agnification and the second magnification.
LASER
CELL
AB + BC + CD=AB’, + B,,C" + C"D,,
DDM=2.84d
Ml and M2: Mirrors
d: Moving Distence of Ml and M2 
DD”: Beam Shifted
F ig .4.5: M l and M2 system. The laser beam  always hits on M l and  M2 at
45°. W hen M l moves forwards (or backwards) a distance d, and 
correspondingly, M2 moves backw ards (or forwards) the sam e distance 
d, the  la se r  beam  will shifts horizontally 2.84d, keeping the  w aist of the 
beam  on the entrance face of the cell.
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4.2.4 Setting of the Quarter Wave Plate
A linearly  polarized laser beam will change its polarization sta te  by passing 
th rough  a q u arte r wave plate. If the quarterw ave p late’s optical axis is a t 
an  angle (45°) relative to the angle of the plane of the linear polarizor’s 
optical axis, a c ircular polarization sta te  will be produced. If  the beam  
exiting  from the q u a rte r wave p late is circular, then  when we tu rn  the 
second linear polariser, placed ju s t after the quarter wave plate, the power 
of the  laser beam  transm itted  through the second linear polarizer should be 
constan t.
At first the optical axis of the Babinet’ compensator should be set parallel to 
the  axis of the first fixed linear polariser. This can be done by the following 
procedures:
1. Two linear polarisers are used to set the B abinet’s com pensator. The 
lase r beam  passes through the two linear polarizers. The first one is the 
in p u t polariser. Another linear polariser (only for setting) is set so th a t its 
optical axis is perpendicu lar to th a t  of the  firs t one. T hus, the  beam  
tran sm itted  by from the second linear polariser would be m inimum. This is 
easily tested visually.
2. The B abinet’s compensator is then  pu t in  between the linear polarizers. 
The optical axis of the Babinet’s compensator is set parallel to the axis of the 
firs t linear polariser, so th a t  the beam  tran sm itted  by from the second 
lin ear polariser is still a minimum.
3. The angle of the B abinet’ com pensator is tu rned , so th a t  the  angle 
betw een the axes of the Babenet’s compensator and the first linear polariser 
is 45°.
4. The th ickness of the B abinet’ com pensator is changed to find the  
m in im um  in te n s ity  of the  beam  em anating  from the second lin e a r  
p o la rise r. Two read in g s (ind ica ting  th e  th ick n ess  of th e  B a b in e t’
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com pensator) betw een consecutive m inim a corresponds to a phase change 
of 360° betw een the two linear components of the laser beam  passing  
through the B abinet’ compensator. Thus, a reading (thickness of B ab inet’s 
com pensator), corresponding to a 90° phase change of the  two lin ear 
com ponents of the laser beam  passing through the B abinet’ com pensator 
(used as a quarter wave plate) can be determined.
5. W ollaston Prism s are set using the same m ethod as in 1, so th a t  the 
optical axes of two W ollaston Prism s are parallel to the axis of the  first 
linear polariser.
6. F inal adjustm ent, to every component except the cell, is made as follows: 
W hen the  quarte r wave plate is inserted and set a t 45°, only one component 
is seen on the screen. W hen the quarter wave plate is set a t 135°, only the 
other component is seen on the screen. When the quarte r wave p la te  is set 
a t 0°, two components with equal intensity  profiles are seen on the screen. 
The whole arrangem ent was adjusted first w ithout the cell. W hen the  cell 
was included a little  read ju stm en t of the angle and  th ickness of the  
B ab in e t’s com pensator was needed to com pensate for th e  ad d itio n a l 
polarization due to the exit face of the cell.
The ellipticity set by the above procedures was experim entally tested  in  the 
final group of experim ents. The ratio  of in tensities of two po lariza tion  
components displayed on the screen was m easured for comparison w ith  the 
calculated value, when the laser was off resonance. The fit was w ith in  1.5° 
of the angle of the axis of the first linear polarizer.
4.2.5 Formulae for Determining Experimental Parameters
For a G aussian  in tensity  profile laser beam the laser inpu t power is given 
as
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Pl = r c W ^ e o c E ^ x ^  + X-2)- (4.2)
In  calculation, the following values are used:
H=3.01*lCr29MC
Y=0.63*108s_1-
H ere we have w ritten  %+ -  for 1 , 00.
The ellipticity of a laser beam is defined as
c . IX+'-'X-l or c _J x J -lx J  
I z + l + l z - l  l x + l + l z - l ’
(4.3)
because we require e>0.
If  a linearly  polarized laser beam  passes through a quarte r wave plate with 
angle \\f between the electric field direction and the optical axis of the plate, 
the ellipticity would be
e =l cosy 
sin \|/
I or e Isinyl 
Icos\|/l ’
(4 .4)
because we require e<1. 
Now it is assum ed th a t
X+=(l/2)*(Ex+Ey) and x_=(l/2)*(Ex-Ey)
w here Ex and Ey are electric components of the laser beam  on the X and Y 
axes respectively.
So the  ratio  of two circular components is
X+ _ Icosy + sinyl _ 1 + e 
X -  Icosy-sin\|/l 1 -e
(4.5)
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A Gaussian beam could be described by one parameter: Wo (Z=0), which is 
called waist of the Gaussian beam. The Wo is defined as the (1/e^) beam 
radius (regarding to intensity). At the waist Ro (Z=0) (radius of curvature of 
equi-face surface) is infinity. As the Gaussian beam is propagating in 
space, the diffraction causes the beam to expand and diverge slowly:
W(Z)2 = Wo2 1 +
(  1 7  ^
VitWo 2  J
R(Z) = Z 1 + f" ltW on  
AZ ,
21
4.2.6 Video Camera System
(4 .6 )
(4 .7 )
The video camera system was used as a recording tool for the experiments. 
The advantages of the video camera system were as follows:
(1) . two dimensional measurements could be made,
(2) . continuous observation of the whole procedure of image changes,
(3) . recording two circular components on the screen simultaneously,
(4) . the data could be digitised and analysed by a computer.
In the experiments in the lower input intensity regime, a+ and a- were 
recorded separately. Because of the automatic gain control of the camera 
(PAL CCD Colour Video Camera National), we could not measure the 
intensity ratio of the two components on the screen at fixed experimental 
conditions. In the experiments in the higher input intensity regime, 3 light 
light emitting diodes, at constant current were introduced as reference 
intensity sources and together with the two circular components. These 
were displayed on the screen simultaneously. In this way the absolute 
intensity ratios of two components within a frame and among the frames
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could be obtained. But, i t  was found th a t for two components in one frame, 
when one component is m uch stronger th an  the other, the recording of both 
com ponents sim ultaneously  (w ithout sa tu ration) on the  screen exceeded 
the dynamic range of the video tape. It was also found th a t for a series of 
m easu rem en ts , some w eaker signals could cause the  3 ligh t em itting  
diodes to be sa tu ra ted . This is because if the signal is weak enough the 
autom atic gain control of the  cam era will increase the gain to detect the 
weak signal, while the 3 light em itting diodes will be satu rated . W hen we 
m easured in tensity  profiles of two circular components of a G aussian beam  
passing  th rough  n o n lin ear sodium  vapour as a function of physical 
path lengths, the in tensities of the two components dropped dram atically  as 
the physical pa th leng th  increased, causing the th ree  light em itting diodes 
to be sa tu ra ted . This m ade the m easurem ents of absolute in tensity  ratios 
betw een two com ponents among the fram es im possible in  the p resen t 
experim ental arrangem ents. The p resen t experim ental arrangem ents can 
be im proved to m easure the  absolute in tensity  ratios of two components 
w ithin a fram e and among the frames by the following ways :
In the p resen t video cam era system the dynamic range of the system  would 
be determ ined by the video tape because the dynamic range of a video tape is 
much less th an  th a t of a computer. In fu rther experim ents the com puter 
could be connected directly to the video cam era. The signals through the 
video cam era would then  be recorded directly on the computer. In  th is way 
the dynam ic range of the  video cam era system  would be extended. The 
d isadvan tage  of th is  would be the  analog to d ig ita l conversion tim e, 
m eaning th a t the tim e of m easurem ent could be too long (probably 10 to 20 
m inutes is needed for one frame). W hen a laser system  is not very stable, 
this disadvantage could be severe.
Another way to improve the recording system is to use more light em itting 
diodes so th a t  a t  lea s t one em itting  diode is no t sa tu ra te d  for every
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m easurem ent.
4.3 Other Experiments
4.3.1 Absorption Experiment
In  the  circular spatia l polarization separation experim ents, an  absorption 
profile was recorded to m onitor the sodium atom  num ber density  in  the 
cell. A photo diode was inserted  ju s t after the oven (using the experim ental 
a rran g em en t of F ig .4.3). The frequency of the  lase r was scanned over 
20GHz. And the  frequency of the scanning was m arked w ith ou tpu t of 
1.5GHz Burleigh interferom eter.
I t  was necessary to lim it the inpu t power to about 0.5|iw in  order to avoid 
power broadening. This was tested by reducing the inpu t power by a factor 
of 2 and  checking to see w hether the  line w idth of the absorption profiles 
rem ained  constant. A m echanical chopper and a lockin-am plifier were 
u sed  to reduce the  noise. The signals were recorded by a d ig ita l 
oscilloscope, then  plotted by a plotter. L ater the absorption profiles, together 
w ith  the frequency m arks, were recorded by a com puter in the laboratory. 
The com puter was used to control the s ta rt of the frequency scanning of the 
laser. The com puter recording system was the same as in  (Fig.4.6).
4.3.2 Saturation Absorption Experiment
The experim ental a rrangem en t is shown in (Fig.4.6). The ou tpu t beam  
from the dye laser was split by a beam  splitter into a strong pump beam  and 
a weak probe beam. The weak beam was then  split again  into two beams. 
One beam  was used to m onitor the laser frequency through a w avem eter. 
T he o th e r  beam , p a ss in g  th ro u g h  an  e ta lo n  (1.5G H z B u rle ig h
F.fi.S
Signal
CW Dye Laser
Computer
Helmholtz coils
L I, L2: Lenses 
M 1, M2, M3: Mirrors 
L? 1,2,3,4: Linear polarissrs 
551,2,3: Beam Splitters
ET: Etallon 
R.S: Reference Signal 
L.S.C: Laser Scanning Control 
LA: Lock in Amplifier
PD: photo Diode 
w.M: Wavemeter 
C1,2: Channels
Fig.4 .6: Experimental arrangement 
for saturation absorption experiment
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in terferom eter), was used as a frequency m ark when the frequency of the 
la se r was scanning. The strong beam  was split into a pum p beam  and a 
m uch w eaker probe beam  by ano ther beam  sp litte r. Then bo th  beam s 
passed through the cell in  opposite directions. The size of the probe beam  in 
th e  cell was less th an  th a t  of the strong one after passing  th rough  an  
additional long focal length lens (L2). The probe beam  is then  enveloped in 
the  stronger pum p beam  in  the cell. This would ensure th a t the  signal is 
fully a sa tu ra ted  absorption signal. A m echanical chopper and a lockin- 
am plifier were used to chop the strong beam  to reduce the  noise of the 
sa tu ra ted  absorption signal. Careful adjustm ents of m irrors were m ade to 
ensure  th a t  a m axim um  overlap of the two beams in the cell was obtained 
for m axim um  efficiency. A com puter was used to control the  s ta r t  of the 
frequency scan of the  laser. I t was also used to record the  sa tu ra te d  
abso rp tion  profile and  th e  frequency m arks. In  the  ex perim en t the  
tem pera tu re  of the cell was set to about 190°C so th a t about 40% absorption 
m axim um  of the probe beam  was obtained (without the strong pum p beam). 
In  th is  way (possible lower tem perature setting) a lower power of the pum p 
beam  was requ ired  to sa tu ra te  the sodium vapour, avoiding the  power 
broadening. I t  was tested  th a t  when the power of the  pum p beam  was 
changed in  factor of 2 around  the  set value, the  sa tu ra ted  absorp tion  
profiles of the very weak probe beam were the same.
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Chapter 5
Experiment Results
The experim ental resu lts are presented in  th is chapter. In  the  final group 
of experim ents in the higher in tensity  regime the experim ental param eters 
were chosen to dem onstrate clearly the effect of polarization  separation. 
W ith the theoretical predictions as a guide line the laser beam  param eters 
(intensity, w aist size, ellipticity, detuning) and those of the vapour (density 
and p a th  length) were optim ized em pirically. Once c lear po larization  
separation was found the param eters were varied system atically to allow a 
detailed comparison w ith the num erical results. For each set of param eters 
th e  in te n s ity  d is tr ib u tio n  were recorded, d ig itized  an d  num erica lly  
processed and plotted. Two dimensional in tensity  d istribu tions as well as 
one d im ensional cross-sections a re  p resen ted  here  (see F igs in  th is  
c h ap te r) . The d is tr ib u tio n s  for bo th  p o la riza tio n s  w ere recorded  
sim ultaneously , w ith identical spatia l and in ten sity  scale. The spa tia l 
coordinates given are those in the output plane of the Na vapor. For one set 
of param eters the resu lts for both polarizations can be com pared directly 
w ith each other. However, scans w ith different p a ram eters  can only be 
compared in  the spatial coordinate, they will have different in tensity  scale, 
due to the variation  of the video cam era gain. I t was considered th a t the 
spatial d istribution  is the m ost critical te s t of the theory and  th a t a good 
signal to noise ratio , achieved by optimizing the gain, is m ore im portan t 
th an  a constant in tensity  scale.
The propagation of the beam responds sensitively to a variation  of the inpu t 
in tensity . Small local variations to a G aussian input profile show up clearly 
in  the output distributions. Here the two dimensional m easurem ents are of 
clear advantage : the complete spatial inform ation is visible, w ithout any
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doubt in  the two dim ensional scale, w hereas one dim ensional scan can 
easily lead to a m isinterpretation to local distortions of the in tensity  profiles. 
For comparison w ith the num erical results, which are based on cylindrical 
geom etry, the  cen tra l cross-sections were selected. The qua lity  of the  
experim ental da ta  was sufficient not to require any sym m etry of the  two 
dim ensional data.
The experim ental, uncertain ties for the param eters are fixed for all these 
m easurem ents. Their uncertain ty  can be estim ated as the following:
1. frequency of the laser beam with uncertainty not less than  1GHz,
2. w aist of the laser beam Wo with uncertainty of 10%,
3. dipole dephasing rate  Tl(lu) w ith uncertainty of 30%,
4. atom  num ber density N1 with uncertainty of 30%,
5. penetration  path length  Z with uncertainty of 2mm,
6. laser inpu t power w ith uncertainty of 5%,
7. tem perature  T of the copper can with uncertainty 0.5°C.
The experim ental resu lts digitized by the computer are p resented  in  th ree  
form ats: as one dim ensional in tensity  profiles, in tensity  contours and  3 
d im ensional plots. The in tensity  profiles are  in te rp re ted  and  com pared 
w ith  the  num erical sim ulations. The 3 dim ensional plots and  in te n s ity  
contours are given for references only, they have no absolute in tensity  scale. 
In  in te n s ity  profiles the  vertical axes rep re sen t in te n s itie s , an d  th e  
horizontal axes represen t spatial distances across the centers of laser beam  
com ponents. In  th ree  d im ensional plots, the  h e ig h ts  re p re se n t th e  
in tensities.
In  order to qua lita tive ly  discuss the  m easured  in ten sity  profile  i t  is 
necessary to define param eters which describe the shape and w idth  of the  
in tensity  distribution. The following dimensionless num bers are used :
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1. Rpeak=Ratio of the peak in tensity  peak=ratio of m axim um  in tensity  of the 
d istribu tion  g+ and a - .
2. Norm alized w idth FWH=Ratio of the width of the d istribu tion  m easured  
betw een the point of ha lf in tensity  maximum to the w idth of the  G aussian 
inpu t beam.
3. The depth  of the ring structure  D=ratio of the in tensity  m axim um  to the 
in tensity  m inim um  of the centre of the profile.
4. Full w idth FW is defined as a full w idth of an  in tensity  profile of one 
po larization  component, corresponding to h a lf the peak in ten sity . This 
definition is also applied to an  an n u la r beam, w here th e  full w id th  is 
m easured from the outer intensity  profile.
The above definitions of Rpeak, D and FW are shown in  the  in ten sity  
profiles in  Fig.5.1.
The above four num bers could only describe two components approxim ately 
because the  in tensity  profiles were not always the same for each component 
(for example central cores were not always Gaussian).
For the  final group of experim ents the inpu t ellipticity w as tes ted  by an  
experim ent. The angle of the quarte r wave plate setting is determ ined w ith 
uncertain ty  of 1.5° (corresponding to an ellipticity w ith uncertain ty  of 0.03). 
The re su lts  of the  experim ents will be com pared w ith  th e  num erica l 
sim ulations in  the next chapter. From  the com putational point of view a 
change of path leng th  is the sim plest variation the program m e can operate 
w ith one set of param eters determ ining the in tensity  d is trib u tio n  for a 
variable param eters z. Consequently th is sequence of resu lts ( z= l.l-4 .5cm ) 
is presented first.
In  search for the spatial polarization separation, o ther experim ents were 
conducted. T heir resu lts are also presented in th is chapter. They include 
th a t of the  first and second groups of experim ents in  the  h igher in ten sity  
regim e, and th a t of the experim ents in the lower in ten sity  regim e. The
I .in ten sity  profile . I+ in tensity  profile
D  a  .in
C a r b . u n i t s ] un  I t s ][ a r b .
Fig.5.1: definitions of Rpeak,D and FW are shown:
1. Rpeak=f/a.
2. D=f/e.
3. FW=b for the I.intensity profile; FW= d for the I +intensity profile.
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results of the experiments in the lower intensity regime will be compared 
with the numerical simulations too in the next chapter.
The experimental conditions for each experimental result are listed in the 
corresponding tables. Some parameters describing the experimental 
results are also listed in the tables.
From this chapter onwards the initially weaker circular component and 
initially stronger circular component of the input laser beam are denoted by 
the g- and g+ component respectively.
5.1 Spatial Polarization Separation in the Higher Intensity Regime
Initially a number of experiments were performed to search for the central 
core of pure circular polarization surrounded by an orthogonally polarized 
annular beam with self-guiding characterization. In the first and second 
groups of these experiments a spatial polarization separation with a much 
weaker central core and a clear spatial polarization were observed. In the 
final group of experiments, where the waist of the initial Gaussian beam at 
the front face of the cell was reduced to 89pm, both the spatial circular 
polarization separation and self-guiding characterization was observed. 
This phenomenon was investigated carefully and with all relevant 
parameters being measured. The self-guiding characterization was 
successfully observed over a pathlength range of about 1cm by measuring 
the intensity profiles as a function of physical pathlength. The laser 
frequency, input power and ellipticity of the laser beam were varied 
separately to observe their effects on the spatial polarization separation. The 
sodium atom number density was kept constant. Through these 
experiments the sodium atom density=(7±2)*10^^/m^ was determined by 
fitting an absorption profile to a full Voigt profile including 4 hyperfine 
components. From this atomic number density the weak beam absorption
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coefficient was deduced.
T his final group of experim ents were conducted w ith the experim ental 
a rra n g em e n t (Fig.4.3). W hen two c ircu lar com ponents w ere spa tia lly  
separa ted , the  central core of a a . component w ith com parably strong or 
even stronger peak in tensity  (compared w ith th a t of the an n u la r beam  of 
th e  a  + com ponent) w as observed. In  the  following four series of 
m easu rem en ts  a re  p resen ted : varia tion  of physical p a th len g th , in p u t 
power, e llip ticity  and  frequency of the in itia l laser beam . D uring  the 
experim ents, the ellipticity setting  was checked by m easuring the ratio  of 
in tensities of two components on the screen with the laser beam  being off- 
resonance.
5.1.1 Physical Pathlength Change
The spatia l polarization separation and self-guiding characterization  was 
observed under the experim ental conditions:
1. the w aist of laser beam=89pm±9pm,
2. sodium  atom  density =(7±2)*10^^/m^ (tem perature uncerta in ty  w ithin 
0.5°c for 4 hours),
3. laser inpu t power 90mW±5mW,
4. ellipticity =0.05±0.03 and
5. physical path lengths used w ith uncertainty  0.2cm: 1.1cm, 1.7cm, 2.5cm, 
3.2cm, 3.9cm, 4.5cm and 4.9cm.
From  the  above da ta , we determ ine the param eters for the  num erical 
model:
X+2=26±2,
X-2=21±l,
Z(j=4.2cmi:0.8cm,
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a=(18±ll)*10^/m and 
F=76±60,
which are used as the input variables for a comparison with the numerical 
simulations.
The set of data is shown in (Fig.5.2-1) (Fig.5.2-2) and (Fig.5.2-3). These 
results were directly compared with the numerical simulations and the 
theory by McCord and Ballagh [MB85] [MB90]. In the following the 
experimental results shall be analysed and discussed.
For a physical pathlength of between 1.1cm (a) and 1.7cm (b), both 
components experienced ASF and are narrowed. The g_ component, which 
is contained inside the g+ component, suffered a more severe stripping of 
wings. The full width (normalized) was reduced from 0.77 (a) to 0.51 (b) for 
the g . component and from 0.91 (a) to 0.60 (b) for the g+ component. The 
peak intensity ratio increased a little, from 1.07 (a) to 1.08 (b).
At a physical pathlength of 2.5cm (c), a very small dip in the middle of the 
G+ component appeared. The peak intensity ratio of the two components 
was reduced from 1.08 [1.7cm (b)] to 1.01 [2.5cm (c)].
At a physical pathlength of 3.2cm (d), the peak intensity ratio Rpeak was for 
the first time less than 1. The intensity of the g_ component was stronger 
than that of the g + component. From 3.2cm (d) to 4.9cm (g), Rpeak 
decreased monotonically from 0.93 (d), to 0.72 (g) through 0.91 (e) and 0.89
(f) . The full width (normalized) of the annular beam of the G+ component 
increased monotonically from 0.43 (d), passing 0.91 (e) and 1.2 (f) up to 2.5
(g) . The depth of the ring was increased from 1.92 (e) to 16 (f). At a physical 
pathlength of 4.5cm (f) the depth of the ring was the greatest. In the 
physical pathlength region from 3.9cm (e) to 4.9cm (g), spatial polarization 
separation was clearly observed. At a physical pathlength of 4.9cm (g), it 
was noticed that a small peak appeared in the middle of the annular beam. 
The processes shown in (Fig.5.2-1) (Fig.5.2-2) and (Fig.5.2-3) are in
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Fig.5.2-1: Intensity profiles of both circular components with laser input 
power of 90mW and initial ellipticity of 0.05 versus physical penetration 
pathlengths of 1.1cm (a), 1.7cm (b), 2.5cm (c), 3.2cm (d). The other 
experimental conditions were:
1. waist of the laser beam=89(im and
2. atomic number density=7*10 ^ /m ^.
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Fig.5.2-2: Intensity profiles of both circular components with laser input 
power of 90mW and initial ellipticity of 0.05 versus physical penetration 
pathlengths of 3.9cm (e), 4.5cm (f) and 4.9cm (g). The other 
experimental conditions were:
1. waist of the laser beam=89pm and
2. atomic number density=7*10^/m3.
Three dimensional plots
Fig.5.2-3: Three dimensional plots for physical penetration pathlengths 
of 1.1cm (a) and 4.5cm (f) with laser input power of 90mW and initial 
ellipticity of 0.05. The other experimental conditions were:
1. waist of the laser beam=89um and
2. atomic number density=7*10 ^/m ^.
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Fig.5.2-4: Development of spatial intensity profile of both polarization 
components as predicted by the numerical simulation. Z is the 
normalized physical pathlength in units of 4Z^. The intensity is in arb. 
units.
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F i g .5.2-5: The initially Gaussian laser beam of the n u m erica l
simulations at Z=0 is resolved into two Gaussian circular components.
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F ig .5.2-6: The in tensity  profiles of both components of both the
experim ental resu lts and the num erical sim ulations a t Z=0.08.
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Fig. 5.2-7: The intensity profiles of both components of both the
experimental results and the numerical simulations at Z=0.12.
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Fig.5.2-8: The intensity profiles of both components of both the
experimental results and the numerical simulations at Z=0.17.
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Fig.5.2-9: The intensity profiles of both components of both the
experimental results and the numerical simulations at Z=0.22.
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Fig. 5.2-10: The intensity profiles of both components of both the
experim ental results and the num erical sim ulations a t Z=0.27.
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Fig.5.2-11: The intensity  profiles of both components of both the 
experim ental results and the num erical sim ulations a t Z=0.31. The 
peak in tensity  of the experim ental resu lt in the 1+ in tensity  profile is 
h igher than  th a t of the num erical sim ulation.
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Fig.5.2-12: The in tensity  profiles of both components of both the 
experim ental resu lts and the num erical sim ulations a t Z=0.34. The 
peak in tensity  of the experim ental resu lt in the 1+ intensity  profile is 
higher than  th a t of the num erical sim ulation.
Table 5.2-1
Intensity profiles as a function of physical pathlengths
W aist: 89mm 
Ellipticity: 0.05 
Input power: 90mW 
Atomic num ber density: 7*10 ^ /m ^
Section Length D FW H Ppeak
(cm) a+/o- a+/o-
a 1.1 0.91/0.77 1.07±0.C3
b 1.7 0.60/0.51 1.08±0.03
c 2.5 0.60/0.51 1.01±0.03
d 3.2 0.43/0.30 0.93 ±0.01
e (SPS) 3.9 1.92±0.08(ring)/ 0.91/0.34 0.91±0.03
f (SPS) 4.5 16±3(ring)/ 1.2/0.43 0.89±0.03
g (SPS) 4.9 3 .5± 0 .4 (ring)/ 2.5/0.64 0.7±0.4
Length: Physical P a th leng th  w ith error of 0.2cm. 
D: D epth of ring.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation.
R p eak : Peak in tensity  ratio.
T able  5.2-2
In tensity  profiles as a  function  of physical pa th leng th s 
(Numerical simulation)
I+=26,I. =21 
F=76,ß=280 and A=0
Figure Z D
CH/o -
FWH
c h / o -
R peak
F ig .5.2-5 0.0 1 /1 1.24
Fig .5.2-6 0.08 2.171.09 1/1.04 1.34
F ig .5.2-7 0.12 0.59/0.67 1.29
F ig .5.2-8 0.17 0.70/0.56 0.72
F ig .5.2-9 0.22 1.5/0.54 0.33
Fig.5.2-10 (SPS) 0.27 4 (rin g )/ 2.2/0.57 0.29
F ig .5.2-11 (SPS) 0.31 infinite(ring)/ 0.56/0.50 0.24
F ig .5.2-12 (SPS) 0.34 infin ite(ring)/ 2.7/0.48 0.27
Z: norm alized physical pa th leng th  in  units of 4Z 
D: D epth of ring.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation.
R p eak : Peak in ten sity  ratio.
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agreement with the signature of the results from the calculations based on 
the model by McCord and Ballagh [MB85] and are consistent with their 
general physical explanation, which is described in Chapter 2 of the thesis. 
These features are:
1. Initially, both circular components experience on-resonance self­
focussing (ASF) (like (a) and (b) here). The g_ component, enveloped in the 
g+ component, experiences stripping of its wings and a stronger ASF.
2. The intensity of the g_ component eventually dominates that of the g + 
component in the core region ((d) here). And the formation of the annular 
beam of the G+ component develops.
3. The dipping in the middle of the annular beam of the g + component 
becomes deeper and deeper, while the G_ component remains as a central 
core ((e) (f) here).
4. The spatial polarization separation is maintained for some distance (in 
this case from 3.9cm (e) to 4.9cm (g) here).
5.1.2 Variation of Laser Input Power
Two sets of experiments, studying the effects of varying the laser input 
power, were performed at a physical pathlength of 4.5cm±0.2cm. The 
results of the first set with an ellipticity 0.07±0.03 are shown in(Fig.5.3), and 
that of the second with an ellipticity 0.11±0.03 are shown in (Fig.5.4).
In the first set, for the pair with input power 85mW±4mW (c) the o- 
component [full width (normalized) being 0.35 (c)], enveloped in the o+ 
component [full width (normalized) being 0.91 (c)], was focused to form a 
stronger central core (peak intensity ratio was 0.94), while the g + 
component was having some features in the middle. When the laser input 
power was reduced to 78mW±4mW (b) two circular components were 
spatially separated. When the laser input power was further reduced to
Three dimensional plots with
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Fig.5.3: In tensity  profiles of both circular components w ith inpu t 
ellipticity 0.07 versus laser input powers 70mW (a), 78mW (b) and 
85mW (c). The other experim ental conditions were:
1. w aist of the laser beam=89jim,
2. physical pathlength=4.5cm  and
3. atomic num ber density=7*10
Table 5.3
Intensity profiles as a function of laser input powers
W aist: 89 pm 
Ellipticity: 0.07 
Physical pathlength: 4.5cm 
Atomic number density: 7*10 ^/m ^
Section Input D FWH Ppeak
(mW)
a (SPS) 70 3.6±0.6
G+ (ring) 6±1 0.98
G- 0.26
b (SPS) 78 4.1 ±0.5
G+ (ring) 5.5±0.8 0.91
G- 0.31
C 85 0.94±0.09
G+ 0.91
G- 0.35
Input: Laser input power with uncertainty of 5%.
D: Depth of ring.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation.
Rpeak: Peak intensity ratio.
CH- and a- are right and left circular components respectively. 
Initially, g+ > g- is assumed.
FW:Full width (normalized) with uncertainty of 40%.
I .in te n s ity  profiles I + in tensity  profiles
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Fig.5.4: In tensity  profiles of both circular components with input 
ellipticity 0.11 versus laser inpu t powers 85mW (a) and 60mW (b). The 
other experim ental conditions were:
1. waist of the laser beam =89pm ,
2. physical pathlength=4.5cm  and
3. atomic num ber densitv=7*10 ^ /m ^ .
Table 5.4
Intensity profiles as a function of laser input powers
W a is t: 89fim 
Ellipticity: 0.11 
Physical pathlength: 4.5cm 
Atomic num ber density: 7*10 ^ /m ^
R peak
2 .8± 0.2
a- (no)
Input: Laser inpu t power.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation. 
R p eak : Peak in tensity  ratio.
D: Depth of ring.
Section Input D FWH
(mW)
a (SPS) 85
o+ (ring) 5.6±0.8 1.05
G - 0.26
b 60
G + 0.52
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70mW±4mW (a), the spatial polarization separation was also observed. But 
the comparison betw een the pair w ith a laser inpu t power of 70mW±4mW 
(a) and the pair w ith a laser input power of 78mW (b) shows th a t though two 
components are spatially separated in both pairs the depth of the ring of the 
c+ component for the 70mW pair (being 6) is larger th an  th a t for 78mW pair 
(being 5.5) and the peak in tensity  ratio for 78mW (being 4.1) is larger than  
th a t for 70mW (being 3.6).
I t could be concluded from the above description th a t a stronger laser inpu t 
power re su lts  in  a la te r  ASF w ith a stronger peak in tensity , which is 
qualitatively  consistent w ith th a t of [AL89]. At a fixed physical pathlength , 
atom ic num ber density, w aist of the laser beam and inpu t ellipticity, the 
in tensity  profiles a t the  exit face of the cell were changed when the  laser 
in p u t pow er was changed. The processes of the  sp a tia l po lariza tion  
separa tion  could be m easured through m easuring the  profiles a t the exit 
face. Regarding to observing some p a tte rn  of in tensity  profiles a t the exit 
face, such as the spatial polarization separation, the effects of increasing 
lase r in p u t power could be qualita tive ly  balanced by leng then ing  the 
physical path leng th . W hen the laser inpu t power is increased the spatia l 
po lariza tion  separa tion  observed a t the exit face could d isappear. The 
spatia l polarization separation then  can be observed a t a longer physical 
pa th leng th . The effect of increasing (or decreasing) laser in p u t power on 
the processes of the spatial polarization separation is sim ilar to shortening 
(or lengthening) the  physical pa th leng th  a t which the  processes of the  
spatial polarization separation is made.
In the second set, w ith a laser inpu t power of 85mW±4mW (a) the spatial 
polarization separation was observed w ith the peak in tensity  ratio  2.8 and 
the  dep th  of ring  5.6. W hen the laser in p u t power w as decreased to 
60mW±3mW (b) only the a+ component was observed, being approxim ately 
G aussian  profile. This can be described in  the same way as for (Fig.5.3).
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The laser inpu t power was so low, th a t the g_ component could only form a 
cen tral core w ith a very weak peak intensity . The in tensity  of the  weak 
cen tra l core of the  g . component could never dom inate th a t  of th e  g + 
component in the core region. The g_ component was thus to tally  absorbed 
by the m edium  a t the fixed physical pathlength (4.5cm).
From  a com parison betw een the  two pa irs  w ith  sp a tia l p o lariza tio n  
sep ara tio n  from d ifferent sets (a p a ir of the firs t se t w ith  78mW and 
ellip ticity=0.07  and ano ther p a ir of the  second set w ith  85mW  and  
ellipticity=0.11), i t  could be derived th a t  if  the  la se r in p u t pow er is 
increased, the ellipticity  should be increased too in  order to recover the 
spatia l polarization separation again. This is qualitatively consistent w ith 
the relationship  betw een ellipticity and input power for a clearest an n u la r 
beam  in lower in tensity  regime (Fig.5.5).
5.1.3 Variation of Ellipticity
T hree se ts  of experim en ts regard ing  in p u t e llip tic ity  changes w ere 
perform ed. The resu lts  are shown in  (Fig.5.6-1), (Fig.5.6-2), (Fig.5.7) and  
(Fig.5.8) respectively. In the following I concentrate on the first se t of d a ta  
w ith  a physical p a th len g th  of 4.5cm ±0.02cm  and  la se r in p u t pow er 
70mW±4mW, because it  contains largest num ber of da ta  points.
For the  firs t set of d a ta  the description of the da ta  will be s ta r te d  w ith  
ellipticity 0.08±0.03 (a), which shows both the greatest peak in tensity  ratio 
(being 4.3) of the two components and the largest depth of ring (being 30) for 
the the g+ component. W hen the ellipticity decreased from 0.08±0.03 (a) to 
0.06±0.03 (c) through 0.070 (b) (Fig.5.6-1), the peak in tensity  ratio of the two 
circular components decreased from 4.3 (a), to 2.0 (c) through 2.9 (b), while 
the two circular components were kept spatially separated. The dep th  of the 
ring of the  g+ component also decreased from 30 (a) to 4.5 (c) through 6 (b).
Optimum eliipticity vs Input Intensity
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Fig.5.o; N ear linear relationship betw een la se r inpu t powers and input 
ellipticities for a clearest annu lar beam  a t a fixed tem perature
(corresponding to the atomic num ber density 4*1018/m 3) and physical 
pa th leng th  of 2cm. W hen laser inpu t power increased w ith a fixed w aist 
of 141mm (or decreased), the input eliipticity should also be increased (or 
decreased) to recover a clearest weak an n u la r beam.
Table 5.5
Near linear relationship between input powers 
and ellipticities for a clear weak annular beam
Atomic num ber density: 4*10 ^ /m ^  
Physical pathlength: 4.5cm 
W aist of laser: 141 pm
No. Input power Ellipticity
(mW)
1 30 0 .26
2 38 0.29
3 50 0.31
4 70 0 .34
5 85 0 .36
6 110 0 .39
Inpu t power w ith uncertain ty  of 5%. 
E llipticity w ith absolute error 0.02.
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Fig .5.6-1: In tensity  profiles of both  circular components w ith laser inpu t 
power of 70mW and physical pa th leng th  of 4.5cm versus inpu t 
ellipticities of 0.08 (a), 0.07 (b), 0.06 (c) and 0.03 (d). The other 
experim ental conditions were:
1. w aist of the laser beam=89um and
2. atomic num ber d en sity = 7 * 1 0 ^ /m ^
Table 5.6-1
Intensity profiles as a function of ellipticities
W a is t: 89 pm 
Input power: 70mW 
Physical pathlength: 4.5cm 
Atomic num ber density: 7*10 ^ /m ^
Section Elliptidty D FWH P peak
(Error: 0.03)
a (SPS) 0.08 4.3±0.5
o+  (ring) ( 3±1)*10 0.98
G- 0.39
b (SPS) 0.07 2.9±0.4
g+ (ring) 6±1 0.91
o 0.14
c (SPS) 0.06 2.0+0.3
G+ (ring) 4.5 ±0.9 0.91
G- 0.31
d 0.03 0.87 ±0.04
G+ 1.1±0.6 0.84
G- 0.47
D: D epth of ring.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation. 
R p e ak : Peak in tensity  ratio.
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F ig .5.6-2: In tensity  profiles of both circular components w ith laser in p u t 
power of 70mW and physical pa th leng th  of 4.5cm versus input
ellipticities of 0.08 (a), 0.10 (b), 0.13 (c) and 0.17 (d). The other 
experim ental conditions were:
1. w aist of the laser beam =89pm  and
2. atomic num ber density=7*10 ^ /m ^ .
Table 5.6-2
Intensity profiles as a function of ellipticities
W a is t: 89 pm 
Inpu t power: 70mW 
Physical pathlength: 4.5cm 
Atomic num ber density: 7*10 ^ /m ^
Section Elliptidty D FWH Ppeak
(Error: 0.03)
a (SPS) 0.08 3.6±0.4
G+ (ring) (3±1)*10 0.98
G- 0.39
b (SPS) 0.10
g+ (ring) 41 ± (100%) 1.05
G- (no)
C (SPS) 0.13
G+ (ring) 1.35±0.07 1.3
G- (no)
d 0.17
G+ 1.5
G- (no)
D: D epth of ring.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation. 
R p e a k : Peak in tensity  ratio .
Three dimensional plots
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F ig .5.7: In tensity  profiles of both circular components w ith laser in p u t 
power of 85mW and physical path leng th  of 4.5cm versus inpu t 
ellipticities of 0.11 (a) and 0.07 (b). The other experim ental conditions 
were:
1. w aist of the laser beam =89um  and
2. atomic num ber density=7*10 ^ /m ^ .
Table 5.7
Intensity profiles as a function of ellipticities
W a is t: 89 p.m.
Input power: 85mW 
Physical pathlength: 4.5cm 
Atomic num ber density: 7*10 ^ /m ^
Section Elliptidty D FWH Rpeak
(Error: 0.03)
a (SPS) 0.11 2.8±0.3
g+ (ring) 5.6±0.95 1.1
G - 0.26
b 0.07 0.93±0.04
CH- 1.3
G - 0.34
D: D epth of ring.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation. 
R p e ak : Peak in tensity  ratio.
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F ig .5.8: In tensity  profiles of both circular components w ith  laser inpu t 
power of 80mW and physical pa th leng th  of 5.2cm versus in p u t 
ellipticities of 0.07 (a) and  0.11 (b). The other experim ental conditions 
were:
1. w aist of the laser beam =89um  and
2. atomic num ber density=7*10 ^ /m ^ .
Table 5.8
Intensity profiles as a function of ellipticities
W a is t: 89 pm 
Input power: 80mW 
Physical pathlength: 5.2cm 
Atomic num ber density: 7*10 ^ /m ^
Section Elliptidty D FWH P peak
(Error: 0.03)
a (SPS) 0.07 1.18±0.09
<7+ (ring) 1.4±0.1 1.7
c- 0.77
b 0.11 9.7±1.8
CH- 1.8
a- (ring) 3 ±2
D: D epth of ring.
SPS: Spatial polarization separation. 
R p e a k : Peak in tensity  ratio.
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For the final pair w ith an ellipticity 0.03±0.03 (d), only a little dip is seen in 
th e  g + com ponent (depth  of ring  being 1.1), show ing the  s tro n g e r 
component was ju s t a t the beginning of the dipping (full w idth (normalized) 
being 0.84), while the g_ component was focused to form a narrow er (full 
w idth  (normalized) being 0.47) and stronger (the peak in tensity  ratio  being 
0.87) cen tral core (compared w ith  the g+ component). The effects of the 
in p u t ellipticity on the spatial polarization separation could be described as 
the  following:
At a fixed physical pathlength, atomic num ber density, w aist size and laser 
inpu t power, the in tensity  profiles a t the exit face of the cell change w ith  the 
in p u t ellipticity. In particu lar, if  the ellipticity  was decreased a longer 
physical pa th leng th  was needed to observe the same p a tte rn  of the  spatia l 
po lariza tion  separation . Thus, the effect of decreasing ellip ticity  on the  
processes of the spatial polarization separation is sim ilar to shortening the 
physical pa th leng th  a t which the processes of the spatial po larization  is 
observed. Increasing (or decreasing) the ellipticity will qualita tively  have 
the  sam e effect on the spatial polarization separation  as decreasing  (or 
increasing) the laser input power does. This is qualitatively consistent w ith 
the  relationship  betw een ellipticity and input power for a clearest an n u la r 
beam  (Fig.5.5).
W hen the ellipticity was increased from 0.08 (a) to 0.10±0.03 (b), (Fig.5.6-2), 
the  a . component disappeared while the depth of ring of the g+ com ponent 
w as increased  from 25 (a) to 41 (b). This is consistent w ith  the  above 
description. W hen the ellipticity was fu rther increased from 0.10±0.03 (b) to 
0.17±0.03 (d) through 0.13±0.03 (c) in  (Fig.5.6-2), only the g+ component was 
observed w ith reduced depths of ring: 41 (b), 1.35 (c) and 1.0 (d). This can be 
described in the same way as for the above if it  was taken  into account th a t  
as th e  e llip ticity  increases the  g _ com ponent becom es even w eaker 
(com pared w ith  the  G+ component). The G_ component will not form  a
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central core with a stronger intensity (compared with that of the g + 
component) in the core region. Thus, the g_ component could be totally 
absorbed by the medium at the fixed physical pathlength (4.5cm).
The second and third sets of data (Fig.5.7) (Fig.5.8) could be described in the 
same way as the first set.
A existance of two pairs data both having clear spatial circular polarization 
separations (one pair with an ellipticity of 0.08 and an input power of 
70mW, the other pair with an ellipticity of 0.11 and an input power of 
85mW) is consistent with the stated relationship between ellipticity and 
input power for a spatial polarization separation.
5.1.4 Laser Frequency Scanning
The laser was varied in frequency around the resonance by 15GHz. The
other experimental parameters were:
input power=90mW±5mW,
physical pathlength=3.9cm±0.2cm,
sodium atom density=(7±2)*10^®/m^ and
ellipticity=0.05±0.03. Two data were recorded (Fig.5.9). When the frequency 
of the laser was scanning very near to the resonant frequency both 
components were clearly observed.
5.1.5 Initially Gaussian Beam
The initial laser beam, produced by the dye laser under cold cell conditions 
is shown to be sufficiently close to the assumed Gaussian intensity 
distribution in (Fig.5.10). It could be further improved by using a spatial 
filter method if a much higher laser power is available. The initial 
imperfect Gaussian intensity profile may affect the cylindrical symmetry of
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Fig.5.9: In tensity  profiles of both circular components versus laser 
frequency. The data  of both an off-resonance (detuning A>15GHz)and a 
near resonance (A<0.5GHz) are presented. The other experim ental 
conditions were:
1. w aist of the laser beam=89pm,
2. physical pathlength=4.5cm  and
3. atomic num ber density=7*10 ^ /m ^ .
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Fig.5.10: Inpu t G aussian laser beam . The in tensity  profile, in tensity  
contour and  three dim ensional in tensity  plot of the in itia lly  G aussian 
laser beam  are displayed.
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the  cen tra l core of a circular polarization and the an n u la r beam  of the 
opposite polarization.
5.1.6 Experimental Testing of Ellipticity
The ellip ticity  se tting  was tes ted  by an experim ent. In (Fig.5.11) two 
polarization components, produced a t a setting of 85.5° for the q u a rte r wave 
plate (in respect to the direction of the linear polarization of the laser beam  
incident on the  q u a rte r wave plate) are displayed when the laser was off 
resonance. The in tensity  ratio of the two components was m easured  to be 
1.23, giving an ellipticity of 0.05. This corresponds to an  angle setting  of 87° 
for the  quarte r wave plate. The experim entally determ ined ellipticities were 
accepted in  th is group of experiments w ith an absolute error 0.03.
5.1.7 Absorption Profile
(Fig.5.12) shows the  absorption profile corresponding to a copper can 
tem pera tu re  of 277°C. Only ha lf of the absorption profile (20GHz scanning) 
was obtained, because of the high density of the sodium vapour and because 
of the  lim itation  of the  stable frequency scanning range of the laser. The 
fitted  abso rp tion  profile is shown in  com parison. From  th is  f ittin g  
procedure the atomic density was determ ined with an  accuracy of 30%.
5.1.8 Saturation Absorption Profile
(Fig.5.13) is the results of the experiment, which shows two lines of sodium 
D1 lower level hyperfine s truc tu re  w ithout Doppler broadening. B u t the 
separation between two lines is about 3GHz contradictory to the well known 
value 1.77GHz. This discrepancy will be explained in  the next C hapter.
I+ in tensity  profiles U n te n s ity  profiles
[ o r b .[ o r b .  u n  l i e ]
Three dim ensional plot
F ig .5.11: The input ellipticity 0.05 was m easured by the in tensity  ratio of 
the two circular components on the screen. The two circular components,
produced at 85.5° of the quarte r wave plate ( in respect to the direction of 
the linear polarization of the  laser beam  incident upon the q u a rte r wave 
plate), are displayed.
Table 5.11
Input ellipticity 0.5 measured 
by an experiment
Off-resonance
Angle of quart wave plate: 85.5°
Section Peak intensity
(Arb. Units)
a 190 ±1
154 ±1b
>er
cn o
1.5GHz
0% line
100% line
Frequency (detuning)detuning=0
Fig.5.12: Absorption profile and com puter fitting:
(a) , absorption profile and
(b) . fitted  profile.
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Fig.5.13: Saturated absorption profile with 100 torr of agron gas and 
computer fitting:
(a) , saturated absorption profile and
(b) . computer simulation of the saturated absorption profile.
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5.2 The First Group of Experiments 
5.2.1 Laser Frequency Scans
The experim ental arrangem ent is shown in (Fig.4.2). In  the experim ent an 
in tense G aussian laser beam  w ith input power of 150mW and ellipticity of 
0.2 w as tu n ed  close to the buffer gas broadened (lOOtorr of argon  
corresponding to r^(lu)=6*10^s-^) D1 transition of sodium and was focussed 
to a w aist of 113pm (7^=6.8cm) onto the front face of the cell. The laser beam  
propagated  th rough  the sodium vapour [with a weak beam  absorp tion  
coefficient a 0=1300/m (obtained from an absorption profile)] a t a  physical 
p a th len g th  of 5cm. U nder the above experim ental conditions th e  two 
c irc u la r p o la riza tio n  com ponents were sp a tia lly  sep ara ted : th e  g + 
com ponen t w as an  a n n u la r  beam  w h ils t th e  g _ c o m p o n e n t w as 
appreciably narrow ed to a w idth (being much weaker) on the order of the 
w idth of the annu lar beam in the g+ component.
In the  experim ent, a beam, exiting from the Babinet’ com pensator passed  a 
linear polarization beam  splitter. One circular component was tran sm itted  
th rough  it, and the  o ther was reflected. Then both circular com ponents 
formed th e ir im ages on the screen sim ultaneously. W hen the  la se r  was 
scanned over the frequency, the in tensity  ratio of the two true  im ages of the 
two circular components was so large in  m ost of the scanning range th a t  
the two true  images could not be observed sim ultaneously (the stronger one 
would be sa tu ra ted  or the weaker one would disappear due to the  lim itation  
of the  dynamic range of the video cam era system). However, i t  was noticed 
th a t  th e re  were m any reflections inside the crystal beam  sp litte r . So 
actually  several im ages of each circular component were focused on the  
screen w ith  different in tensities. In (Fig.5.14) a w eaker im age of the  g + 
com ponent was chosen to rep resen t the  tru e  strong ring  im age. T his
-(a)
Fig .5.14: In tensity  profiles of two c ircu lar components versus laser 
frequency near resonant frequency of sodium  D1 line. The frequency of 
the la se r  scaned from low frequency to high frequency through the D1 
line (from a to d through b and c). (c) w as taken at the resonant 
frequency of the D l line, (a, b, c and  d) were taken a t a frequency 
in te rv a l of 2GHz.
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w eaker im age could then  be used to compare w ith the  o ther tru e  weak 
im age of the  opposite circular component. The im ages of two circular 
com ponents as a function of laser frequency n ear the  D1 line (actual 
scanning  over 30GHz) were recorded (Fig.5.14). The lase r was scanned 
from low frequency to high frequency through the D1 line (from a to d 
th rough  b and c). In (Fig.5.14) the dispersive self-lensing (tuned to higher 
frequency side of the atomic resonance) and the defocussing effect (tuned to 
lower frequency side of the atomic resonance) are obvious. On resonance (c) 
the  spatia l polarization separation w ith a much w eaker cen tral core was 
observed. Photos (b) and (d) are estim ated 2GHz away from the resonan t 
frequency. From photo (c) to photo (b) the central core of the g_ component 
is replaced by an even w eaker annu lar beam of the  g_ component. From  
photo (c) to photo (d) the central core of the g_ com ponent became m uch 
stronger while the depth of ring of the much stronger an n u la r beam  of the 
o_|_ c o m p o n e n t (com pared w ith  the  cen tral core of th e  g _ com ponent) 
becomes sm aller. Photo (a) is estim ated 2GHz ap art from photo (b). From 
(Fig.5.14) i t  could be concluded th a t the spatial polarization separation  is 
very sensitive to the frequency near the resonant frequency.
5.2.2 Propagation of a Distorted Laser Input Beam
In order to tell the differences between the annu lar beam  and the conical 
emission, the laser in p u t beam  in tensity  profile was d istorted  by blocking 
p art of the  beam. Then it  was found th a t the annular beam  was distorted in 
the  sam e way (Fig.5.15). This ind ica tes th a t  the  a n n u la r  beam  is 
characteristic of the in itial in tensity  profile consistent w ith the theory of the 
spa tia l polarization  separa tion , in which local coupling of two c ircu lar 
com ponents is involved. B ut the conical emission is characteristic  of the 
laser frequency. In the conical emission self-lensing and stable self-trapped
Fig.5.15: The an n u la r beam  of the  in itia lly  stronger circular 
component was distorted as the in itia l laser beam was distorted. The 
upper photo is the distorted initial in tensity  profile by blocking a p art of 
the laser beam, and the bottom photo is the distorted annular beam  of the 
in itia lly  stronger circular component.
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filam en ts occur sim u ltaneously  w ith Rabi sideband genera tion . The 
differences betw een the  an n u la r beam  and the conical em ission will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
5.3. The Second Group of Experiments
The ex p erim en ta l a rra n g e m e n t is shown in  (F ig .4.3). An in itia lly  
G aussian  laser beam  w ith inpu t power 70mW, ellipticity 0.11 and w aist 
113pm (Z^=6.8cm) a t the front face of the cell propagated th rough  a dense 
sodium  vapour (a w eak beam  absorption coefficient a o =400/m  obtained 
from an  absorption profile). U nder the above experim ental conditions a 
clear spa tia l po lariza tion  separa tion  was observed w ith  a com parably 
strong central core (compared with the annular beam) (Fig.5.16).
In the experim ents it was noticed th a t when two circular components were 
spatially  separa ted  w ith  a m uch weaker central core, the w eaker central 
core was very sensitive to the physical pathlength.
5.4 Initially Weaker Circular Component forming an Annular Beam in 
Lower Intensity Regime
In the experim ental arrangem ent (Fig.4.1), an  experim ental investigation 
was conducted of an in tense G aussian laser beam (waist W o=141pm±14pm 
corresponding to Z(j= llcm ±2cm ) with variable ellipticity passing through a 
den se  sod ium  v a p o u r [N /V =(4iLl ) * 1 0 ^ ^ / m ^ ,  c o rre s p o n d in g  to 
a=(ll±7)*(10^/m )]. The physical pathlength  is fixed to be 4.5cm±0.2cm. The 
w avelength of the laser was tuned  to the buffer gas broadened (lOOtorr of 
argon corresponding to T-j (lu)= (6±2)*10^s- ^) D1 tran sitio n . The beam  
exiting from the  m edium  w as resolved into two c ircu lar com ponents 
recorded on a video tape.
Fig.5.16 : Clear spatial polarization separation with a strong centre core. 
The photo was taken under the experimental conditions:
Physical pathlength =4.7cm,
Waist of the laser beam=113pm,
Laser input power=70mW,
Ellipticity =0.11 and
Weak beam absorption coefficient ao=400/m.
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5.4.1 Weaker Component Forming an A n n u la r  Beam
It was found that over a narrow range of input ellipticity the a. component 
showed annular structure at a physical pathlength dependent on the initial 
parameters, whilst the other circular component remained approximately 
Gaussian. The phenomenon with a laser input power of lOOmW and an 
ellipticity of 0.34 is shown in (Fig.5.17). This phenomenon is in good 
agreement with the numerical simulation by Wang et al [WBMB89].
5.4.2 Ellipticity Depending On Laser Input Power For Clearest Annular 
Beam
Regarding a clearest annular beam of the o_ component, the ellipticity was 
sensitively dependent on the laser input power. We found that in the 
experimentally accessible range, a nearly linear relationship between the 
ellipticity and input power to maintain the annular mode at a physical 
pathlength of 4.5cm was obtained (Fig.5.5).
5.4.3 Self Lensing Effect
When the laser frequency was scanned over 20GHz, the output intensity 
profiles of both sides of detuning (timed to higher or lower frequency side of 
the atomic resonance) of the a. component were not symmetric The 
transition from this absorptive phenomena (close to the atomic resonance), 
causing the formation of the weak annular beam, to dispersive self-lensing 
(tuned to higher frequency side of the atomic resonance) is clearly visible 
and demonstrated in (Fig.5.18). Also the defocussing effect (tuned to lower 
frequency side of the atomic resonance) is also obvious in (Fig.5.18). In
Fig. 5.17 : Initially weak circular component forming an annular beam 
and initially strong circular component remaining approximately 
Gaussian (the upper part). The phenomenon is in good agreement with 
the numerical simulation by Wang et al [WBMB89] (the bottom pair).
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Table 5.18
Spatial structure of the weak annular beam as 
a function of laser detuning
Atomic num ber density: 4*10 ^ /m ^  
Physical pathlength: 4.5cm 
W aist of laser: 141 pm 
Input power lOOmW 
Ellipticity: 0.34
:tion D etuning D FWH
(GHz) (Arb. Units)
a -9.6 1.7
b (ring) -2.8 1.30±0.08 1.7
c (ring) 0 very large 1.7
d 1.4
e 3.7 0.58
f 9.6 1.3
D etuning is defined as laser frequency -atom resonance 
frequency w ith uncertain ty  of 1GHz.
D: D epth of ring.
FWH: norm alized full w idth.
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(Fig.5.18) detuning A, defined as a laser frequency minus the sodium D1 
resonance frequency, was introduced in order to specify the output intensity 
profiles. The full width (normalized) of the intensity profile of A=9.6GHz 
(being 1.3) (f) was narrower than that of A=-9.6GHz (being 1.7) (a) with 
approximately same peak intensities. From A=0 (c) to A=3.7GHz (e) the self- 
lensing is obvious, which caused the g _ component to be focussed. 
Compared with the weaker lensing (f) or defocussing case (a) the full width 
(normalized) was reduced from 1.3 (f) or 1.7 (a) to 0.58 (e). In contrast to 
this, from A=0 (c) to A=-2.8GHz (b) the hole of the weak annular beam 
became much shallower. The depth of ring is reduced from a very large 
number (c) to 1.30 (b) due to the defocussing effects. In fact when the laser is 
tuned to a frequency being not too far from the frequency of the atomic 
resonance, the self-lensing (or the defocussing effect) will strengthen (or 
soften) the ASF of the a. component. (Fig.5.18) is showing the combined 
effects of the ASF and self-lensing (or defocussing effect) at a fixed physical 
pathlength, atomic number density, laser input power and input ellipticity. 
The errors of the detuning are estimated within 1 GHz.
5.4.4 T he A nnular Beam  Is N ot S en sitive  To M agnetic F ie ld  w ith in  1.5 
Gauss
It was tested that the weak annular beam of the a. component was not 
sensitive to a magnetic field within 1.5 Gauss (either a transverse or 
longitudinal magnetic field). The changes of the annular beam were 
unnoticed, when the magnetic fields were changed by changing the current 
of the Helmholtz coils.
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5.4.5 Initially Gaussian Beam
The in itia lly  G aussian  laser beam  w ith an uniform  ellipticity, which was 
recorded by the video cam era system , is shown in  (Fig.5.19). A G aussian 
laser beam  w ith an uniform  ellipticity can be resolved into two G aussian 
c ircu lar com ponents.
In
te
ns
it
y
^ in te n s ity  profiles
(arb. units)
Fig .5.19: In itially  G aussian laser beam  w ith  a uniform ellipticity (see 
the left part of the Figure). It could be resolved into two G aussian circular 
components (see the right part of the Figure).
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Chapter 6
Comparison with the Theory
In  th is  C h ap te r the  experim ental resu lts  of the  sp a tia l po lariza tion  
separa tion  and self-guiding (Fig.5.2-1) (Fig.5.2-2) (Fig.5.2-3) and the  weak 
an n u la r beam  in  the lower in tensity  regime (Fig.5.17), are compared w ith 
th e  num erica l re su lts  (F ig .5.2-4 to F ig .5.2-12) (Fig.5.17) ob tained  by 
R .J.B allagh  et. al. [WBMB89] and [BPC90] respectively. The physical 
exp lanations for these resu lts  are  given by applying the  approxim ate 
form ulas obtained in C hapter 2. In addition experim ental resu lts obtained 
by changing the input power and input ellipticity are discussed using these 
approxim ate form ulas as well. Results for the num erical evaluation of the 
absorption profile and sa tu ra ted  absorption profile are presen ted  in th is 
C hap ter.
6.1 Spatial Polarization Separation with Self-guiding Characterization
The spatia l polarization separation w ith self-guiding characterization was 
observed in  the  final group of experim ents w ith a w aist of 89pm. The 
physical explanation is given by using the approxim ate form ulas obtained 
in  C h a p te r  2. The re su lts  a re  th en  com pared w ith  th e  num erica l 
sim ulations obtained by R .J.Ballagh [BPC90].
6.1.1 Physical Explanation Using Approximate Formulae
W hen both circular components of an in tense G aussian laser beam , w ith 
an  uniform  ellipticity, propagate through a nonlinear sodium vapour tuned 
close to resonance w ith the  D1 line, they could in te rac t w ith each other
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through optical pumping. Each component influences the absorption in the 
medium experienced by the other component. The absorption in the 
medium of each component depends on the local intensities of both circular 
components, on the local intensity ratio of the two circular components and 
on F.
In the intensity regime, where both I+ and I. are sufficiently strong. That 
means
( ß » 1), (eqn.2.46)
the G+ and g_ components would experience at eqn.(2.48)
TV oc
which could be much less than 1. According to eqn.(2.48), the g+ component 
suffers less absorption than the g_ component due to I+>I_.
In the intensity regime of I. (corresponding to the nonlinear absorption 
wing regime in ASF)
from >— down to «  — —^ ,
-16 4ß + 8
the G_ component would experiences at eqn.(2.47) (assuming I+ 
strong satisfying eqn.(2.46))
( 6 . 1) 
is still
n-
ß + 2 i+ü i .
. ß + 2 .
1
1 + 16I_ (ß»1 ).
which increases from 1 (corresponding to I.=l/16) to 2 (corresponding to I.
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« 1 /1 6 ) . In the in tensity  regime of I_ « l/1 6  the g_ component would suffer 
an  absorption ra te  twice th a t of the weak beam alone. On the other hand, in 
the  in tensity  regime, where
the g+ component would experience at eqn.(2.53)
1
1 1 OT
—  +  77 + 81-
2 p
1
0.5 + 81.
(ß»D.
And in  the in tensity  regime, where
4ß + 8
the g+ component would experience a t eqn.(2.54)
r |+ ~ 7---------------- t ( ß » l ) ,
+ [l + (2ß + 4)4] VH
w hich is exactly the  atomic response for pure circular rad iation . The G+ 
com ponent would propagate through the sodium vapour alm ost w ithout 
loss. I t  is noticed th a t in  a sm all in tensity  regim e of the  a .  com ponent 
sa tis fy in g  eqn.(6.1) th e  m edium  becom es from  s trong ly  absorb ing  
(eqn.(2.53)) to tran sp aren t (eqn.(2.54)) to the o +. Initially  both components 
would experience ASF processes. In the nonlinear absorption wing regime 
of the a. component, the o_ component is enveloped in the g+ component (I. 
< I+ is always satisfied in  the wing regime), and experiences continuous 
stripp ing  a t its wings and ASF processes. B ut for the G+ component it  will
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develops an increasingly outer region where it propagates alone (with no 
loss) due to the continuous stripping of the wings of the g_ component. After 
its peak the G+ component will propagate predominantly on diffraction. 
This would reduce the intensity of the g+ component faster in the core of the 
laser beam.
(1) Formation of Spatial Polarization Separation with Self-guiding
If the g_ component has higher initial intensity (while still that I_<I+ is 
satisfied), the core transparent regimes of both components would cover 
larger portion of the intensity profiles according to eqn.(2.46)
I+ >>
ß + 2 
8ß
(ß»i).
Thus more energies of both components would experience at eqn.(2.48)
which is proportional to (1/I±).
Both components would suffer less absorption. If the initial intensity ratio 
of both components is lower (both initial intensities being closer), then the 
energies of both components, experiencing at eqn.(2.48), are nearly equal. 
Thus if the g_ component has enough initial intensity and if the initial 
intensity ratio of both circular components is low enough the focused peak 
of the g _ component of the laser beam could easily dominate over the 
intensity of the g+ component in the core region because the g_ component 
experiences continuous strong stripping at its wings and ASF processes 
and because the g+ component, after its peak, would propagate diffractively 
causing reduction of its intensity in the core of the laser beam. When I_>I+
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happens in  the core o f the laser beam, the dom ina tion  w ou ld  con tinue  in  
fu r th e r  favo r o f I_> I+ s im p ly  due to I_> I+ (assum ing bo th  com ponents are 
s t i l l  s trong in  the core region sa tis fy ing  eqn.(2.46)) according to eqn.(2.48)
w h ich  is  p ropo rtiona l to ( l / I ^ ) .
W hen I + fa lls  in to  the non linea r absorption regim e o f eqn.(6.1) in  the core o f 
the laser beam. i.e.
fro m  > —  to «  
- 16
1
4ß + 8 ’
the g+ com ponent w ould  experience a t eqn.(2.47) 
'  2ß '
Tl+ ß + 2
1
f 16B
1
1 +
ß + 2 I +
1 + 161
w h ic h  increases d ra m a tic a lly  fro m  1 (co rrespond ing  to  I + =1/16) to  2 
(corresponding to I + « l / 1 6 ) .  On the con tra ry , as the g+ com ponent suffers 
in c re a s in g ly  la rg e r absorp tion  in  the  sm a ll n o n lin e a r abso rp tion  reg im e 
the g_ com ponent w ould  experience from  a t eqn.(2.53)
TL
1
1 1  O T— H----- h 81
2 ß '
1
0.5 + 81
( ß » D .
to a t eqn.(2.54)
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ri = 7-------- --------- - ( ß » l ) .
- [l + (2ß + 4)I_] VP
In  the small nonlinear absorption regime of the g+ component (eqn.(6.1)), 
the g_ component would experience from a significant absorption to no loss 
of energy. So in the core of the laser beam, where the g+ component is in its 
non linear absorption regime, dipping in the middle of the g+ com ponent 
begins due to the continuous increasing absorption till the annu lar beam is 
form ed, while the  g_ component m ain tains its  cen tral core due to the 
continuous decreasing absorption up to no loss. If the central core of the g_ 
com ponent is strong  enough or even stronger th a n  the  su rround ing  
a n n u la r beam  of the G+ component due to the enough in itial in tensity  of G_ 
com ponent and the enough low in itial in tensity  ratio  of both components, 
the  spatia l polarization separation could be m aintained for a distance (self- 
guiding). The outw ard diffractive effects of the strong central core of g_ 
com ponent would be ba lanced  due to continuously  su ffering  large  
absorption  a t the  ou ter region through being enveloped in  the  stronger 
a n n u la r  beam  of g+ component. The ASF would th en  refocus the  g _ 
com ponent tow ards the axis. The diffractive inw ard flow of the  an n u la r 
beam  of g+ component is prevented through in teraction  w ith the  stronger 
cen tra l core of the G_ component in the core of the laser beam  (suffering 
large absorption in  the core due to I_>I+).
(2) Explanation of Experim ental Results
In  the  experim ental param eter regime, the in itial in tensities of both the G_ 
and g+ components are high and close to each other (%_2 =21, x+2 =26 and 
the inpu t in tensity  ratio is 1.24). The core tran sparen t regimes of the in itial 
in tensity  profiles of both the  g+ and g_ components covering m ost energy of
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the components (due to high initial intensities of both components). In these 
regimes, the two components would propagate at
n+ eqn.(2.48)
Then both the continuous stripping at its wings and ASF of the a . 
component and the predominant diffraction of the g + component after its 
peak caused a clear spatial polarization separation with a stronger central 
core (compared with the peak intensity of the annular beam of the g + 
component). The self-guiding was observed in a distance of about 1cm.
From the experimental results both components experienced ASF up to a 
physical pathlength of 3.2cm (d) (from (a) to (d). The full width (normalized) 
of both components became smaller and smaller. The full width 
(normalized) of the g+ component were 0.91 (a), 0.60 (b), 0.60 (c) and 0.43 (d). 
The full width (normalized) of the g_ component were 0.77 (a), 0.51 (b), 0.51 
(c) and 0.43 (d). Comparison of the full widths (normalized) of the g + 
component and g _ component shows that the G_ component suffered more 
stripping of the wings than that of the g + component, because its wings 
were always enveloped in the stronger field of the g+ component. The small 
decrease of the peak ratio from 1.07 (a) to 1.08 (b) shows an earlier initial 
ASF of the g _j_ component. The continuous decrease of the peak ratio from 
1.08 (b) passing 1.01 (c) to 0.93 (d) was caused by both the stripping of the 
wings and ASF of the g . component and the stronger absorption of the g + 
component in the core of the laser beam. Because the initial intensity of the 
G. component was high enough (being 21) and because the input intensity 
ratio of two components was low enough (being 1.24) the intensity of the 
focused peak of the g . component was higher than the intensity of the g + 
component in the core of the laser beam (peak intensity ratio being 0.93 (d)). 
When I_>I+ in the core of the laser beam occurred, the G_ component
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suffered less absorption th an  the o+ component, thereby increasing the in 
balance
I_>I+ in  the  core. W hen I+ < 1/16, the  g + com ponent will soon suffer 
d ram atic  absorption due to I+<(l/4ß) until becoming annu la r ((e) and (f)), 
while g . would soon propagate w ithout absorption, m ain tain ing  a central 
core. These processes are clear seen from (d) to (f), where the peak in tensity  
ratio  was decreased: from 0.93 (d) to 0.91 (e) and 0.89 (f). After the spatial 
polarization separation the intensity  of the central core of the g_ component 
was larger th an  th a t of the annu lar beam (peak intensity  ratio being 0.91 (e) 
and 0.89 (f)). The outw ard diffraction effect on the stronger central core was 
balanced through a refocussing process caused by the stripping of the outer 
region which is enclosed in  by the strong annu lar beam. Consequently the 
strong an n u la r beam  was kept annular. The inw ard  energy flow of the 
strong annu la r beam  due to diffraction suffers strong absorption because of 
the  stronger central core. This balance of inw ard and outw ard energy flow 
is called  self-guid ing  of th e  sp a tia l p o lariza tio n  sep ara tio n . A fter 
p ropagating  for a d istance about 1cm, the cen tral core is continuously 
a tten u a ted , due to continuous outw ard diffraction and absorption in  the 
strong an n u la r beam. Once it becomes weak enough the inw ard diffraction 
energy of the  a n n u la r beam  could not be to ta lly  absorbed due to the 
weakened central core, causing a weak peak in the annu lar beam  (see (g) of 
(Fig.5.2-3)). The diffraction effects on both beam s are obvious: w hen the 
physical pa th leng th  is increased (from 3.9cm to 4.9cm), the profile section 
sizes of both  beam s becam e larger. The full w idths (norm alized) were 
increased for both components: 0.43 (d), 0.91 (e), 1.2 (f) and 2.5 (g) for the 
annu lar beam; 0.30 (d), 0.34 (e), 0.43 (f) and 0.64 (g) for the central core.
In  the  num erical fitting the  param eters, which were determ ined directly 
from the independent m easured experim ental param eters were 
X+2 =26,
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X-2 =21,
F=76 and 
ß=280.
The above param eters were not adjusted except ß=280 being an estim ated  
value.
The resu lts of th is sim ulation are given in Fig.5.2-4. The num erical plots 
dem onstra te  the  processes of spa tia l po larization  separa tion  and self- 
guiding. The processes are in agreem ent with the physical explanation we 
have given. The th ree  m ain features of the num erical sim ulations are  
given below.
1. The g_ component experiences a stronger stripping a t its wings th an  the 
g+ component does. The in tensity  profile of the g_ com ponent narrow s 
faster th an  th a t of the g+ component. The focused peak of the g_ component 
is a little  h igher th an  the in itia l in tensity  of the o_ component while the 
focused peak of the  G+ component is lower th an  th a t  of the  in itia l g + 
component. Eventually the focused peak of the G_ component is h igher th a n  
the in tensity  of the G+ component in the core of the laser beam. I t  is noticed 
th a t  the nonlinear absorption wing regime of the G_ component is alw ays 
enveloped in the in tensity  profile of the g+ component.
2. The focused peak of the g_ component is higher th an  the in tensity  of the 
g+ component in  the core of the laser beam  before the spatial polarization 
separation  is formed. At th a t distance the G_ component is continuously 
narrow ing while the g+ component is spreading outwards.
3. The peak in tensity  of the central core of the G_ component is h igher th a n  
th a t of the  annu lar beam  of the g+ component. While spreading, the spatia l 
polarization separation is kept for some distance.
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6.1.2 Interpretation of the Numerical Simulations
The numerical results and the experimental results are now compared for 
individual propagation length. The comparison of the spatial shape of the 
profiles is of primary concern. Fig.5.2-5 (at Z=0) shows the two circular 
Gaussian components, which are resolved from the initial Gaussian beam. 
Both components of the initial Gaussian beam experienced ASF processes. 
From Fig.5.2-5 to Fig.5.2-7 it is shown that the widths of both components 
were reduced as the laser beam propagated through the medium. In 
Fig.5.2-7 (at Z=0.12) the full width (normalized) was 0.59 for the g + 
component and 0.67 for the g_ component. Before these component formed 
the focused peaks, they experienced shallow rings at Z=0.08 (Fig.5.2-6) with 
a depth of ring 2.1 for the g+ component and 1.09 for the g_ component. The 
G_j_ component was then focused at Z=0.12. The g_ component was formed a 
focused peak at Z=0.17 (Fig.5.2-8), while the g+ component had began a 
predominantly diffractive propagation. The width (normalized) of the G+ 
component was increased from 0.59 (at Z=0.12) to 0.70 (at Z=0.17). The peak 
ratio was reduced from 1.29 (at Z=0.12) to 0.72 (at Z=0.17). The focused peak 
intensity of the g_ component at Z=0.17 was higher than the intensity of the 
g _ component at Z=0 (intensity ratio being 1.04). After its peak the g _ 
component was still narrowing and the full width (normalized) was 
reduced further from 0.56 (at Z=0.17) to 0.54 (at Z=0.22). This was because 
the wings of the g_ component were enveloped in the stronger intensity 
profile of the G+ component and its wings were stripped off continuously by 
the medium. This caused the g_ component to be refocused to the core of the 
laser beam. On the other hand the g+ component was dramatically 
spreading due to the diffraction effects and the full width (normalized) was 
increased from 0.70 (at Z=0.17) to 1.5 (at Z=0.22). The dramatic spreading of 
the g+ component soon made its intensity fall into the nonlinear absorption
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wing regim e (eqn.6.1). W hen its  in tensity  dropped below 1/16, the a+ 
com ponent suffered increasing absorption and soon formed an  an n u la r 
beam. In the m ean tim e the g_ component m aintained a central core due to 
th e  d ecreasing  absorp tion  i t  experienced. The sp a tia l p o la riza tio n  
separation  was thus formed (see Fig.5.2-10 to Fig.5.2-12). After the spatial 
po lariza tion  separa tion  the a n n u la r beam  of the  o+ com ponent was 
continuously  spread ing  outw ards. The full w idth  (norm alized) of the  
an n u la r beam  was monotonically increased from 2.2 (at Z=0.27) passing 
2.56 (at Z=0.31) to 2.7 (at Z=0.34) due to the diffraction effects. On the other 
hand  the full w idth (normalized) of the center core was decreased a little  
from 0.57 (a t Z=0.27) passing 0.50 (at Z=0.31) to 0.48 (at Z=0.32) due to the 
large absorp tion  a t its  outer region and ASF processes th rough  being 
enveloped in  the stronger annu lar beam  by outward diffractive effects.
6.1.3 Comparison between the Experimental Results and the Numerical 
Simulations
For a com parison betw een the  experim ental resu lts  and  the  num erical 
sim ulations we overlapped the profiles of the experim ental resu lts on th a t 
of the num erical sim ulations a t each norm alized physical pa th leng th  (the 
num erical profiles being sm oother th an  the experim ental profiles) (see 
from Fig .5.2-5 to Fig.5.2-12). The physical pa th leng ths m easured  in  the 
experim ents were converted into the norm alized physical pa th leng ths by 
using  th e  3 d im ensional num erica l plot of the  sp a tia l p o lariza tion  
separa tion  (Fig.5.2-4). One p articu la r feature was selected, the  onset of 
po larization  separation . This fea tu re  appeared in  the  experim ent a t a 
physical pa th leng th  of 3.9cm and in the sim ulation a t Z=0.27. The scales 
were converted accordingly. All value for the physical pa th leng th  for all 
profiles were converted in the  sam e way. The ratio  of 0.27 to 3.9cm is
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(0.069/cm). The other physical pathlengths of the experim ental resu lts were 
tran sfo rm ed  to the  norm alized physical pa th leng th s of the  num erical 
sim ula tions by a form ula: the  physical pa th leng ths of the  experim ents 
tim es the ratio  (0.069/cm). For example, a physical path leng th  of 4.9cm in 
th e  experim en ta l re su lts  is transfo rm ed  to the  norm alized  physical 
pa th leng th  0.34 in  the num erical sim ulations by 4.9cm * (0.069/cm). The 
above conversion is w ithin  the uncerta in ty  of Z^, because the Z in  the 
num erical sim ulations are scaled in 4*Z^. In order to compare the pairs of 
bo th  com ponents of th e  ex p erim en ta l re s u lts  an d  the  n u m erica l 
sim ulations, the  in tensity  profiles of the experim ental resu lts  a t each 
norm alized physical pathlength  were normalized by m atching the in tensity  
of the  G_ com ponent to th a t  of the  g _ com ponent of th e  num erica l 
sim ulations. The g+ component of the experim ental results is then  scaled 
w ith the  g _ com ponent of the  experim ental resu lts . The full w idths 
(normalized) of the experim ental results were fixed by the input field.
W ith the  sam e experim ental param eters both in ten sity  profiles of the 
experim en tal resu lts  and the num erical sim ulations show the  spa tia l 
po lariza tion  separa tion  w ith  a stronger cen tra l core w ith  self-guiding 
characterization . The in tensity  profiles also show th a t  both components 
experienced ASF processes. The focused peak of the  a_  com ponent was 
higher th an  the in tensity  of the g+ component in the core of the laser beam. 
After th is happened the peak ratio was decreased continuously and finally 
the spatial polarization was formed with a stronger central core (compared 
with th a t  of the annu lar beam  of the g+ component). Then the self-guiding 
of the spatial polarization separation was observed in  both in tensity  profiles. 
But, the self-guiding phenomenon was kept only for a distance of about 1cm 
in the experim ents.
However, th e  differences betw een the experim en tal re su lts  and  the  
num erical sim ulations are obvious. The in itial ASF for the g+ component
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w as e a rlie r  and  sh a rp e r  in  the  num erical s im ula tions th a n  in  the 
experim ental results (Fig.5.2-7 a t Z=0.12). The peak ratio a t Z=0.12 was 1.29 
for the  num erical sim ulations bu t 1.08 for the experim ental resu lts. After 
its  peak the  g+ com ponent underw en t diffraction spreading. W hen the 
focused peak of the g_ component was formed a t Z=0.17, the in tensity  of the 
g+ component was greatly  decreased and the in tensity  profile of the g+ 
component had long tails due to diffraction effects. From Z=0.17 to Z=0.22 
the peak ratio was greatly reduced from 0.72 a t Z=0.17 to 0.33 a t Z=0.22 for 
the  num erica l sim ula tions due to the  w eakened in ten s ity  of the  g+ 
component. However for the experim ental resu lts the peak ratio  was from 
1.01 a t Z=0.17 (2.5cm) to 0.93 a t Z=0.22 (3.2cm). When the spatial polarization 
separation  happened the annu lar beam of the g+ component was wider in 
the  num erical sim ulations th an  in  the experim ental resu lts. The largest 
full w idth (norm alized) of the  annu la r beam  (at Z=0.34) was 2.5 for the 
experim ental results and 2.7 for the num erical sim ulations. The peak ratio 
was lower in  the num erical sim ulations th an  in the experim ental results. 
The peak ratio  was 0.29 and 0.27 for the num erical sim ulations a t Z=0.27 
and Z=0.34 respectively and was 0.91 and 0.72 for the experim ental results 
a t Z=0.27 and Z=0.34, respectively. At Z=0.34 a small peak appearing in  the 
an n u la r beam  of the o+ component in the experim ental resu lts was not 
observed in the num erical sim ulations.
6.1.4 Physical Explanation of the Difference between the Experimental 
Results and the Numerical Simulations
In  the  experim ental resu lts  a little  peak appears in  the  m iddle of the 
annu lar beam  of the o+ component a t Z=0.34. This peak was not observed in 
the num erical sim ulations. The physical reason for th is discrepancy could 
be th a t  the  peak  ra tio  of th e  spa tia l po lariza tion  sep ara tio n  of the
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experim en ta l resu lts  is lower th an  th a t  of the num erical sim ulations. 
T hus, the  inw ard energy flow of the g+ component in  the  experim ental 
resu lts  due to the diffraction effects could not be totally absorbed in  the core 
of the  laser beam , because of the relative w eaker center core of the G_ 
com ponent (compared with the num erical sim ulations).
A t Z=0.31 a w ider a n n u la r  beam  was observed in  the  num erica l 
sim ulations th an  in the experim ental results and the peak in tensity  of the 
num erica l sim ulations (0.240) was lower th an  th a t  of the experim ental 
observations (0.72). The reason can be traced to an earlier in itial ASF of the 
g+ com ponent in the  num erical sim ulations th a n  in  the experim ental 
sim ulations (relative to ASF of the G_ component). For the  propagation  
leng th  a t which the focused peak of the g_ component appeared  the  g+ 
com ponent had already propagated predom inantly on diffraction because of 
the  e a rlie r  in itia l ASF of the g+ component,. The in ten sity  of the  G+ 
com ponent was g rea tly  reduced and the  in ten sity  profiles of the  g + 
com ponent was formed w ith long tails. W hen the  in ten sity  of the  G+ 
com ponent fell into the  nonlinear absorption regim e, the a n n u la r beam  
was soon formed on the in tensity  profile w ith the long tails. Because of the 
long ta ils , a wider annu lar beam  was formed.
C om parison  betw een  the  experim en ta l re su lts  and  th e  n u m erica l 
sim ula tions showed an  earlie r in itia l ASF of the  g+ com ponent in  the 
num erica l sim ulations. I t appears th a t the  in itia l in ten sity  of the G+ 
com ponent in the experim ents should be weakened to m atch the num erical 
sim ulations. The weakened G+ component m ay produce an  earlie r in itia l 
ASF. I t  is very difficult to give accurate reasons for the differences between 
the  experim ental resu lts and the num erical sim ulations, because a lot of 
factors a re  needed to be considered. In the following the influences of the 
various experim ental param eters shall be discussed in  more detail.
The effects of the  param eters on the num erical sim ulations were tested
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w ith in  the  experim ental uncerta in ties. The resu lts  are given as follow 
(Only relative changes in the profile are of in terests in  th is test, thus the 
resu lts are studied in arb itrary  units):
1. The in tensity  profiles were not very sensitive to the Fesnel num ber F in 
the range from 76 to 136. When F was changed from 76 to 136, a t Z=0.30 the 
an n u la r beam  with F=136 was formed a little  earlier and wider (width 3.1 
and peak in tensity  ratio  0.5) th an  th a t  w ith F=76 (w idth 2.8 and peak 
in tensity  0.48) in favour of fitting of the experimental results.
W hen F was changed from 76 to 38, the an n u la r beam  was form ed a t 
Z=0.45, m uch la te r  th a n  th a t  of F=76. This is in  ag reem ent w ith  the 
discussion presented by Ballagh et.al.
2. The effects of ß are expected to be very small in the range from 280 to 140. 
W hen ß was changed from 280 to 140, the sim ulations were not significantly 
changed in the experim ental physical pathlength  range.
3. The num erical sim ulations are very sensitive to the detuning of the laser 
beam. At Z=2.0 the g+ component with A=-0.5 was still focused, while th a t 
with A=0 had already begun to diffract. The peak in tensity  ratio w ith A=-0.5 
was 0.86 larger th an  th a t w ith A=0 (0.32). At Z=0.30, the annu lar beam  with 
A=-0.5 was sim ilar (w idth 29) to th a t w ith A=0 (width 28). B ut the  peak 
in tensity  ratio  w ith A=-0.5 was 0.56, which was larger th an  th a t w ith A=0 
(0.48) in  favour of the fitting  of the experim ental results. W hen A is less 
th an  0, the g- component will be less focused th an  th a t w ith A=0. Thus the 
G+ component will be less absorbed in  the core of the laser beam, improving 
the peak in tensity  ratio  of both components in the experim ental range in  
favour of fitting  the num erical sim ulations. At Z=0.35, the peak in tensity  
ratio  w ith  A=-0.5 was larger th a n  1.04. The peak in ten sity  of the g + 
component was stronger th an  th a t of the o- component. This obviously 
contradicts the  experim en tal resu lts . W orse still, a t Z=0.5 the  peak 
intensity  ratio w ith A=-0.5 reached to 6.25.
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When the detuning was changed to A=0.5, at Z=0.25 the g+ component did 
not begin to not show a dip in the central part which should occur due to the 
self-lensing in the wings of the g+ component. At Z=0.30 the g+ component 
had not formed a perfect annular beam yet, the central part was not totally 
dark. At Z=0.35, when the annular beam was formed, the width was 31 and 
the peak intensity ratio was 0.14 (with the A=0 case, the width of the 
annular beam was 39.5 and the peak intensity ratio was 0.48). In summary 
the case A=0.5 showed significant differences from the experimental 
results that such large detuning is unsuitable for fitting the results.
4. Keeping the initial intensity ratio of G+ component to g- component to be 
1.24, the total intensity was increased with the uncertainties from 47 to 66. 
Because of the resulting lower absorption of the medium at these higher 
intensities, at Z=0.25 the G+ component had not yet formed an annular 
beam (the center of the component remaining stronger) as it did with a total 
intensity of 47. At Z=0.35, the g+ component had just formed an annular 
beam(the g+ component with a total intensity of 47 did earlier at Z=0.30), the 
width (31.5) was smaller than that with a total intensity of 47 (width was 
32.5). The g+ component was narrower in forming the spatial polarization 
separation than that with a total intensity of 47.
When the total intensity was reduced from 47 to 36, the opposite effects on 
the annular beam of the g+ component was observed: The g+ component 
started to form the annular beam at Z=0.20; at Z=0.25, the annular beam 
was already formed. The annular beam was formed much earlier than that 
with a total intensity of 47. At Z=0.30, for the both cases, both annular beams 
were formed. With a total intensity of 36, the width of the g+ component was 
29, similar to that with a total of intensity of 47 (width was 28). But the 
intensity peak ratio was 0.39 which is larger than 0.30 with a total intensity 
of 47. In summary the original value of 47 provides the closest agreement 
with the experimental observations.
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5. Keeping the total intensity to be 47, when the initial in tensity  ratio of the 
g + component over the a- component was changed from 1.24 to 1.60. Here, 
th e  complete spatia l polarization separation  could not be observed (the 
cen tra l p a rt of the annu lar beam  was not absolutely dark). At Z=0.30, the 
w id th  of the  an n u la r beam  was 28.5, sim ilar to th a t  w ith  the  in itia l 
in tensity  ratio  1.24. But the in tensity  peak ratio was increased from 0.30 to 
0.84 in  favour of the fitting of the experim ental observations. W hen the 
in itia l in ten sity  ratio  was decreased from 1.24 to 1.14, a t Z=0.30, the 
in te n s ity  peak  ratio  was decreased from 0.30 to 0.20. The w idth  of the 
an n u la r beam  was decreased from 32.5 to 28. Thus both effects clear m ake a 
fitting  to the results of the experiments more difficult.
From  the above tests, changing one of the param eters a t a tim e, it can be 
concluded th a t  none of the  p a ra m e te r  changes could produce the  
sa tis fac to ry  sim u la tions, agreeing  and b e tte r  w ith  the  experim en ta l 
observations. Nor could I find a com bination of pa ram eters  w ith in  the 
s ta te d  u n c e rta in ty  lim its  which fitted  to the  experim en ta l re su lts  
significantly  b e tte r th a n  the in itia l set of param eters deducted from the 
experim ents. Thus explanation of the differences betw een the  num erical 
s im u la tio n s  and  experim en ta l observations m u st be due th e  basic 
lim ita tions of the real sodium vapour system, which was assum ed to be a 
J= l/2 -J= l/2  atomic system.
In  C hapter 3 i t  was m entioned th a t in  reality  the sodium atomic D 1 system  
is only an approxim ation to the J= l/2  to J= l/2  system  used in the num erical 
sim ulations. The J= l/2  to J= l/2  system could not be quantitatively applied to 
the  D1 line of the  sodium due to the hyperfine s truc tu re  of the  D1 line, 
because the residual dispersion (see C hapter 3) could not be removed. The 
absorp tion  frequency of the  D1 line is dependent on the in ten sity  and 
polarization of the laser beam. In order to sim ulate the D1 line as a J= l/2  to 
J= l/2  atomic system  and to ensure th a t the optical coupling betw een two
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c irc u la r com ponents is localized, the  collisional b roaden ing  should  
sufficiently  dom inate over the  Doppler broadening and the  hyperfine 
structu re  splitting (1.77GHz). B ut in the experiments only 100 to rr of argon 
buffer gas was used due to the lim itation of the laser power available and 
thus, the  collisional broadening was ju s t comparable to, or a little  wider 
th an  the Doppler broadening and the hyperfine structu re  splitting. I t  was 
m entioned in C hapter 3 th a t the  sa tu ration  in tensity  would be increased 
due to the collisions between the 3^P y2  and 3^?3/2 Na atoms. This would 
have the effects of reducing in tensity  of the o+ component because it  is in 
units of the  sa tu ration  intensity. This could affect the w idth of the annu lar 
beam. In  the next section this effect is explored in more detail.
The atomic system  of the D1 line of the sodium is so complex, th a t optical 
pum ping and  sa tu ra tio n  in tensity  would depend on the powers of laser 
beam  and atomic num ber density. Thus it could not be regarded as a perfect 
J= l/2  -J= l/2  system. The effects of these factors on ASF of the o+ component 
a re  no t a t  a ll clear. I t  is noted, however, th a t  desp ite  all these  
shortcom ings, especially the basic theoretical problems, the experim ental 
resu lts a re  in  good agreem ent w ith the num erical sim ulations. The basic 
physical behaviour of the system  predicted by the model has clearly been 
dem onstrated .
6.1.5 Width of Annular Beam Depending on Ioo/F
Finally a series of computer sim ulations was carried out to find a best fit for 
the  ex p erim en ta l sp a tia l p o lariza tio n  sep a ra tio n  in te n s ity  profiles 
d isregarding any lim its set by the experim ent to the  possible param eters. 
From  these  sim ulations some system atic trends were concluded, which 
m ight guide us tow ards an  explanation of the observational discrepancy 
betw een experim ents and theory. I t  was found th a t  the w id th  of the
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a n n u la r  beam  is dependent on Ioo/F, and th a t for (Ioo/F)~0.2 the spatial 
w idths of the an n u la r beam  in the sim ulations were found in reasonable 
agreem ent with the spatial w idth of the annu lar beam of the experim ental 
profiles (see table 6.1). In table 6.1, loo is given as the input laser in tensity  
norm alized by the satu ration  in tensity  and F is the Fresnel num ber. The 
best fit of the experim ental spatial polarization separation in tensity  profiles 
is shown in Fig.6.1. w ith Ioo/F=0.24. This resu lt can be understood in the 
sam e way as th a t of M.Le Berre et al [BRT84]. In the ir paper an  apertu re  
model was used to explain the resonant self-focusing. According to the 
model, in a range of 6 * Io o > F » Io o /e 2 » l. The resonant self-focusing was 
solely described by the ratio  of F/Ioo such as the m axim um  enhancem ent 
appears for Ioo/F ~0.5 w hatever both F and loo may be. W hen F increases, 
the  apertu re  w idth decreases; the am ount of energy (passing through the 
apertu re) decreases so th a t the  on-axis enhancem ent decreases. Thus loo 
should increase to obtain the m axim um  enhancem ent. The concepts of the 
apertu re  model can be used to understand  why the w idth of the annu la r 
beam  of the com puter sim ulations is dependent on Ioo/F. I t was obvious 
th a t  the resonan t self-focusing of the beam plays an im portan t role in the 
spatia l polarization separation  and forming of the w idths of the  an n u la r 
beam . For Ioo/F-0.24 in  the sim ulation, the spatial polarization separation 
in te n s ity  profiles agree w ith  th a t  of the  experim en tal re su lts  w ith  
Ioo/F~0.62. This is feasible if it  is taken into account th a t the atomic system  
of the D1 line of sodium is so complex, and it could only be regarded as 
J= l/2 -J= l/2  atomic system  approxim ately. In the atomic system  of the D1 
line of sodium, as mentioned in  C hapter 3, the collisions between the 3^P^/2 
and 3^P3/2 atoms would increase the saturation intensity  up to 1.5 tim es, so 
th a t  the real inpu t in tensity  would be reduced accordingly. Also because of 
the Doppler broadening, the input intensity  became lower. Both of the above 
factors could provide the reasons why in the num erical sim ulation a lower
Intensity  profiles Intensity  profiles 
(Numerical sim ulation) (Experim ental results)
Fig.6.1: For Ioo/F~0.2, the spatial w idth of the annu la r beam  of the 
num erical sim ulation agrees w ith  th a t  of the experim ents. The in tensity  
profiles of the  num erical sim ulation are on the left side of the figure.
The param eters of the num erical sim ulation are
(1) . F=100,
(2) . I +=13.6; I . =9.9,
(3) . detuning A=0.
Table 6.1
Widths of annular beam depending on Ioo/F
(The widths became narrow er in the following computer simulations)
(Ioo/F~0.2)
No 1+ I- Ioo=I-+I+ I+/I- F Ioo/F A Fit
1 26.0 21.0 47.0 1.23 16 0.60 0
2 26.0 21.0 47.0 1.23 150 0.30 0
3 27.2 19.8 47.0 1.37 30 1.60 0
4 27.2 19.8 47.0 1.37 16 0.60 0
5 27.2 19.8 47.0 1.37 16 0.60 -0.5
6 27.2 19.8 47.0 1.37 250 0.19 0 better
7 27.2 19.8 47.0 1.37 500 0.1 0 better
8 6.80 4.95 11.8 1.37 4) 0.30 0
9 6.80 4.95 11.8 1.37 63 0.19 0 better
10 6.80 4.95 11.8 1.37 16 0.16 0 better
11 6.48 5.27 11.8 1.23 16 0.16 0 better
12 13.6 9.9 23.5 1.37 16 0.30 0
13 13.6 9.9 23.5 1.37 100 0.24 0 best
Ioo:Input in tensity(norm alized by sa tu ration  intensity).
1+ and I-: Inpu t in tensities of two circular components(nomrmalized). 
F :F resnel num ber.
A :D etuning.
W hen Ioo/F~0.2, the spatial w idths of the annualar beam  of the num eriacal 
sim ulations agree w ith th a t of the experiments.
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ratio of Ioo/F is used to obtain the best fit. If a larger uncertainty in F is 
considered, it would be not surprising that the ratio between the simulation 
and the experimental results is so large. This could provide a good reason 
to explain the width difference of the annular beams between the numerical 
simulation (with the same parameters as that of the experiments) and the 
experimental results (wider width in the numerical simulations).
6.2 Weak Annular Beam in lower Intensity Regime
In the lower laser intensity regime (called case 2), we have 
X+2 = 16.9,
X-2 = 4.1,
Z e lle r n ,  
a=1070/m and 
F=118.
In comparison with the above spatial polarization separation with self- 
guiding characterization case (later called case 1) the experimental 
parameters x_2 = 4.1 (case 2) is much smaller than X-2 =21 (case 1) and the 
ratio of x + 2 = 1 6 - 9  to X-2 = 4.1 (being 4.12) (case 2) is much larger than that 
of £+2 =26 to X-2 =21 (being 1.24) (case 1).
In case 2 the o_ component forms an annular beam and the o+ component 
maintains an approximately Gaussian beam. With the same experimental 
parameters a computer fit by R.J.Ballagh [WBMB89] is in good agreement 
with the experimental results (see Fig.5.17). Spatial polarization separation 
could not be observed. This is because the laser input power was so low and 
because the input ellipticity was so large that the focused peak of the o_ 
component could never dominate over the intensity of the o+ component in 
the core region. The G+ component causes enhanced absorption, both linear 
and nonlinear, of the G_ component.
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6.2.1 Physical Explanation
In  order to explain the phenom ena observed, we shall consider the  two 
components separately: a t first the a_ component forming a weak an n u la r 
beam  and then  the o+ component m aintaining an approxim ately G aussian  
shape.
(1) W eaker Component Forming an A nnular Beam
In  the in tensity  regime, where I+ is strong, satisfying eqn.(2.46)
F » ß + 2 1
8ß 8 ’
The g_ component would experience a t eqn.(2.47)
i ß  \
vß + 2 ,
1 1
. P + 2 .
1 + 16I_
(ß » 1 ) ,
In  the in tensity  regime of I. (corresponding to the core tran sp a ren t regim e 
in  ASF), satisfying eqn.(2.46)
I_ »  ^ + — = -  (when ß>> 1), 
8ß 8
the g_ component would experience a t eqn.(2.48)
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which could be much less than 1. The core transparent regime of the g_ 
component would cover a much smaller portion of the intensity profile of 
the g _ component (case 2) than that of the intensity profile of the g_ 
component (case 1), because x~2 = 4.1 (case 2) is much smaller than x-2 =21 
(case 1). Thus much less energy (case 2) (compared with case 1) would 
experience at the eqn.(2.48) (suffering very small absorption).
In the small intensity regime of I_ (corresponding to the nonlinear 
absorption wing regime in ASF)
from >— down to «  ——— , (6.1)-16 4ß + 8 v '
the g _ component would experience a rj, which increases from 1 
(corresponding to I.=1/16) to 2 (corresponding to I_«l/16). The nonlinear 
absorption wing regime (case 2) would cover a larger portion of the intensity
o
profile of the o_ component (compared with case 1), because x~ =4.1 (case 
2) is much smaller than X-2=21 (case 1). The g_ component would thus 
suffer a stronger stripping of the wings, which later would lead to the 
formation of the weak annular beam for the g+ component by diffraction 
effects.
Though the stripping of the wings of the G_ component is more severe due 
to X-2 = 4.1 (case 2) being much smaller than x_2=21 (case 1), the focused 
peak of the g _ component (case 2) never reaches the value of the g + 
component (case 2) in the core region simply because x_2 = 4.1is much 
smaller than x+2 = 16.9 and because smaller portion of the G_ component 
would experience at eqn.(2.48) (suffering very small absorption).
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(2) Strong Component Being Approximately Gaussian
In an intensity profile of G+ component there are several different regimes 
corresponding to the different intensity regimes of the o»_ component. In the 
intensity regime of the g + component, where I. is strong satisfying 
eqn.(2.46)
I = -  (When ß » 1 ) ,
8ß 8
the G+ component would experience at eqn.(2.48)
and suffer even less absorption than the o_ component due to I+>I_. In the 
experimental param eter regime, the core transparent regime of the o+ 
component would cover a much larger portion of the intensity profile of the 
g+ component (compared with that of the a . component) due to %+2 = 16.9 
being much larger than x_2 = 4.1. Most of the profile of the g+ component 
would experience at eqn.(2.48)
which could be much less than 1 due to %+2 = 16.9 being large. This is 
another way to show that the intensity of the focused peak of the G_ 
component could never reach that of the g+ component in the core region of 
the laser beam. This is why we could not observe the spatial polarization 
separation.
Both the g . component forming a weak annular beam and the g +
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com ponent keeping an approxim ately G aussian beam  were observed. W ith 
the  sam e experim en ta l p a ra m e te rs  a com puter fit by R .J .B a lla g h  
[WBMB89] shows the  experim en ta l observation  (see F ig .5.17). The 
num erica l sim ula tion  shows a weak a n n u la r beam  form ed by th e  g _ 
com ponent and  the  g + com ponent m a in ta in in g  an  a p p ro x im a te ly  
G aussian  beam. From  the num erical sim ulations it  could be seen th a t  the 
a . component actually experienced ASF processes due to being enveloped in 
the  g + component (in our case the g_ component was much w eaker th a n  
the  g+ component on the course of the G_ component) and the ASF of the G_ 
com ponent was clearly seen: narrow ing (due to stripp ing  of its  wings), 
form ing a weak an n u la r beam  and forming a focused peak. Also from the 
num erical sim ulations i t  could be seen as well th a t the g + com ponent 
experienced a m uch w eaker ASF, forming a m axim um  on its  course and 
the  focused peak of the g_ component was much lower th an  the in tensity  of 
the  g+ component. The num erical sim ulations (Fig.5.17) are qualita tive ly  
in  good agreem ents w ith the experim ental results w ithin a factor of 2. and 
consistent w ith the physical explanation given.
&3 Spatial Polarization Separation
W ith a beam  w aist of 113pm  a t the front face of the cell, th e  sp a tia l 
po larization  separa tion  was observed in  the firs t and second groups of 
experim ents, in h igher in tensity  regime. The param eters used in  the  first 
group of experim ents (case 3) were:
X+2 =34,
X-2 =15,
Z(j=6.8cm, 
a=1300m" 1 and
F=88.4.
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W ith these param eters the results showed a spatial polarization separation 
w ith a m uch weaker central core (Fig.5.14).
The resu lts  in the second group of experim ents showing a clear spatia l 
polarization separation (with a strong central core) (Fig.5.16) (case 4) had 
the following param eters:
3C+2 =14,
X-2 =9,
Z(j=6.8cm, 
a= 400m 'l and 
F=26.5.
Com pared w ith the above weak annu la r beam  case, where x_2 =4.1 and 
X+ -1 6 .9 , it  can be seen th a t the in tensities of the g _ com ponents were 
increased to x_2 =15 (with a much w eaker central core) and  X-2 =9 (clear 
separation) respectively, which allowed the core tran sp aren t regim es cover 
much more portions of the in tensity  profiles of the g_ components th an  th a t 
of the  o _ com ponent in  the  w eak a n n u la r  beam  case. In  the  core 
tran sp aren t regime the g_ component, satisfying eqn.(2.46)
I _  »
ß + 2 
8ß
would experience a t eqn.(2.48) 
1
From the comparison it  can be shown th a t the input in tensity  ratio  of the g+ 
component to the a . component was reduced from 4.12 (weak an n u la r beam  
case) to 2.25 (with a m uch weaker central core) and 1.56 (clear separation) 
respectively. As the the inpu t in tensity  ratio was decreased, the  in tensity  
ratio of the focused peak of the a . component to th a t of the g + component
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w as increased (both in itial in tensities of two components being closer). If 
the  in tensity  of the g_ component becomes higher and the inpu t in tensity  
ratio  becomes lower, the focused peak of the a . component could more easily 
be stronger th an  the in tensity  of the g+ component in the core of the laser 
beam  th rough  the  continuous stripping of the wings and ASF of the  a . 
com ponent and the diffractive propagation of the g+ component a fte r its  
peak. In  th is way it could be expected th a t for the weak annu lar beam  case 
(case 2) (input in tensity  ratio is 4.12), the in tensity  ratio of the focused peak 
of the cl component to the g+ component was never larger th an  1 and for 
the  spatial polarization separation with a much weaker central core (input 
in tensity  ratio  is 2.25) (case 3) the intensity ratio of the focused peak of the G_ 
component to the g+ component was increased bu t certainly less th an  th a t 
for the clear spatial polarization separation (input in tensity  ratio being 1.56 
(clear separation) (case 4) is less th an  2.25 (case 3)). In  spatial polarization 
separation  cases I_>I+ in  the core of the laser beam occurs. W hen I_>I+ in 
the  core of the  lase r beam  occurs the  o . com ponent will suffer less 
absorption th an  the g+ component in the core. This will be fu rther in favor 
of I_>I+ in  the core of the laser beam. When I+<1/16 occurs in  the core of the 
laser beam , the g+ component will soon suffer dram atic  absorption (rj + 
changes from 1 to 2), according to eqn.(2.47), until becoming annular, while 
the g. component would soon suffer nearly no absorption due to eqn.(2.53), 
form ing a central core in the core of the laser beam. This is how both the 
spatia l polarization separation  w ith a much w eaker central core and the 
clear spatia l polarization separation are formed. If the center core is strong 
enough (com pared w ith  the an n u la r beam), the  self-guiding could be 
observed.
It was noticed during  the  experim ents th a t w hen the  central core was 
m uch w eaker th an  the strong an n u la r beam , the central core was very 
sensitive to the physical pathlength. The reason could be th a t the in tensity
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of cen tral core of the g_ component is much w eaker (com pared w ith the 
a n n u la r  beam ) and size of the central core is very sm all so th a t  the g_ 
com ponent would suffer very severe diffraction and dissipate in  the strong 
an n u la r beam very quickly.
6.4 Laser Input Power versus Ellipticity
W ith a fixed physical pathlength , atomic num ber density and w aist of the 
la se r beam  the n ear linear rela tionship  betw een laser inpu t power and 
in p u t ellipticity was found in the weaker in tensity  regime for a clear weak 
a n n u la r  beam  of the  G_ component (Fig.5.5). Increasing in p u t ellipticity  
would have the same effects as reducing laser inpu t power for recovering 
the  clear weak an n u la r beam. This relationship  betw een the laser inpu t 
power and inpu t ellipticity was qualitatively found for recovering the spatial 
polarization separation. The experim ental resu lts regarding to laser inpu t 
power change and in p u t ellipticity change are first explained. Then the 
rela tionship  betw een laser inpu t power and inpu t ellipticity for recovering 
the  w eak a n n u la r  beam  and spatia l polarization separa tion  are  easily 
explained.
6.41 More Severe Stripping of the Wings: Earlier ASF
The experim ental results of absorptive self focussing [BRTTGRP84] could be 
described as the  more absorption (through increasing tem pera tu re ) the 
earlie r the  absorptive self-focussing w ith a lower focused in tensity  peak, 
which is supported by the aperture model [BRT84]. According to eqn.(2.31), 
the  ap e rtu re  w idth decreases as (F/I00) increases. E ith er increasing  F 
(through increasing tem perature), or reducing I00 (through reducing the 
laser in p u t power) has the  effects of more stripping  of the wings of the
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G aussian beam, leading to earlier ASF with a lower focused peak in tensity . 
The reverse processes are also true: decreasing F or increasing I00 leading 
to a fu r th e r  ASF w ith  a h igher focused in ten s ity  peak . The above 
explanation is also supported by the experimental results of [AL89].
6.4.2 Laser Input Power Change
In  the  final group of experim ents, two sets of resu lts  were ob tained  
regarding  in p u t power changes for different inpu t ellip ticities a t a fixed 
physical pa th leng th , atomic num ber density and w aist of the  lase r beam  
(Fig.5.3) (Fig.5.4). Here only the first set of results are explained, since the 
same explanation can be applied to the second set. W hen the laser inpu t 
power was reduced, the energy of the o_ component was reduced and the  a . 
component suffered severer stripping a t its wings because I_^<1/16 covered 
larger portion of its  in tensity  profile. In the regim e of I_^<1/16, the  g _ 
component would suffer absorption a t up to a rate  twice th a t experienced by 
the weak field g_ alone (eqn.(2.47)). This more severe stripping of the wings 
of the g _ com ponent would cause an  earlie r ASF w ith  a lower focused 
in tensity  peak. If  the reduced energy of the g_ component was considered 
the focused peak in tensity  was even sm aller. The opposite is also true , a 
h igher lase r in p u t power would resu lt in a la te r  ASF w ith  a s tronger 
focused peak. Hence a t the fixed physical pa th leng th  of 4.5cm and  an  
ellipticity of 0.07, w ith an  inpu t power of 85mW (c) the a . com ponent was 
focused, while the g+ component was ju s t a t the beginning of form ing some 
features in  the middle of its in tensity  profile. The full w idth (norm alized) of 
the a . component (being 0.35) was much narrow er th an  th a t  of the  o ther 
component (being 0.91) and the peak intensity  ratio  was 0.94 (indicating a 
stronger ASF for the G_ component th an  for the G+ component). W hen the  
laser inpu t power was decreased to 78mW (b) the earlie r self-focussing of
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the a. component led to a spatial polarization separation with a depth of 
ring of 5.5. When the laser input power was further decreased to 70mW (a), 
a spatial polarization separation was still observed but with a depth of ring 
of 6, which indicated an even early ASF.
6.4.3 Input Ellipticity Change
In this section the first set of data regarding the effects due to changes of 
the input ellipticity at a fixed physical pathlength, laser input power, 
atomic number density and waist of the laser beam in the final group of 
experiments (Fig.5.6-1) (Fig.5.6-2) are discussed. The discussion shall start 
with a pair with ellipticity 0.08 showing both the greatest peak intensity 
ratio and depth of ring. When the input ellipticity was decreased (the initial 
intensities of two circular components become closer), the core transparent 
regime of the a. component would cover larger portion of its intensity 
profile due to laser input power fixed. The core transparent regime of the a. 
component, satisfying eqn.(2.46)
I_ »  = -  (when ß » 1 ),
8ß 8 V H '
would experience at eqn.(2.48)
n-
suffering a very small absorption.
In the same sense I_^<1/16 covered a smaller portion of its intensity profile 
(compared with the pair with an ellipticity of 0.08). The a. component would 
suffer softer stripping of the wings. This would lead to further ASF with a
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stronger focused peak (compared with the pair with a ellipticity of 0.08). So 
as the input ellipticity decreases at a fixed physical pathlength of 4.5cm and 
laser input power 70mW, the peak intensity ratio decreased from 4.3 (a), 2.9 
(b), 2.0 (c) to 0.87 (d) (the focused peak of the g _ component becoming 
stronger and stronger), while the depth of ring decreased from 30 (a), 6 (b), 
4.5 (c) to 1.1 (d) (the dip of the g + component becomes more and more 
shallow till it disappears totally (d)). This (d) shows the stage where both 
circular components were about focused. At this stage (d) the full width 
(normalized) was 0.47 for the G_ component and 0.84 for the g+ component 
indicating the wings of the G_ component were enveloped in the stronger 
field of the G+ component and suffered the continuous stripping at its 
wings. The peak intensity ratio was 0.87 (d). In contrast however, when the 
input ellipticity was increased, the g_ component would experience an 
earlier ASF with a weaker peak. When the input ellipticity was increased 
from 0.08 (a) to 0.10 (b) at the fixed physical pathlength, the g_ component 
began to disappear (b) of (Fig.5.6-2), while the depth of ring of the g + 
component was 41 (a), being larger than 30 (a) (Fig.5.6-2). This indicates an 
early ASF with a weaker focused peak for the G. component. The weaker 
and earlier focused peak of the g_ component was already absorbed off by 
the medium at the physical pathlength. When the ellipticity was increased 
further, the depth of ring became smaller 1.35 (c) of (Fig.5.6-2). With an 
ellipticity of 0.17 (d) (Fig.5.6-2), a little peak appeared in the middle of the g+ 
component. It could be derived from the (c) and (d) that the g_ component 
was so weak that after its ASF it had already totally been absorbed by the 
medium at the physical pathlength and the G+ component would be less 
and less affected by the weaker and weaker g_ component.
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6.4.4 Relationship Between Laser Input Power and Ellipticity for a Clearest 
Annular Beam
I t was observed during the experiments th a t the setting of the ellipticity had 
to be very accurate  in  order to achieve polarization separa tion  and  the  
form ation of a well defined spatial annu lar beam. A m isalignm ent of the 
q u a rte r  wave plate by only 0.5° (corresponding to a m ism atch of ellipticity) 
was sufficient to resu lt in a vastly reduced clarity of the polarization.
I t  was also observed th a t this optimum setting for the polarization depends 
on the  inpu t power of the laser beam  for a fixed atomic num ber density, 
w aist of the laser beam  and physical pathlength . A plot of the optim um  
setting  of the ellipticity (E0p^) versus the input power (Fig.5.5) shows a close 
to lin ear dependance of E0p^ on the inpu t power. This phenom enon can be 
explained  the  following way, which is based again  on the model of the  
stripping  of the wings of the G_ component and ASF of the g _ component.
A t a fixed atomic num ber density, physical path leng th  and w aist of laser, 
w hen an  inpu t laser power is reduced, the G_ component suffered severer 
stripp ing  a t its  wings. The in tensity  regime of I_<1/16 covers larger portion 
of i ts  in ten sity  profile, while 1+ was still strong ( I+ » l /8 )  in m ost of its  
in te n s ity  profile. This more severe stripp ing  of the  wings of th e  G_ 
com ponent would lead  to an  earlie r ASF w ith  a lower focused peak  
in tensity . This can be com pensated by reducing inpu t ellipticity (sm aller 
difference between two components), which would increase the portion of I_ 
<1/16 in  its  in tensity  profile to recover the weak an n u la r beam  of the  G_ 
component a t the fixed physical path length  The reverse process would also 
be tru e . W hen the  inpu t power becomes higher, a larger in p u t ellip ticity  
(la rg e r difference betw een two components) is requ ired  to reduce the  
portion of I_<1/16 in its in tensity  profile to recover the weak a n n u la r beam  
a t the  fixed physical pathlength.
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The above explanation can also be qualitatively applied to a clear spatial 
polarization separation case. W hen the laser inpu t power increases, larger 
ellipticity is needed to recover the clear spatial polarization separation. The 
explanation can be dem onstrated by the two sets of pairs of da ta  a t a fixed 
physical pa th leng th  w aist of the laser beam  and atomic num ber density, 
showing the clear spatial polarization separation:
One set w ith a pair w ith a laser input power of 78mW and an ellipticity 0.07 
(Fig.5.3) and the other pair with 85mW and 0.11 (Fig.5.4),
Another set w ith a pair w ith a laser input power of 70mW and an ellipticity 
0.08 (Fig.5.6-1) and the other pair with 85mW and 0.11 (Fig.5.7).
This explanation does not provide a quantitative comparison w ith the theory 
provided. However th is  pa rticu lar resu lt, while easy to carry out in  the 
experim en ts, is d ifficult to sim ula te . An au tom atic  op tim ization  of 
p a ra m e te rs  for the  c learest appearance  of the  sp a tia l p o lariza tion  
separation  is not feasible. A large num ber of sim ulation for different input 
param eters would be required.
A com parison betw een two num erical sim ulations [MB85] and  [BPC90] 
shows some rela tionsh ip  betw een laser in p u t power and ellip ticity  for 
producing the  sp a tia l po larization  separation . In  both  th e  num erical 
s im ula tions the  spa tia l polarization  separa tion  and  self-guiding were 
observed. The param eters for the first sim ulations [MB85] were 
X+2 = 36 ,
X-2 = 25 ,
F=60 and
the in p u t in tensity  ratio  being 1.44 (corresponding to an ellipticity larger 
th a n  th e  one corresponding to the  in p u t in te n s ity  ra tio  1.24). The 
param eters for the second sim ulations [BPC90] were 
X+2=26,
X-2 = 21 ,
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F=76 and
the  in p u t in ten sity  ratio  being 1.24. The com parison betw een the two 
sim ula tions shows th a t  the laser inpu t power was h igher for the  firs t 
sim ulations than  for the second ones and the inpu t ellipticity was larger too 
for the firs t ones th a n  for the  second ones. For producing the  spa tia l 
po lariza tion  separa tion  when the laser in p u t power increases, la rg e r 
e llip tic ity  is needed. This dem onstra tion  is a little  d ifferen t to the  
experim ental observations (relationship  betw een laser in p u t power and  
e llip tic ity  for recovering  a sp a tia l p o lariza tio n  separa tion ). In  th e  
experim ents the  experim ental resu lts were obtained a t a fixed physical 
pa th leng th , atom ic num ber density  and w aist of the laser beam . In  the  
num erical sim ulations only F (here both F ’s were very close) is concerned, 
which includes the effects of w aist of the laser beam  and atom ic num ber 
density.
6.5 Absorption Profile Fitting
F ig .5.12 shows the  com puter fit of the  absorp tion  profile. The fit is 
reasonably good, which gives
sodium  atom  num ber density=6.7*101®/ m^ and optical dipole dephasing 
rate=6.3*109 s '1.
6.6 Numerical Fitting of Saturation Absorption Profile
The discrepancy of frequency separation (1.77GHz) of lower level of sodium 
D1 w ith the experim ental one (_3GHz) could not be explained by a “cross 
resonance” effect alone. A ssum ing the  peak  of spectrum  (m axim um  
absorption to the probe beam) caused by the “crossing resonance” effect has 
0.8 of the  peak of the two lines of D1 (corresponding to lower level sp litting
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1.77GHz), a com puter fit (Fig.5.13), showing a sym m etrical sa tu ra te d  
absorption  spectrum  (as th a t  of the experim ental resu lt) w ith  a w ider 
separa tion  betw een the two lines of D1 (_2.1GHz). This fitting  gives a 
collisional broadening _lG H z, which is the same value obtained from the 
absorption profile. The discrepancy of the separation betw een two lines of 
D1 betw een the num erical fitting and the known value could not be easily 
fixed. In  the  experim en tal conditions, the  collisional b roaden ing  w as 
comparable to the Doppler broadening and hyperfine structu re  separation. 
The two sta tes of the ground level of the D1 line would be mixed up due to 
the collisional broadening being comparable to or wider than  1.77GHz. Also 
we rea lized  the  basic problem s concerning the  m easu rem en t of the  
collisional broadening when the collisional broadening was com parable to 
the Doppler broadening.
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Chapter 7
Comparison Between the Annular Beam and Conical Emission
The m echanism  producing the conical emission is totally different from the 
m echanism  producing the annu lar beam  for one circular component in  the 
sp a tia l po lariza tion  separation . Thus the experim ental conditions are  
different, producing different results, although they  appear sim ilar.
7.1 Conical Emission
An in tense near-resonant laser field can profoundly modify the absorption 
and em ission spectra of an  atomic system. Due to the ac S ta rk  effect, the 
atom ic energy level will be shifted and sp litting  by the generalized Rabi 
flopping frequency. H arte r and Boyd [HB80] have shown theoretically  the 
existence of a strong resonance in the four wave m ixing [FWM] 
susceptibility for weak fields detuned sym metrically by the generalized Rabi 
frequency from the frequency of an  in tense pum p field. I t w as fu rth e r 
shown by Boyd et al (BRNH81) th a t for the case of nearly  copropagating 
beam s, th is strong coupling between the Rabi sideband can lead to gain for 
both side sidebands. U nder m any experim ental conditions self-focussing 
(here due to the effect of self-lensing) and stable self-trapped filam ents 
occur sim ultaneously  w ith  Rabi sideband generation . FWM occurring 
w ithin  such filam ents can lead to the emission of red-shifted rad ia tion  in 
the form of a cone surrounding the laser beam
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7.2 Theory of Conical Emission
The theory  [HB84] is based on a two level atom  system , w ith  a  lin ear 
polarized laser beam  detuned to the high frequency side of the  atom ic 
resonance by an  am ount Ac =co|-coa , where coa denotes the  u n p e rtu rb e d  
atomic resonance frequency, and co| is the laser beam  frequency. The effect 
of the strong applied laser beam is to split both the upper and  lower atomic 
levels in to  pa irs  of "dressed states" separa ted  by the  generalized  Rabi 
frequency. This frequency can be found by
Q'=(£22+Ac2 )1/2 (7.1)
where Rabi frequency =pia E |/h , w here  pa is the dipole m atrix  elem ent
for the transition  between the atomic levels and Ej is the field am plitude of 
the laser (Fig.7.1). In the steady state  the upper component of the lower pair 
is more highly populated than  the lower component. The three-photon wave 
a t frequency 0)3=0)] +f2' can then  experience gain by the stim u la ted  th ree  
photon effect. Then the fourth-param etric wave a t 0)4=0)-] experiences 
gain by FWM. Significant gain occurs for fl/Ac in  the  range 1 to 4. This 
was supported  by m any experim ents, in  which the  ra tio  Q/Ac did fall 
w ith in  th e  range 1.1 to 2.8. The four wave m ixing in  a se lf-trapped  
filam ents would produce the conical emission. Its  angle is de term ined  by 
phase m atching and refraction a t the filam ent boundary. The refractive 
index inside the filam ent can be assum ed to be un ity  due to sa tu ra tio n , 
while the  index of the  surrounding m edium  is th a t  of th e  u n sa tu ra te d  
atomic vapour. Thus, the  three-photon wave will be trap p ed  inside  the  
filam ents while the fourth  param etric  wave w ith lower side frequency of 
resonance is refracted  out of the filam ents a t an  angle 0 (according to 
Snell's law)
Fig.7.1: (a) Intense laser field of frequency col is detuned by an amount 
Ac from the resonance transition of the atom, (b) As a result of the Stark 
effect the upper and lower levels are split into doublets separated by the 
generalized Rabi frequency f2'; leading to a strong resonance 
enhancement of the illustrated four-wave-mixing process.
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0 = [0O^+5n(cö4)]^^ (7 .2)
w here 0q is the in ternal angle and 811(004) is the change in refractive index 
across the  filam ent boundary for the frequency of the  conical emission. 
According to an em pirical form ula
w here k=1.8 and (l+8n(coj)) is the unsatu rated  refractive index of the pum p 
la se r.
7.3 Difference Between Conical Emission and the Annular Beam 
7.3.1 Theoretical Differences
The theory of conical emission is based on a two level atomic system . An 
in tense linearly  polarized laser is detuned to the high frequency side of the 
atomic resonance. The fourth param etric wave with lower side frequency of 
resonance  th ro u g h  FWM in self-trapped  filam en ts of la se r  beam  is 
refracted  out in  conical form, surrounding the in tense output laser beam . 
B ut the  theory producing the annu lar beam  for one circular component is 
based  on a J = l / 2- J = l /2 atom ic system . W hen an  ellip tically  polarized  
G aussian  laser beam  propagates in  the nonlinear vapour on resonance, 
both  the  absorptive coupling betw een two circular com ponents and  on 
resonance axis enhancem ent of the <7. component play an essential role in 
forming the annu lar beam  for the 0+ component.
0=k [28n (o)|)]1/2 (7 .3)
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7.3.2 Observation Differences
There are several basic differences betw een the conical em ission and the 
a n n u la r beam:
Firstly, the  conical emission, surrounding the intense laser output, has the 
sam e polarization  s ta te  as th a t  of the  inpu t laser (both lin ear or both  
circular) [SK80]. On the other hand the an n u la r beam , surrounding the 
central core of the a . component, is e ither right or left circularly polarized 
beam. This is formed by only the a+ component of the input G aussian laser 
beam .
Secondly, in order to observe the conical emission the laser m ust be tuned to 
the  h igher frequency side of the atomic resonance to form self-trapped 
filam ents and the FWM. On resonance the conical emission d isappeared  
[T79]. B u t on-resonance or a close to resonance the spatial polarization  
separation, in  which the annu lar beam  is defined, was observed.
Thirdly, the conical emission could be produced in any p a rt of the filam ents 
according to the  d iam eter of the  filam ents [HB84], and can be observed 
w ithout any image optics [T79][SR88]; while the annu la r beam  observed is 
ju s t the image of the laser output a t the exit face of the cell. Actually, the 
spatia l polarization  separa tion  was m easured as a function of physical 
path lengths in  the final group of experiments.
Fourth ly , the  size of the  conical em ission is quite  in sensitive  to the  
frequency and power of the incident laser [T79]. I t  was found th a t  the  
an n u la r beam  itse lf  was very sensitive to the frequency, power and  the 
e llip ticity  of the  laser, ind icating  the  coupling betw een bo th  c ircu la r 
components of the laser beam through the nonlinear m edium plays a basic 
role in  form ing the  a n n u la r  beam . In  the  experim en t th e  sp a tia l 
polarization was m easured as a function of the frequency, power and the
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ellipticity of the laser.
Fifthly, the conical emission was only observed by blocking the intense laser 
output in  the core due to the intense laser output being too strong (compared 
w ith the conical emission). While in the spatial polarization separation the 
central core in the core of the laser beam could be either m uch w eaker or 
stronger th an  the annu lar beam.
It was found in  the  firs t group of experim ents in the h igher in ten sity  
regime th a t when the in tensity  profile of the incidental laser was distorted, 
the  a n n u la r beam  was distorted  in the sim ilar way, indicating th a t  the  
form ation of the annu lar beam  is of locally absorptive natu re  (Fig.5.15).
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Chapter 8
Summary and Discussion 
8.1 Experiments and Theories
An experimental investigation of the polarization properties of an intense 
laser beam propagating through nonlinear sodium vapour at a wavelength 
close to the D1 absorption line was made. It was for the first time observed 
experimentally that an initially Gaussian laser beam with an uniform 
polarization propagating through the nonlinear sodium vapour was 
separated into a central core of pure circular polarization surrounded by an 
annular beam of opposite circular polarization. These observations are in 
exceptionally good qualitative agreement with the numerical models by 
McCord and Ballagh [BPC90] despite the limitations of the theory which is 
based on a pure J=l/2-J=l/2 atomic system. In the experiments the spatial 
polarization separation was measured as a function of physical 
pathlengths in the Na cell in order to study the spatial polarization 
separation and self-guiding phenomena and in order to make comparisons 
with the numerical model directly. In addition the spatial polarization 
separation has been studied as a function of input ellipticity, input power, 
physical pathlength and frequency of the laser beam.
In the experiments in the lower intensity regime, the annular beam, 
formed by an initially weaker circular component, was observed. When the 
annular beam was formed, the initially stronger opposite circular 
polarization remained an approximately Gaussian profile [Fig.5.17]. This 
matches the numerical simulation reasonably well [WBMB89]. In the 
higher intensity regime, both the spatial polarization separation with a 
strong central core and the self-guiding phenomena were observed. The
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a n n u la r  beam  was formed by the in itially  stronger component, and the  
central core was formed by the initially weaker component [Fig.5.2-2].
The spatia l polarization separation and self-guiding phenomenon was first 
predicted by McCord and Ballagh [MB85] in a num erical sim ulation. They 
solved the Maxwell-Bloch equations for a J= l/2 -J= l/2  atomic system . In 
order to sim ulate sodium vapour D1 line as a J= l/2 -J= l/2  atomic system , a t 
least 200torr of argon buffer gas would be required to sufficiently m ask the 
lower level hyperfine structure  (1.77GHz) and Doppler broadening, which 
would th en  require about 1W laser inpu t power (with a w aist of 100pm of 
the  laser beam). B ut in  our experim ental conditions only 150mW lase r 
in p u t power was available, thus both 100 to rr of Ar buffer gas and sm all 
w aists of the  laser beam  were used. At 100 to rr  of Ar buffer gas the  
collisional broadening was estim ated to be com parable to or a little  w ider 
th an  the  Doppler broadening and hyperfine structu re  (1.77GHz). According 
to the  theoretical model ß> 50 is required (in the  num erical sim ulations 
[MB85] ß=10^ being used). This makes the optical competition betw een two 
circular components of the  laser beam dom inate o ther processes (such as 
collisional m ixing in  each atom ic energy level). In  the  experim en ts 
described here, ß is estim ated to be -200.
U sin g  th e  e x p e rim e n ta lly  m ea su re d  p a ra m e te rs  th e  n u m e ric a l 
sim ulations show spatia l polarization separation  w ith a stronger cen tra l 
core and self-guiding character, in  agreem ent w ith the observations. Both 
the  num erical sim ulations and the experim ental observations also show 
th a t both components experienced ASF processes. The focused peak of the 
o_ component was h igher th an  the in tensity  of the G+ component in  the 
core of the  la se r beam , before the spatia l polarization  w ith  a stronger 
central core (compared w ith th a t of the annu lar beam  of the g+ component) 
was formed. Then the self-guiding of the spatia l polarization separa tion  
w as observed  in  bo th  in te n s ity  profiles a lth o u g h  the  self-gu id ing
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phenomenon was maintained only for a distance of about 1cm and a small 
peak appeared in the annular beam of the g+ component in the 
experiments.
However there  were some differences between the  experim ental resu lts and 
the  num erical sim ulations. W hen the spatia l polarization  separa tion  is 
formed, the peak in tensity  ratio of the num erical sim ulation is lower th a n  
th a t  of the experim ental results, and the w idth of the an n u la r beam  was 
w ider th a n  th a t  of the  experim ental one. The in itia l ASF for the  g+ 
com ponent was earlier and sharper in the num erical sim ulations th an  in  
th e  experim en ta l resu lts . W hen the  sp a tia l p o la riza tio n  sep a ra tio n  
occurred the  a n n u la r  beam  of the g+ com ponent w as w ider in  the  
num erical sim ulations th an  in the experim ental resu lts. These problem s 
can be traced  to an  earlie r in itia l ASF for the  g+ com ponent in  the  
n u m erica l s im u la tio n s  th a n  in  the  ex p erim en ta l re s u lts . S evera l 
num erical sim ulation tests were performed. A com bination of param eters 
w ithin the sta ted  uncertainty  lim its could not produce sim ulations fitted to 
the  experim en ta l re su lts  significantly  b e tte r  th a n  the  in itia l se t of 
param eters deducted from the experiments.
Another series of computer sim ulations was carried to find a best fit for the 
e x p e r im e n ta l sp a tia l  p o la r iz a tio n  s e p a ra tio n  in te n s i ty  p ro file s , 
disregarding any lim its set by the experiment to the possible param eters. It 
was found th a t the w idth of the annu lar beam  is dependent on Ioo/F, and  
th a t  for (Ioo/F)~0.2 the  sp a tia l w idths of the  a n n u la r  beam  in  the  
sim ulations were found in reasonable agreem ent w ith the spatia l w idth of 
the  a n n u la r  beam  of the experim ental profiles. From  these  sim ulations 
some system atic trends were concluded, which m ight guide us tow ards an  
exp lanation  of the  observational discrepancy betw een experim ents and  
theory. I t is feasible th a t  if  i t  is taken  into account th a t  the  collisions 
betw een the  3^P ^/2  and 3 ^ 3 / 2  atom s would increase  th e  sa tu ra tio n
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intensity up to 1.5 times, so that the real input dimensionless intensity 
would decrease accordingly.
Other effects such as the residual dispersion and insufficient collisional 
broadening on the ASF of the o+ component are not all obvious and well 
understood.
Despite all these shortcomings, especially the basic theoretical problems, 
the experimental results are in good agreement with the numerical 
simulations.
The experimental arrangements used here include the following 
improvements over the previous published experiments of [TGR84] [S86] 
[BRTTGRP84]:
1. video camera system, recording the full two dimensional information,
2. two Wollaston Prisms being used to separate and display two circular 
components simultaneously on the screen,
8.2 Future Work
The transition between the spatial polarization separation and off- 
resonance phenomena such as off-resonance rings and the conical 
emission would be one of the future works. In this work more accurate 
frequency measurement would be involved. Further work we suggest would 
be to investigate the effects of the magnetic field.
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A ppendix
Image Processing
The package of program s, w ritten  by Don Bone, was in itially  in tended for 
the  ana ly sis  of in te rferom etric  da ta . FrA nSys system  is th e  cen tra l 
program  of the package. It can also be used for image processing.
The program s are based on a simple Fourier-spectrum  analysis [TIK81]. In  
the program s filtering is used to reduce the noise level of the signal. In the 
following, some basic ideas of the programs will be explained.
1. Fourier-spectrum Analysis
In  our experim en ts the  resu lts  were obtained  in  the  form  of sp a tia l 
in tensity  distributions. The noise level is higher. The noise is represented  
by high spatial components, and Fourier-spectrum  techniques were used to 
suppress these  com ponents. In  the com puter program s, a fas t F ourier 
T ran sfo rm  R outine  w as used  to tran s fo rm  th e  sp a tia l  in te n s ity  
distributions into the spatial frequencies. Then a filter is used to remove the 
h ig h  sp a tia l frequency  com ponents(noise). F in a lly  In v erse  F o u rie r 
T ransform  is used to transform  the filtered spatia l spectrum  back to the 
o rig in a l sp a tia l in te n s ity  d is tr ib u tio n s . As a re su lt, th e  noise is 
significantly reduced. Using the  com puter program s the d a ta  can also be 
fu rth e r  processed. For exam ple, in tensity  profiles and th ree  dim ensional 
plots can be obtained.
2. General Information of the Programs
A buffered memory system  is used to enable these program s to open any
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number of DAF files simultaneously. The files are held in a memory buffer 
which is set to 300,000 points. Thus the largest single file that can be 
contained in memory is 547x547 pixels.
The file format used by most of the programs is a Direct Access Format file 
with a record length of 8 bytes, referred to as a DAF file. The DAF file 
structure operates in a mode in which the first record contains the single 
precision real value the second record contains the uncertainty in that 
value.
This group of formats is based on an 8 bit raster scan dump. The default 
sampling dimension is 512x512=262144 pixels. The sampling dimension 
can be reduced by making a window. The window encloses the image to be 
analyzed. This would increase the speed of the image processing. In our 
image processing, the sampling dimensions were chosen between about 1/3 
and 1/2 of the default dimension.
3. Features of the Programs
3.1. Fast Fourier Transform
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) routines pass back their results arranged 
such that the zero frequency point is in the first element of the array and 
the frequency index runs from 0 to N-l fringes per field for N data samples. 
The upper limit is arbitrarily chosen to be +Int(N/2) which means that 
frequency range displayed is -Int((N-l)/2) to +Int(N/2). In our image 
processing the frequency range was typically between (-149 to +149) to 
(-170 to+170).
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3.2. Interactive Features
The program s m ake extensive use of the GIN (Graphic IN put) mode of 
TEKTRONIX term inals. This can be used to define a bitm ap m ask based on 
a polygonal outline. You draw  a polygonal outline in teractively  and save 
th is  to a file so th a t  FrAnSys can define a b itm ap m ask based  on th is  
outline.
3.3. Filtering
The noise of the  m easu rem en ts were filtered  out using  the  following 
technique. A filter is flat w ithin the baseband of the signal. The baseband, 
in  practice, is defined by the region in which the signal is larger th an  the 
noise. The noise level is fairly easily determ ined by overlaying a num ber of 
sections through the signal region. If a contour plot is then  m ade w ith the 
first contour ju s t  above the noise level then  the baseband should be fairly  
clear. The g rapher file th a t  th is  generates (which can be viewed w ith  
grapher) is a polygonal outline of the baseband of the signal. FrAnSys can 
thus define a bitm ap m ask based on this outline. Fourier transform  outside 
the outline is set to zero to provide very powerful filtering. In  our im age 
processing a t least 20 circles ( frequency range: -20 to 20) were kept in  the 
filter. This would keep the features of the image and reduce the noise. The 
da ta  points were a t least 50.
4. Main Procedures
The following sequence was used:
1. Signals are recorded on a video tape.
2. T ransla te  8 b it data  in  bin, win or image form at to DAF form at.
3. Average the input file to reduce the size of the data  set.
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4. Forward the Fourier Transform.
5. Draw a filter: a polygonal outline.
6. Generate the mask (make sure that Fourier remapping is active
when the filter outline is drawn): Converting the polygonal outline 
into a bitmap.
7. Apply the mask: Setting the current buffer to zero outside the mask.
8. Inverse Transform the filtered spectrum.
9. Write the result to disk.
